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1. 
SYNOPSIS 
This is a study of a new model of an education system 
which could be more suitable to the needs of the last decades of 
the twentieth century. 
The study has been divided into seven chapters with a 
brief introduction. 
Chapter One discusses the problem, i.e. the inadequacies 
of present day education. 
Chapter Two introduces an alternative approach, namely, 
permanent education as a solution. 
Chapter Three presents the first case study: Cuba's 
educational system. 
Chapter Four presents the German Democratic Republic's 
educational system. 
Chapter Five presents the educational system of England 
and Wales. 
Chapter Six presents Chile's educational system. 
Chapter Seven presents a brief comparison between the 
four systems in their attempts to eradicate inadequacies. 
There is also an Appendix showing a Chilean model of 
permanent education: The Unified National School, and some 
characteristics of the systems shown in this study which could be 
added to this model in order to improve it. 
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INTRODUCTION  
It could be argued that since the 1950's and 1960's the 
need to re—examine the role of education in society has become an 
urgent task. 
	
The need for educational change includes the learning 
of new job skills, acceptance of new responsibilities, the knowledge 
of prospective manpower needs and job opportunities, etc. So, 
modern educational policy should above all be characterised by a 
deep understanding of the fact that in today's world there are and 
should be many more varied ways of providing instruction and that 
educational needs cannot be satisfied by the school alone. 
	
In 
other words, what might be necessary is the adoption of an educa—
tional alternative that represents an attempt to adapt education to 
the conditions of modern life, that sees all educational trends 
and practices not as isolated, independent and without relevance to 
each other, but as corresponding in each case to one aspect of the 
overall innovative patterns imposed by modern conditions. This 
alternative could be permanent education. 
In a permanent education system the education must form a 
coordinated totality in which all sectors of society are structurally 
integrated. 
	
It will be universalised and continual. 
It may be observed that in order to build a firm theore—
tical basis for permanent education one does not have to start from 
scratch. 	 At present there exists a vast and relevant amount of 
knowledge about the foundations of education, human development, 
learning processes, etc., which should be usable, subject to its 
refinement and reinterpretation. 
	
But it is necessary to stress 
that it is unrealistic to expect permanent education to transform 
the educational practice of a society, in any case, no wholesale 
adoption of all aspects of permanent education can be realistically 
expected; but its acceptance as a principle could certainly con— 
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tribute to fostering the conditions in which education was accepted 
throughout life, and in which existing practices were more open to 
other learning influences. 	 In other words, it would transform 
what already exists, in order to make experiences favourable to 
permanent education easier for people. 
It is also necessary to enphasise that educational prac—
tice varies in different contexts, depending upon determinants and 
influences such as a country's geography and history, technological 
development, socio—political and economic system and many other 
factors. 
	
	
Thus no single set of prescriptions for educational prac— 
tice can be given which can be applied in all countries, or even in 
a single country at different times in its historical development. 
For example the perspective of permanent education in a 
country with a per capita income of 300 dollars or less is, 
obviously, different from that in a country where the average income 
os 4000 dollars per annum and where 70 per cent of the population 
have received secondary education. 
	 Consequently educational prac— 
tice in the perspective of permanent education will differ from 
society to society according to a large number of local conditions 
and traditions and, because an educational system is a national res—
ponsibility, a complete educational policy will include political, 
social, economic and cultural, as well as purely educational objec—
tives, promoting the kind of educational changes required to adapt 
the educational system of the changing world. 
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Chapter One 
INADEQUACIES OF PRESENT—DAY EDUCATION  
The outstanding characteristics of our times is the 
rapidity of change in all aspects of human life. 	 The acceleration 
in science and technology, which are increasing and undergoing 
constant renewal, the great population increase, the enlarging net—
work of communications, social mobility and participation in 
political and cultural activities, are some of the main features 
that identify our times, and which are bringing about a radical 
revision of traditional ideas on education. 
Pressures have come from the economy demanding a more 
efficient labour force and from political organisations which stress 
educational development as a pre—condition for national development (1). 
But education has not responded to the people's expecta— 
tions, and in spite of society being subject to a continual process 
of change, education continues to be traditional. 	 A brief review 
of the present formal system of education can show the following 
shortcomings among other: 
Formal education is restricted to a particular phase 
in life, leaving a large span of life uncatered for, 
(from the early 20's onwards) (2). 
Education has been based upon a process in which the 
teacher teaches and the student learns. 
The traditional role of the school has been that of 
reproducing society and the existing social relations of 
society. 
The traditional divorce of education from life implies the 
separation of learning from some aspects of living. 
Education has been considered as a privilege and not as 
a human right. 
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The expensive nature of education has helped to create 
small elites. 
The tendency towards early specialisation and the dicho—
tomy between manual and intellectual disciplines have 
increased (3 ). 
Now, if one looks specifically into the educational systems 
of the developing countries, it is possible to add the following 
shortcomings among others: 
Education in developing countries supports out—of—date 
dogmas and customs which have been inherited in the form 
of imported models. 
In spite of the hopes conceived a long time ago, education 
in developing countries has so far been no exception to the 
harsh rule of our times which tends to increase the unequal 
distribution of goods and resources. 
Education in developing countries suffers basically from a 
break between its content and the living experiences of its 
pupils, between its archaic curricula and the modernity of 
science (4). 
The content of education in developing countries tends to be 
too theoretical and academic, emphasis 
	 is put on informa— 
tion and facts, without due consideration for other aspects 
such as social values and attitudes, vocational and techni—
cal experiences, making education appropriate only to an 
elite which could continue theoretical studies but which is 
inappropriate to the majority. 
Developing countries have enlarged the existing educational 
establishment as rapidly as possible with relatively little 
change in its structure, content and methods. 
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Developing countries, their people and governments have 
demonstrated a solid faith in education as a key to 
individual and national advancement. 	 But in spite of 
this the truth is that educational systems find themselves 
besieged by a serious crisis between themselves and social— 
economic environments. 	 For example, despite their rapid 
expansion the educational systems have been unable to 
keep pace with the rising popular demand, thus, a gap 
between demand anc supply has persisted (5). 
Education, maintains an imbalance between educational out—
put and available jobs (6). 
Education in developing countries has shown an imbalance 
between formal and non—formal education ignoring the fact 
that non—formal education has an extremely vital role to 
play, whether in continuing the education of already 
"educated" persons, or in bringing literacy and useful 
skills to masses of people who were deprived of formal 
schooling (7). 
All these accumulated problems and contradictions in the 
field of education have, finally, produced a definitive educational 
crisis, and at the same time an awareness of people in most countries 
of the necessity for a restructuring of the educational process. 
However, the adoption of educational reforms of any kind in any 
society in the last decades of the twentieth century presents a 
significant problem, that of designing an education not for a 
known future but for life in a world characterised by continuing 
change, which will require the continuous adaptation by man to new 
circumstances, continuous learning and relearning, and continuing 
opportunities for education at every phase of the life cycle. 
Thus four alternative educational models are being 
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considered: 
(a) Deschooling, supported by I. Illich (8) and in varying 
degrees by E.H. Reimer (9), P. Goodman (10) and 
P. Freire (11). 	 Illich thinks that it is necessary to 
abolish schools and replace them by learning webs and 
networks making knowledge more widely available to all. 
(b) Non—formal education, an approach supported by the 
International Council for Educational Development, under 
the direction of P.H. Coombs (12). 	 Much research has 
been done to explore the potential role of non—formal 
education in rural development strategies in developing 
countries. 
	
But its detractors argue that non—formal 
education would become a second rate alternative to formal 
education and be employed as a cheap means of educating 
the poor. 
(c) Recurrent education, an approach supported by the 
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, 
and D. Kellen (13), which implies an alternation of 
education with other activities the most important of these 
being work. 
This strategy has been critised because it is applicable 
to industrialised countries and not to developing countries, 
and because it places a special stress on formal education 
during time intervals in the post—basic stage. 
(d) Permanent education; this alternative to existing formal 
education system was proposed by UNESCO. 
Among these four approaches it is this one which has gained 
greater currency and more widespread theoretical acceptance. 
It is necessary to say that permanent education incorporates 
many of the elements of the three approaches already mentioned (14), 
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but permanent education argues that what is needed is not the 
abolition of schools, but the acceptance of new educational practices 
within them. 	 For example, a major task of schools would be to 
develop a taste for permanent learning in all pupils. 
Appropriate practices could include pupil involvement in 
decision making, opportunities for self evaluation, and inclusion 
of learner—initiated activities in classroom learning. 
Appropriate organisational features could involve multi—
age grouping,provision for group learning activities and coordina—
tion of school learning with learning agencies outside school. 
As E. Gelpi (15) has pointed out2 the type of change 
required within formal systems of education must include attempts 
to overcome the precedence given to intellectual over manual dis—
ciplines,to abolish streaming within schools, to eliminate early 
selection and specialisation and to include folk culture within 
the formal school curriculum. 	 It is also necessary to consider 
vocational training as a part of a whole which includes initial and 
continued education, general education and job preparation; in 
other words, to proVide ways of overcoming the traditional separa—
tion between the world of work and that of education, 
10 
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Chapter Two 
A. 	 PERMANENT EDUCATION: HISTORY AND PRESENT POSITION  
The concept of permanent education is not new, it dates 
back to antiquity. 	 It is also seen in the writings of theorists 
such as Comenius and Matthew Arnold, and many others. 
About 70 years ago the term "permanent education" first 
appeared in English educational writings. (A.L. Smith's report on 
zAdult Education, 1919) (1), while ten years later the notion re—
appeared in its definitive English form as "lifelong education" in 
a work by B.A. Yeaxlee (2). 
In France it began to take shape in the 1930's in the 
hands of the philosopher Gaston Bachelard, although it was not 
adopted in educational circles until after the Second World War. 
However, the conceptualisation of the principle is more recent. 
Internationally, the concept of permanent education was 
first expressed in the1965 Conference of Ministers of Education of 
member states of the Council of Europe (3). 	 The idea was also 
adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations in 1966 and 
so became part of UNESCO's educational and social programme: 
In June of 1967 the Council for Cultural Cooperation of 
the Council of Europe issued a statement in which they stressed the 
need for member states to give priority, 
"to the implementation of the concept of lifelong 
education in the forward—looking perspective of 
Europe twenty years ahead" (4). 
The term permanent education itself carries more than one 
connotation, and everybody is inclined to have their own very 
different interpretation of it, so some attempt at defining its 
exact content is indispensable. 
The word "permanent" takes on a significance which demands 
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careful definition. 
	
It does not mean "continuous" in the ordinary 
mathematical sense which would imply a Utopia in which education 
began in the womb and ceased only in the grave (5). 	 What it really 
implies is that education ought not to stop at a given moment, but 
that it can be interrupted and later resumed. 
In this sense it conveys a desire not to limit education 
to a certain period in an individual's existence but, after what is 
traditionally regarded as the completion of his studies, to provide 
subsequent periods of additional education which he can combine with 
his daily life and occupation, without breaking the continuity of 
either. 
Our traditional assumptions will then be replaced by two 
principles: Firstly, that education can take place at different 
periods of life, and that there is no need to restrict it to the 
"usual—age", the result being that permanent education can apply to 
any period of a person's life. 	 The second principle is that educa— 
tion can be interrputed for long periods and resumed again later and 
need not be in any way linked to the concept of continuity in time (6). 
Permanent education must not be confused with adult educa— 
tion or with continuous education as happens frequently. 
	 Adult 
education is only one aspect of a system of permanent education. 
As for the idea of continuous training, it is also restrictive in that 
it relates exclusively to the vocational side of education, whereas 
in the concept of permanent education the term "education" is under—
stood in its broadest sense (7). 
For permanent education, educational activity is conceived 
as a whole integrated in a single system. 	 But permanent education is 
not a recipe which can be applied to all situations. 
	 It is a general 
directive, - a guide and an outlook on which educational systems 
should be built. This general concept must be adapted to the realities 
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and needs of each society. 
Permanent education is also an ideology (8). 	 It would 
be a mistake to think that the concept of permanent education raises 
questions only of administrative or structural order; permanent 
education is a genuine educational project and as such it looks to 
the future: it envisages a new type of man, it is the carrier of a 
system of values, it involves a project of society. It constitutes 
a new philosophy of education. 	 This project also contains political 
options. 	 It is ideological, and for some it is a Utopia. 
However, as in all matters concerning education, the idea 
of permanent education gives rise to a wide variety of reactions 
involving frequent differences of opinion and controversies, but for its 
promoters permanent education is the only kind of education which 
would be suitable for modern man. 
Now, in searching for a definition of the concept, a wide 
range of proposed definitions exists, for instance, the one given by 
R.D. Dave, who said that, 
"Permanent education is a comprehensive concept which 
includes formal, non—formal and informal learning extended 
throughout the life—span of an individual to attain the 
fullest possible development in personal, social and 
professional life. 	 It seeks to view education in its 
totality and includes learning that occurs in the home, 
school, community and workplace, and through mass media 
and other situations and structures for acquiring and 
enhancing enlightenment. 	 In this context the concept 
of permanent education provides a new perspective to all 
educational goals, activities and structures, emphasising 
the all—round development of the individuals over the whole 
life—span. 	 Permanent education is not just preparation 
for life, it is an integral part of life. 	 Learning and 
living are closely intertwined, each enriching the other. 
Thus, permanent education becomes a continuous quest for 
a higher and better quality of life" (9). 
Dave's definition, which brings out the multi—faceted character of the 
concept of permanent education is supplemented by that provided by 
Paul Legrand: 
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"By permanent education we mean quite simply that 
education is not restricted to schooling. 
	
On the 
contrary, its influence extends over all sectors of 
the learner's existence, private as well as public —
his family and professional relationships, his politics, 
his social activities, his leisure pursuits and so on. 
It makes its appeal to all kinds of agencies: school, 
college, and university but equally the family, the 
community and the world of work, books, press, theatre 
and the media for mass communication. 	 What it amounts 
to is that the educational enterprise is a global and 
continuous process which takes place from the moment 
of birth to the death of the individual: a process 
which implies in a circular relationship the education 
of children, adolescents and adults at different 
ages and stages of development. 	 If education is to 
become permanent and all—embracing it follows that its 
contents, its methods and the training of the specialised 
personnel in the various sectors of the educational 
enterprise must be very radically changed" (10). 
Two of the most common definitions of permenent education 
have been given here, but it is necessary to lay stress on the idea 
that the concept of permanent education is the result of international 
cooperation. 	 It is the collective thinking and exchange of ideas 
and experiences between educators, research workers and administra—
tors, of various nationalities, conducted thanks to such organisa—
tions as Unesco and the Council for Cultural Cooperation (C.C.C.), 
created by the Council of Europe which have developed and promoted 
this concept 
In 1967 the Council for Cultural Cooperation had given 
the following definition •f permanent education, 
"The concept of permanent education as the organising 
principle of all education implies a comprehensive 
coherent and integrated system designed to meet the 
educational and cultural aspirations of every person 
in accordance with his abilities. 	 It is intended to 
enable everyone throughout his life, whether through 
his work or through his leisure activities, to develop 
his personality" (11) 
Having outlined the main features of permanent 
education and having provided some widely—accepted definitions, it 
is important to say that the introduction of permanent education 
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represents a major change with implications for all aspects of a 
system of education, including its objectives and contents; the 
institutions upon which it has been based, the structure of responsi—
bility and authority, forms and methods of financing its legal tasks. 
In addition it would have implications for the roles of learners 
and teachers, the use of educational technology, and so forth. 
The most important aspects to be affected by the adoption of the 
principle of permanent education are examined as follows. 
Objectives 
It is known that the aims of education are the result of 
philosophical reflections on man, on human existence in its 
historical context and on the system of relationships connecting man 
to nature and to the society in which he lives, creates and acts. 
Aims and objectives of education are emanations of value 
systems and norms which are also explicit in other cultural contexts: 
in myths and beliefs, in religions, philosophies, ideologies, 
literacy work, etc. 	 They are characterised by three general indica— 
tors: the nature of man, the nature of society and the nature of 
knowledge (12). 
Every education system embodies a vision of man, a project 
of society and an ideal of knowledge. 
	 One can notice that these 
factors are always taken into account by educators when attempting to 
work out the aims of education and the programmes which implement 
these aims. 
In the case of permanent education it is necessary to begin 
by recognising that the aims, contents and methods conceived as a 
response appropriate to the aspirations of individuals, to the demands 
of each national community and to the imperatives of the contemporary 
world have not yet been spelled out in detail. 
	 Nevertheless, since 
1.6 
we are in an era of scientific, technblobicall political and social 
change, the principal objectives of permanent education should be: 
(1) To educate individuals to adapt to change; 
(2) To maintain and improve the quality of life; 
(3) To equalise educational opportunities at all levels to 
enable every one to go to school as far as their aptitudes 
and capabilities permit unhampered by economic and social 
conditions; 
(4) To develop learners who are capable of learning 
independently i.e. self—learning, and in so doing give 
them the opportunity to learn to consider the rights 
and welfare of others as well as those of their own; 
(5) To permit the flexibility and diversity in content, learning 
tools and techniques, forms of acquiring education, and 
time of learning; 
(6) To permit the integration of school, home, community and 
world of work; 
(7) To prepare older individuals for retirement from the world 
of labour. 
In sum, the emphasis on objectives of permanent education 
should be on improving socially, economically, aesthetically and 
spiritually the majority of the people, to enable people to be persons 
and not only technical and executive instruments, and to be people 
not only who do their own thinking, but who do the kind of thinking 
that springs from deep convictions. 
Curriculum  
In a system of permanent education the curriculum areas 
should be selected in such a manner that they constitute a broad base 
for subsequent education both in general and professional fields (13). 
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The nature of the subjects should be taken into account while 
selecting subjects and organising their content, because any subjects 
undergoing quick changes in respect of their content need frequent up— 
dating. 	 Other subjects have certain elements, especially the skills 
involved, which by themselves are permanent in nature. 
The curriculum areas or subjects should be designed in 
such a way that they provide tools of enquiry, basic starting points, 
and practical knowledge for acquiring the methods of learning. 
The curriculum should be organised in a way which is inte— 
grated both vertically and horizontally. 	 It should be heavily 
concerned with values, attitudes and notivations. 
Another essential point is that the curriculum content 
should have an appropriate mixture of work and study so that the 
learner forms a habit of making work his principal tool for enriching 
his learning and widening his horizons. 
	
It is important to the 
development of creativity (14). 
As permanent education is a process that occurs both in 
and out of school, it is necessary to have an out—of—school curri—
culum, and in this case it might be necessary to have a curriculum 
for the very young which takes into account development of language 
skills, intellectual functioning, social behaviour, personality and 
motivation. 	 A curriculum for people beyond conventional school 
age could take into account adults' interests, creativity, responsi— 
bility, common sense, etc. 
	
A curriculum for work could take into 
account personal initiative, creativity, interaction, critical sense, 
capacity to devise solutions for work's problems, etc. Finally, 
a curriculum for life itself could emphasise that education is more 
than intellectual knowledge, that everything is important, tht life 
itself is a major souraeof learning, and also that one can learn 
from life during all of its stages and phases. 
	 In relation to 
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learning process and material, it is difficult to detect the impli—
cations of permanent education in terms of specific learning processes 
because they vary among students, teachers and school systems. 	 Never— 
theless an attempt at certain general implications can be made: 
From the beginning of formal education it is necessary to 
give adequate emphasis to self—learning. 
The need for guided learning should become lower as 
learners advance in age, educability and maturity. To an 
increasing extent, they should be entrusted with responsi— 
bility and initiative for planning and organising their own studies. 
The problems of study should be of major importance and 
interest for the learner. 
In order to be able to work in groups, the pupil should be 
trained to express himself, to listen to others, and to 
consider other people's opinions. 
For the learner to be able to carry out guided—learning, 
inter—learning and independent individual learning it is 
necessary for him to know and to use a variety of learning 
aida, that is, to make the maximum use of all the facilities 
provided by the modern educational technOlogy. 
If one looks into evaluation procedures, it is clear that 
the new objectives that emerge from the idea of permanent education 
will obviously be the reference — criteria for designing an adequate 
programme of evaluation according to psychological, pedagogical and 
social functions and consequences. 
	 It must be understood that, at 
the learner's level, a radical renovation of evaluation procedures is 
absolutely necessary, and that in an educational system with many 
routes to self—development, which are all considered worthwhile, 
evaluation must be applied carefully. 
Some of the main factors and issues in relation to 
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evaluation procedures are embraced by the following arguments: 
The primary purpose of evaluation should no longer be 
to establish a process of selection for bringing about 
repetitions and failures, but should be to guide and help 
them to make progress. 
The tools and techniques of evaluation should be to 
appraise the competencies developed for attaining further 
growth through later learning in formal and non—formal 
settings. 
It is important to emphasise continually the importance 
of self—evaluation and to encourage students to develop this 
quality. 
Evaluation of educational achievement should be orientated 
to improve it. 
It will be necessary to develop a differential evaluation 
system that enables every learner to discover his/her 
strengths, and his/her chances of success in some areas of 
study. 
It will be necessary to design a flexible system of 
evaluation which may have several alternatives and allows 
their combination. 
To improve the factors that influence educational achieve—
ment, such as curriculum plans, material, and processes, it 
is necessary to be an integral part of the total evaluation 
programme. 
On the other hand, continuous evaluation is also necessary 
at the level of the system itself, which will have to be 
periodically challenged. 	 Permanent education needs a 
permanent critical evaluation of education and its systems. 
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Organisation  
The decision to adopt the principle of permanent education 
is fundamentally a metter of national policy. 	 But the fact remains 
that the world has become smaller, frontiers have been opened 
especially for work, education and science, and the impact of the 
mass media has been far—reaching; all of these developments have 
contributed to internationalisation. 	 As a result many supporters 
of permanent education, for instance, trade unions and international 
and multinational companies have been building up an excellent net— 
work of international cooperation. 	 On the other hand, if education 
can be seen as a means for securing peace in the world, the implementa—
tion of permanent education in as many nations as possible would help 
to reach this goal (15). 
At the international organisations level, the United 
Nations and its agencies are essential for expanding the idea of 
permanent education. 	 The United Nations Charter of 26.6.1945 is 
the starting point for an international constitution. 	 The Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights of 10 December 1948 establishes "a right 
to education" including modalities of permanent education; moreover, 
the "right to education" has political and moral importance because 
it is a principle, a value which is accepted universally as a goal 
worth striving for, and which has the force of a directive for the 
member states (16). 
The implementation of permanent education at national level 
requires a very comprehensive and long—term national undertaking 
which makes necessary a cohesive organisation, good cooperation and 
a large number of personnel. 
On the other hand, implementation of permanent education 
does not concern educational policy alone, it involves social policy, 
economic policy, infrastructural policy, regional policy and financial 
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policy. 	 Permanent education can only be achieved if the entire 
national policy is revised in the perspective of this principle. 
Thus the Cabinet, the Minister of Education or Culture, research 
institutions, advisory groups and planning staff and representatives 
of non—governmental agencies must be involved in the process. 
Finally, because education is always closely linked to the 
society in which it takes place,the form of implementating permanent 
education in individual countries will have to be devised by the 
country concerned, according to each nation's constitution and 
legislation which will determine the possibilities and limitations 
for promoting permanent education. 	 Nevertheless some prescriptions 
and guidelines that relate to changes in the structure and organisa—
tion of the present educational systems will be cited now. 
The system of education should be understood as a total 
educational continuum, with the effect that a sharp break 
between different stages of education should not exist. 
The system of education should provide universal basic 
education during childhood and adolescence periods. But 
according to the concept of permanent education appropriate 
arrangements for post—basic education should be made. 
It would be very wise to insist that education does not 
end with schooling and to use multiple models of education 
like evening schools, part—time schools, correspondence 
courses and open plan schools as a form of merging school 
and out—of—school learning and to reduce the rising cost 
of education. 
The educational system that permanent education needs could 
be built up in a pluralist and organic way. 
	 They could include all 
the varieties of education which society needs, according to various 
circumstances arising from the age and the situation of those being 
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educated. 	 The functioning of such systems could be flexible and 
fluid to permit the students freedom of movement throughout the whole 
of the educational system. 	 The system could use many agencies 
such as: schools, training courses taken during employment (in 
administration or industry), study groups, cultural institutions, 
libraries, theatre, music, dancing, cinemas, museums, zoos, sports, 
games, place of work, vacational associations, family, community 
groups and organisations, social occastions, clubs and associations, 
religious institutions, religios festivals, political meetings, 
radio, T.V., newspapers and magazines, traditional and modern 
teaching aids, travel, places of amusement, markets and fairs, etc. 
This list is not exhaustive: every country with a permanent educa—
tion strategy will have to draw up a list of the agencies which it 
considers relevant. 
Permanent education intends that education be free from 
"enclaves" in which it has been enclosed and that all the educational 
potential of the community be made available to it. 
Administration  
In considering the nature of the administrative process 
insofar as permanent education is concerned it will be useful to 
keep in mind the fact that administration is by no means the simple, 
technical process which many people assume. 
	
It is a complex pro— 
cess which is economically, politically and emotionally very sensi—
tive. Administration is concerned with putting policy into practice 
with maximum efficiency and economy (17). 
Much of the literature on administration is concerned 
with the everyday activities carried out by administrators but, 
in the case of permanent education, of greater concern will be the 
capacity to move the organisation forward in the milieu of coopera— 
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tion with other very different organisations. 
Those responsible for educational administration are still 
in the process of building up their knowledge and experience regar—
ding how to organise a system of education encompassing formal and 
informal institutions, or how to coordinate institutionalised forms 
of education with non—formal education, or how to get cooperation 
among different forms of education. 
	
Nevertheless, some general 
principles can be stated, for instance: 
Central policy—making of a general nature; 
Local policy—making of a detailed nature; 
Community participation in policy—making; 
Central financing, evaluation and supervision of local 
facilities; and 
Vertical and horizontal coordination of educational 
services (18). 
Today, for most administrators there is a tension between 
maintaining a system which is functioning relatively smoothly and 
making changes which could cause all kinds of problems. 
If permanent education is to become a reality, the 
administrators can not affort to become complacent. 
	 The adminis— 
trators that permanent education needs; are expected to fulfil a 
leadership role, but people do not become leaders merely because 
they have administrative titles such as "principal" or "director"; 
for the role of leader must be earned. 
	 This implies good communica— 
tion with others, identification with them, motivational ability and 
flexibility, qualities which are essential for creating an adminis— 
trator — educator (19). 
	
However, to create such a person is a 
difficult taks, requiring the reform of administrative procedures, 
the amendment of training programmes, and systematic collection, 
analysis and dissemination of data. 
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All organisations concerned with the formal preparation 
of managers, administrators and the life should include in their 
curricula references to permanent education. 
It needs to be emphasised that without competent and 
enthusiastic workers any enterprise will fail. 
Finance  
The problem in this field is how to use the method of 
financing education to support a system that is both "lifelong" and 
"lifewide" and how might resources already being devoted to education 
be redeployed so as to encourage and support permanent education. 
Some relevant criteria are given below: 
When resources are considered on the "lifewide" perspective 
it is necessary to take into account not only the resources 
that are currently employed by the traditional educational 
system but also the resources used by all educating 
agencies in the society. 	 This means that to move to 
permanent education may not require as much as might at 
first be supported. 
From a lifelong perspective a serious attempt should be 
made to gear the use of educational opportunity to 
changes in the economy. 
	 This means that during periods 
of higher economic activity, the demand for education 
would be lower and would rise as economic activity 
diminishes. 
	
This approach could help reduce the real cost 
of permanent education by reducing the opportunity costs. 
From the above it is possible to deduce another criterion 
which could mean that, from a perspective of a lifetime, 
each individual might not draw on the educational resources 
of society very much more than he does now. 
	 Only the 
distribution would be different. 
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Another criterion is in relation, to maximum personal 
effort by participants, the economic consequences of 
dealing with motivated learners are incalculable, and 
under such conditions, resources are likely to be far more 
effectively utilised than under arrangements that compel 
participation. 
Additional factors to be considered in any permanent educa— 
tion financing arrangements include the mixing of public and private 
support, and public and private control, and even more, the 
desirability of some mix of institutions because the provision of 
free, public permanent education would be enormously expensive, and 
might not function in the expected way. 
In relation to the individuals whose education is to be 
financed it will be necessary to increase participation. 
	 Further— 
more, educational finance policy should be relatively "age neutral"(20). 
In relation to the educative agencies, traditional education 
relies on formal education agencies, but permanent education pre—
supposes the use of other non—traditional, and self—directed learning. 
This means that the financing arrangement must take both into account. 
In sum, the most viable basis for moving from the present 
to a permanent education system would be to start with present levels 
of expenditure and gradually change the method by which it is distri— 
buted. 
The Education  
Considering that teachers are an important factor mediating 
the effects of educational services, institutions and systems, and 
that the influence of teachers on the future personal, social and 
productive lives of pupils reflects the professional training they 
have received, it is necessary to give major importance to the prob— 
lem of the "educator" in the perspective of permanent education. 
	
In 
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addition any step taken to formulate an educative strategy should 
include the role of the educator whose cooperation is vital for 
success. 
C urriculum changes in the light of permanent education 
could not be achieved without teachers who accepted their value, 
and who possessed the necessary attitudes, motives and skills. 
According to the paper from the International Teacher  
Organisations presented in Geneva at the 35th International Conference 
on Education, August—September 1975, the changing approach to know—
ledge needed by the teachers is, 
"The teacher remains the central figure in education but 
he has to take into consideration that he is no more the 
only source of information, that mass media, etc are 
strong competitors, that some students may be better 
informed than he is in some special field of knowledge. 
He is no more an unquestioned authority, he becomes a 
guide helping his people to develop their capacities and 
abilities, fulfill their aspiractions, remaining himself 
capable of learning, capable of self—criticism, capable 
of keeping steady and close personal contact with his 
pupils and students" (21). 
Permanent education requires a democratisation of learning, of the 
content, pedagogy and the role of the teacher. 
	
Knowledge is not the 
prerogative of certain groups to receive and certain professions and 
institutions to transmit. 
	 All have a right to learn. 
The changing of values and knowledge in modern society means 
that static roles are no longer appropriate for any educator. 
	
The 
educator may act as curriculum specialist, or as the teacher 
responsible for the in—service training of his colleagues, or as a 
research associate in the school, or as a counsellor, etc., and every 
single teacher will need social and technical problem—solving 
capabilities as well as generalist and specialist knowledge, and 
intellectual tenacity and adaptability (22). 
In addition, the teacher required by permanent education 
is one who should act as an animator, facilitator and coordinator 
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of learning rather than as a figure of authority and sole 
custodian of knowledge. 
Another essential aspect for the development of permanent 
education is the extension of the concept of "educator" to many 
members of the community. 
	
Teachers are not only those who teach 
as a profession but other members of the society who are not pro— 
fessional teachers, but who do a great deal of teaching. 	 Some of 
them are part of the non—formal educational system while others 
are part of the educational system. 	 One large group of people who 
function as teachers but often without recognition includes 
librarians, experts in zoos, museums, education officers in pro—
fessional associations, social workers, family counsellors, etc. 
Doctors, dentists, lawyers, and pharmacists are also coming to be 
included in this group. 
	
However in addition, there is another 
major group of often unacknowledged teachers: it is a group that 
consists of those who know how to do things, which are important in 
life — the practitioners — they include parents, peers, siblings, 
workmates, friends and many others (23). 
More generally speaking, it is important to determine the 
characteristics required in a new kind of educator who will make 
it possible for the community to participate fully in educational 
work and to train such educators. 
The role of educator for permanent education demands an 
understanding of the way in which educational programmes for children, 
young people, adults, workers and older citizens can be harmonised 
together. 
The teacher that permanent education needs should also 
have sufficient personal sense of security to acknowledge that the 
knowledge and expertise which he acquires during his initial educa—
tion has a rapid decay rate and that all new knowledge he acquires 
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will be useful only for a short time (24). 
In permanent education there exists a close relation— 
ship between activities taking place in schools and the events of 
every day life. 
	
According to this, teachers should need, among 
other things, skill in linking school and life. 	 This implies 
that practice teaching should thus involve opportunities for stu—
dent teachers to participate in non—formal and informal setting, 
for example, leading youth groups and working in clubs and 
societies. 	 Thus practice teaching is not going on only in schools, 
but in other places as well, and is concerned not only with school 
age learners, but with other ones too. 
The organisation of the preparation of professional 
educators in the framework of permanent education is an ambitious 
and long—term project. 
Traditionally, teacher education curricula have acknow— 
ledged three major areas of work: 
a) 	 subject specialisation; 
(2) pedagogical and methodological elements; 
(3) practical experience. 
In the framework of permanent education it is necessary 
to re—examine these and test them for their coherence, inter—
relationship and relevance to the task envisaged. 
In perment education the teacher needs a broad general 
education rather than highly specialised knowledge of a narrow 
field. 
	
His task is increasingly to provide his pupils with means 
and criteria for the acquisition and integration of new knowledge. 
According to A.J. Cropley and R.H. Dave, a teacher 
college curriculum oriented in the direction of permanent education 
would include a course with information about permanent education 
(history of the concept, reasons for its emphasis, advantages of 
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permanent education, over traditional educational systems, etc.). 
It would help students to become aware of the need for permanent 
education and subsequently adopt it in their teaching practices, 
learning processes and in their own daily lives (25). 
Opportunities for personal experiences of permanent 
learning activities are suggested as of great importance. 
The structure of the curriculum would introduce a broad 
central core of information aimed at building a broad grasp of the 
organisation of knowledge and of the ways in which it is created, 
validated, located and used. 	 This would include knowledge of 
self, of culture and society, of the means and forms of production, 
and of the environment (26). 
Learning skills must be fostered. 	 This means that there 
would be encouragement to emphasise the development of a wide range 
of basic skills and abilities and the recognition that there are 
many ways of learning and communicating. 
In relation to the methods and techniques employed, they 
would try to put emphasis on a variety of methods, with lectures 
supplemented by project work, research programmes, student responsi—
bility for locating information, student—led seminars and tutorials, 
etc. 
The permanent education curriculum for teacher training 
would emphasise that there is a substantial body of human and 
material resources for learning available outside the college and 
would encourage students to make use of these resources (27). 
About evaluation processes, the purpose of evaluation for 
permanent education is to provide constructive information to 
learners, so that they can assess how they are achieving their goals 
and can take appropriate corrective steps where necessary. 
	
In this 
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form, evaluation serves a diagnostic, corrective and guiding purpose; 
this is called "formative" evaluation (28). 
A second important notion is that evaluation should occur 
through all learning processes and not only at the end of the 
academic year. 	 Thst is to say the evaluation could be continuous. 
Thus the programme of teacher preparation should be changed 
to give the teacher the skills and attitudes necessary to a new 
school programme. 
	
This should include a variety of teaching 
strategies, learning techniques, teaching aids, evaluation procedures, 
etc. 
Changes in the objectives and methods of teacher training 
are already being made in many countries. 
Teachers' unions are showing an ever—increasing interest 
in educational innovation planned in relation to the overall develop—
ment of society, and are voicing reservations about educational 
action in which the teacher's contributions to educational renewal 
appears to be overlooked. 
In sum, the educator as impressario, as guide, as counsellor 
and as link—man, could be the new specialism in a permanent educa— 
tion system. 	 But all these changes in the patterns of educational 
work, would only emerge as a consequence of new forms of training, 
not so much "teacher training" as "educator—training". 
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B. 	 HOW A SYSTEM OF PERMANENT EDUCATION  
COULD REMOVE INADEQUACIES  
Coming back now to the inadequacies of present day 
education seen in Chapter One, it is possible to note that a system 
of permanent education could be efficient for coping with changes 
in all aspects of human life, which is the main characteristic 
of our times. 	 A permanent educatiolsystem, if properly organised 
is capable of making every human being participate fully in all 
aspects of the scientific—technological revolution, and in political 
and cultural activities. 
A system of permanent education would allow for the 
flexibility with which educational structures should be endowed 
so as to offer the student many diversified options and courses, 
enabling him to enter the system at any stage, to transfer from 
one course to another, to leave the system and subsequently to 
return to it. 
A system of permanent education could offer one route to 
adaptability in a world where it is no longer possible to go on 
relying on the knowledge and skills acquired in youth. 	 As it 
becomes more difficult to predict the knowledge and skills needed 
for adult life, perament education stresses that the education of 
young people would have to 
	 concentrate on the learning skills 
to be used and developed throughout adult life. 
	 Thus education 
is not just an event in childhood but an experience available at 
any time in life, and it is provided by the whole of society 
in different contexts and at different times, and extended to 
whatever the individual does in the various circumstances and 
situations of his life (couple, family, work, church, political 
party, trade unions, clubs, etc.). 
The unprecedented demand for education and the right to 
be educated which has come to be recognised as one of the basic 
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human rights could be a reality because permanent education, by 
reasons of its flexibility, should represent, for young people and 
adults who have completed their regular education or dropped out 
before its completion, an extension of opportunities to educate 
themselves, giving them a second chance in education and providing 
educational formulas which would be more suitable to their situa—
tions and needs. 
The maintenance of a competent and skilled labour force, 
whatever the changes that scientific and technological progress 
may bring, is precisely the concern of permanent education and, 
so long as this is adequately developed, it would avoid any serious 
disparity between the requirements of a job and the training given 
to the workers. 
New technologies reduce the demands of work and enhance 
opportunities for leisure, but they also put a premium on the 
adaptability of knowledge and skills not possessed by those with 
only limited educational attainments. 
	
A comprehensive system 
of permanent education would provide the poorly educated with much 
wider opportunities to improve their general level of education and 
hence their employability: it would remove people temporarily from 
the labour market, making room for others, particularly young people, 
tz take their place, and it would provide opportunities for adults 
to play a more creative part in cultural and social activities. 
The democratisation of education requires not only wider 
access to education in school but also equality of opportunities, 
which involves compensating for initial handicaps and, after a 
common basis of education has been provided, educational action 
adjusted to the aspirations, characteristics and needs of the different 
age—groups and the different socio—economic and occupational cate— 
gories. 	 In this way, everyone should be able to have a second 
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chance in educational systems which lie increasingly outside the 
bounds of the formal system. 
If the critical assessment of the present state of educa—
tion in the world is now specifically related to developing countries, 
where the inadequacies of education are aggravated moreover by the 
social, economic and political problems deriving from underdevelop—
ments a system of permanent education could help them to continue to 
advance and reach goals which mean prosperity and well being for the 
future. 
Because many of the developing countries are in the process 
of industrialisation they need an increasing labour force which implies 
giving further training to those who are now working and raising them 
to higher levels of technical ability by means of permanent systems 
of refresher courses for people in all sectors of economic activity. 
A system of permanent education should help developing 
countries to bridge the break between education and society. 
	 This 
break has separated for centuries the needs and interests of the 
people from the ends pursued by imported academic institutions and 
has casused education up to the present time to be inadequate and 
inefficient in relation to social aspirations and needs. 
Up to now education in developing countries has been 
influenced by the markedly classicist social structure inherited from 
the colonial period which left its selective and antidemocratic 
stamp on school systems and which has retarded the expansion of 
education and prevented the spread of equal educational opportunity. 
In this connection permanent education should help developing 
countries' educators with the problem of the mutual dependence that 
exists between education and society. 
In relation to democratisation of education this is a very 
important problem, especially at this time of far—reaching social, 
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economic and political change. 	 The educational systems of 
developing countries have mirrored the social structure prevailing 
in Europe in the colonial era and, because of this, their demo—
cratisation has taken place very gradually, in proportion to the 
transformation of the society. 
A system of permanent education should change the trend 
and the content of studies as education ceases to be designed for 
a relatively homogeneous minority and is opened up to a broad 
heterogeneous mass of people. 
In developing countries permanent education could absorb 
a huge clientele made up of adolescentswho have left school early 
and would like to continue their primary education and to learn or 
have further training in, a particular trade, and adults wishing 
to complete their partial primary or secondary education, as well 
as untrained adults wishing to acquire a trade or profession. 
This is especially so if the young worker knows that he will have 
to change employment two or three times in the course of his working 
life, frequently change his work station and often adapt to new 
production techniques, and the adult knows that he, if well motivated, 
can learn in three months what an adolescent under constraint has 
refused to learn in three years. 
Other groups which a system of permanent education could 
benefit would be adults in technical occupations wishing to receive 
further training so as to become better qualified for their jobs, 
adults seeking adminission to universities and wishing to obtain 
the necessary qualifications and young people or adults wishing to 
gain some knowledge in the spheres of art or science in their 
leisure time and with all the freedom that permanent education 
allows. 
Taking all of the foregoing discussion into account, it 
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may be observed that permanent education represents a tremendous 
challenge to traditional educational systems, ideas and practices. 
It demands a major shift in thinking about educational needs and the 
way in which they can be satisfied. 	 Indeed, permanent education 
offers an opportunity to envisage what modern educational provision 
in both developed and developing countries not only can but also 
should be aspiring to achieve. 
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Chapter Three 
CASE STUDIES  
As stated earlier, the essential elements of a permanent 
education system are already present in some degree in most societies. 
There are some facilities for adult education in every country; 
there are school and university systems for children and adolescents 
in almost every country; there is a variety of pre—school and out—
of—school arrangements and facilities for on—the—job training in 
vocational skills, and there are libraries, galleries, museums and 
so on. 	 But today there is no country in the world which has set 
up a complete system of permanent education. 	 It is an extremely 
complex task. 	 However, there are some countries which have 
enacted interesting legal provisions which constitute the base of 
innovations and reforms conceived from the point of view of perma— 
ment education. 
The educational systems of certain selected countries will 
now be analysed; it will become evident that various forms of 
permanent eduacation will be found in these educational systems 
but with different degrees of development and extent. 	 The first 
country to be examined is Cuba. 
CUBA 
Cuban education in historical perspective  
As in other Latin American countries, in colonial Cuba, 
education was in the hands of religious congregations such as 
Dominicans and Franciscans. 	 The first schools opened in Havana 
in 1574-78. 	 However, in 1833 there were no more than 60 schools. 
The first Cuban university opened in 1728. 	 In the middle of the 
19th century some efforts to reform and expand education were made, 
but in spite of this by 1894, 90 per cent of the population still was 
not 	 entitled to have formal education (1). 	 As R.G. Paulston has 
pointed out, during the nineteenth century, 
"Cuban education continued to follow the colonial pattern 
in which a relatively small elite of plantation owners, 
bureaucrats, and professionals educated their children 
in private schools or abroad.. 
	
A few public, religious 
and charity schools existed for the urban, middle strata, 
leaving children of the large rural lower class 
unschooled as had always- been the case (2)". 
When the United States assumed control replacing Spain, 
the first comprehensive system of public primary schooling was 
established. 	 From 1900 schooling was compulsory for students 
from the ages of six to fourteen, but in practice not all children 
attended school. 
	 According to M.R. Berube, 
"In 1907, slightly over 30 per cent of children aged 
five to fourteen attended school; by 1919, 28.7 per cent 
were in school. 
	 A high of 63 per cent was reached in the 
prosperous years 1925-1926... 
	 There are no statistics 
for the 1930's but after a depression and a world war, 
the total was 58.1 per cent in 1950. 	 By 1955, that had 
dropped to 51 per cent, the lowest in Latin America 
(excepting three countries) (3)". 
However this attendance was not equally distributed. 
	 In 
spite of the fact that two thirds of Cubans lived in the country, 
city children were favourad. 
	 For instance, in many villages there 
was no school at all, and children whose parents worked in non—
manual jobs were five times as likely to complete primary school 
as were those of agricultural labourers or peasants (4). 
There existed in Cuba prublic and private education with 
economic, social and racial discrimination. 
	
For instance, the 
university of Havana would not admit anyone with negro blood, in a 
country one third of whose population is black or mulatto (5). 
As R.G. Paulston has pointed out, 
"The Cuban school system provided strikingly unequal 
educational opportunities to students according to their 
socio—economic status and place of residence. 
	 The 
system intensified rural—urban divisions and inculcated 
upper—class values and fostered aspirations that were 
simply unrealistic for the vast majority of Cuban child— 
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ren and largely dysfunctional for national development (6)". 
Looking at literacy, it can be noted that in 1899, 43.2 
per cent of the population over 10 years of age was literate and by 
1931 it had reached 71.7 per cent of the population. 	 In 1953 over 
50 per cent of the school—age population had never attended school (7). 
Immediately prior to the Revolution, 76 per cent of the 
population could read and write and this was a reasonable level of 
development by Latin American standards. 
	
However, in terms of 
Cuba's own needs, 
"its education by the mid—fifties... was quantitatively 
inadequate and qualitatively inappropriate. 
	
It was 
elite—oriented; 	 served as a force for economic stag— 
nation; and perpetuated the alienation of the people (8)". 
In spite of schooling being thoeretically open to all, it 
served the few but not very well because the quality was low. 
According to a 1951 World Bank report, there was administrative 
waste, inefficiency and corruption in the schools: 
"a teacher in Cuba was a government official with life 
tenure on full salary, whether teaching or not (9)". 
Paulston, R.G. has added that, 
"Absenteeism, apathy and social antagonism especially 
among teachers assigned to rural primary schools 
further intensified the marked differences between urban 
and rural education... eost teachers and inspectors 
live in the capital city or an important provincial 
city. 	 They commute each day and from the moment they 
arrive at their respective schools, they have only one 
thought in mind — to leave in time for the last vehicle 
that will take them back home (10)". 
According to the available educational figures, the state 
of education in 1958 was: 
One million illiterates; 
Over one million near—illiterates; 
600,000 children without schools; 	 and 
10,000 teachers without jobs (11). 
In order to understand how decisive was the 1959 Revolution 
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for Cuba and all aspects of the island's life, let us consider 
some more facts and figures: 
Prior to 1959, the statistical picture of life in rural 
Cuba was bleak. 	 According to P. Bourne, 
"Seventy—five per cent of rural dwellings were huts 
made from palm trees. 	 In rural areas, there was one 
physician for every two thousand persons. 
	
A third of 
the population had intestinal parasites, and vaccination 
programmes were non—existent. 
"Only 4 per cent of the Cuban peasants ate meat on a 
regular basis; 
	
1 per cent ate fish; less than 2 
per cent ate eggs; 	 11 per cent milk, 	 , per cent 
bread; none ate green vegetables. 
"More than 50 per cent of rural dwellings had no sanita—
tion, 85 per cent h:“; norunning water, and 91 per cent 
had no electricity. 
"Twenty—seven per cent of urban children and 61 per cent 
of rural children did not attend school. 
	
Among adult 
peasants, 43 per cent were completely illiterate. 
"Twenty—five per cent of the labour force was chronically 
unemployed. 	 There was virtually no system of rural 
roads, keeping much of the peasant population in 
perpetual isolation (12)." 
The main features of the pre—revolutionary economy were, 
among others: 	 The capitalist penetration of the economy and the 
proletarianization of rural areas, the low rate of economic growth, 
the control of technology by foreign corporations, and the 
cultural influence of the United States, and the unequal distribu—
tion and the cultural influence of the United States and the 
unequal distribution of income and wealth and the concentration of 
technical, research, and managerial functions in United States 
hands. 
In order to change this picture of Cuba the new government 
started to launch programmes which would reverse these statistics. 
According to Carnoy, M. and Wertheim, J., 
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"In 1959 Cuba began a process of revolutionary change 
that transformed virtually all its institutions. Until 
that year, it had been dominated by the United States 
trade, investment, and cultural influence. 
	 The 
revolution not only shifted Cuba's trading partners, but 
made it into a Socialist state with goals and ideals 
fundamentally opposed to the existing capitalist struc—
ture and organisation of production. 
"Cuba's new leaders attempted to develop a new set of 
values to guide the individual in social relations. 
At the same time they strove to incorporate the mass of 
the Cuban people into dynamic sectors of the economy 
and to raise their productivity through improved skills. 
It was in this context that educational reform took 
place (13)." 
The accomplishments of the Cuban social programmes are 
impressive. 
	
In thirty months more classrooms were opened than 
the previous government opened in thirty years; Cuba's health—
care system is the best in the developing world (there are a 
network of rural health centres and urban "polyclinics"; universal 
vaccination against childhood disease; virtual eradication of 
malaria and reduction of infant mortality rates). 
	
Six hundred 
miles of rural roads were built in the first six months of the 
revolution. rural areas had water and sanitation schemes, and 
houses were consructed for the peasant population. 	 Children 's 
nurseries and day—centres, institutions for the handicapped and 
homes for the aged were put up (14). 
Although the Cubans did not use the concept of permanent 
education at the time, they were already moving towards it through 
the leadership's emphasis on opening up and extending the 
educational system. 
	
A high priority was given to education by 
providing large budgets for school construction programme develop—
ment, teacher training, and the clearest sign of all of this being 
the Literacy Campaign. 
	
Two years after the revolution, in April 
15, 1961, Fidel Castro started a mass literacy campaign. 	 During 
nine months schools were closed, and everybody able to read and 
write went out to teach illiterates the 3 Rs, (23 per cent of the 
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population was illiterate at this time) (15). 	 According to 
M. Richmond, 
"Participating in the campaign were over 100,000 
student volunteers organised into brigades (they were 
freed from their normal studies during the campaign). 
121,000 alfabetizedores 	 (literate adult volunteers); 
15,000 workers released from their jobs on full pay, 
organised in the Patria o 
	
Muerte Brigade; and 
about 35,000 professional teachers. 
	
Of the 271,000 
volunteers, 83.2 per cent came from urban backgrounds 
and 87.5 per cent were under the age of twenty (16)." 
The two basic principles of the literacy campaign were: 
(a) If there were illiterates among the people, there were 
also teachers, and 
(b) those who know more should teach those who know less. 
The campaign had significant results: 	 illiteracy was reduced 
from over 23.6 per cent to 3.9 per cent, the lowest rate in Latin 
America and one of the lowest in the world. 	 According to a 
UNESCO study conducted from 27 February to 27 March 1964, and 
published in 1965, 
"The Campaign was not a miracle, but rather a difficult 
conquest obtained through work, technique and organisa—
tion..." 
and concluded that this Campaign was 
"a great event in the educational field that could 
serve as a model for other literacy campaigns" (17). 
For the next decade the aim was to win the "Battle for the 
Sixth Grade" whereby more than half a million adults completed 
sixth grade adult education programmes, which made other levels 
and types of education 	 available (18). 
After the success of the literacy campaign the next 
goal was access. 	 In July of 1961 (called the "Year of Education") 
and with the aim of providing equal educational opportunity, all 
private schools in the country were nationalised. 	 Schools from 
pre—schools to universities opened their doors to every citizen 
without taking into account class, race, sex or ability to pay. 
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According to M. Richmond, 
"Today Cuba's educational institutions are typically 
multi—racial, co—educational and contain students 
drawn from diverse social and cultural backgrounds" (19). 
Looking into educational levels, it is possible to say 
that pre—school education has been increased dramatically, (this 
process of expansion started in 1959). 
	 Today the infant circles  
take children from 45 days old to 6 years old (through kinder— 
garten). 	 In 1983, 839 day care centres had an enrolment of 
93,200 aid a staff of almost 17,000 (20). 
In 'rimary education (grades 1-6) enrolment has shown 
a big increase. 
	 In 1956 a little over one—half of Cuban's children 
were enrolled in school; today virtually all children aged from 
6 to 12 go to school. 
The econdary school population has also experienced a 
big increase. 
	
Enrolment today, with 84 per cent of children 
between 13-16 years old, is 13 times higher than in 1958-1959. 
With regard to Vocational Education, at the time 	 the 
revolution it was practically non—existent in Cuba. 
	 There were 
a few poorly equipped vocational training centres. 	 There was 
only one centre of Industrial Education for training middle level 
technicians, plus 17 centres for skilled workers. 	 Agricultural 
Education had six farm schools with 30 students each. 	 Commercial 
Education had 11 public and 20 private schools (which make it the 
most developed) (21). 
Today, this sub—system has been of special concern to the 
Cuban leadership for purposes of socio—economic development since 
technical—vocational education and training are critical for 
building up the country's labour force of skilled workers and 
medium—level technicians. 
Between 1975-76 and 1979-80, enrolment in technical— 
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vocational schools more than doubled, from 100,000 to 214,000 
students (22). 
With regard to Higher Education, in 1959 there were only 
three universities with 15,000 students. 	 Now there are 46 higher 
educational centres with over 240,000 students (23). 
	
About 50 
per cent of students work. 	 Higher education is tuition—free and 
students are entitled to receive support in the form of lodging, 
board and stipends (24). 
In the future, as more and more students finish secondary 
education, enrolments in the universities will probably increase. 
On the question of teacher education after the revolution, 
because of the rapid expansion of educational opportunity and the 
exodus of middle class professionals, there was an enormous demand 
for teachers. 
	
Consequently, Prime Minister Castro turned to youth 
to meet the teacher shortage. 	 The selected young people received 
a general and ideological education of a high standard, as well as 
a minimum of training in psychology and educational theory (25). 
For this, many observers have criticised the teacher quality in the 
sense that they were not properly trained and were under—qualified 
or non—qualified. 	 Their methods looked authoritarian, teacher— 
centred and examination—oriented. 	 The government was aware of all 
this, but it felt that it had to make concessions. 	 For instance, 
at this time the need for staff was so severe that some teachers 
were taking morning classes to learn what they were to teach the 
same afternoon (26). 
Many efforts have been made to improve teacher quality. 
In 1972 prospective students at teacher training institutes had to 
have a ninth—grade 	 level of achievement, which was raised in 
1977 to a twelth grade for admission for teachers of intermediate 
education. 
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A massive in—service training programme has been organised, 
which operates during the academic year and for one month in summer. 
In relation to educational materials there were shortages 
of textbooks, poor quality of existing ones, lack of supplementary 
aids, etc. 	 Very important changes in these aspects have been made. 
For instance, Cuba now produces its own modern audio—visual materials, 
and new textbooks have been produced and distributed at every grade 
level. 
	 Cuban teachers, helped by constultants from abroad, have 
prepared new materials and courses of study appropriate to Cuba's 
needs (27). 
In the case of Adult Education, because of the diversity 
of formal and non—formal schemes for which Cubans can apply, it 
is difficult to give an estimation of the total number of enrol—
ments but Adilt Education has grown in such a way as to make 
lifelong learning a reality for many Cubans. 
Adult Education, however, does not monopolise the 
combining of work with study, for Cuban secondary schooling mani—
fests some interesting developments in this area. 
In 1966 the school to the countryside was introduced. 
The school programme stipulated that urban secondary school students 
would carry out productive work in agriculture for five, seven or 
more weeks a year. 	 After 1970, however, this programme was 
de—emphasised and some criticisms were made, for instance, that it 
does not contribute to give a solution to agricultural production 
problems; students do not devote enough time to study when in 
the work camps, and the time spent in these places disrupted the 
students' academic progress (28). 
In the 1968-1969 school year, the government inaugurated 
the secondary school in the countryside. 
According to J.J. Cogan, 
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"These co—educational basic secondary boarding schools 
are a major focus of current Cuban educational policy. 
Better than any other facet of the educational system, 
they symbolise Cuba's 'living' revolution. 	 Students 
live, work and study together. 	 They contribute directly 
to the economic production goals of Cuba." (29'1 
Its introduction in Cuba came after several years of 
experimentation and now they constitute a wide network in the 
country. 
As in all basic secondary schools in Cuba, education is 
general and polytechnical and covers all subjects. 
	
However, the 
organisation and other features of this kind of school are unusual. 
These schools, develop innovative curricula, methods of teaching 
and pedagogical research; in sum they are laboratories where 
solutions to educational problems can be tested (30). 
According to M. Richmond, 
"It seems possible that these schools can cover their 
operating expenses and over the years repay to the 
state some of their capital cost" (31), 
and he adds, 
"this educational innovation, therefore, may be 
seen not only as an answer to the need for self—
financing education, but also as a way to create better 
work habits in the young and a deeper understanding 
of the value of productive work" (32). 
In recent years, pre—university institutes have also been 
introduced into the countryside; again the work—study principle 
is applied here and in universities as well. 	 Some minor produc— 
tive work is even performed in primary schools. 
If one looks into Cuban expenditure in education, one 
can see that its growth has been remarkable. 
"The state education budget rose from 77 million 	 pesos 
in 1958 to 332 million pesos in 1967, to 700 million 
pesos in 1973 and to an estimated 1340.8 million pesos 
in 1980... Per capita expenditure on education, further—
more, rose threefold between 1958 and 1966 to 39 pesos. 
By 1975 this figure had risen to 87 pesos per capita and 
to 137 pesos in 1980" (33). 
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Much of this money was spent in building new schools. 
Between 1958 and 1969 the number of primary schools almost doubled 
and secondary schools increased from 171 to 416. 
	
During the decade 
1970-1980, 1,483 educational establishments were built. 	 Part of 
this money went to the scholarship programmes, of which Cuba has 
one of the biggest in the world, covering such items as room and 
board, clothes, shoes, health care, recreation and a monthly 
allowance (34). 
In spite of the success achieved, analysis of Cuban's 
education has revealed serious problems, many of which were inherent 
in the expansion of education and some resulting from the effect of 
the dead weight of cultural, social and economic underdevelopment. 
For instance, there were problems of attendance, drop—out., repeti—
tion, shortage of fully trained teachers, insufficient educational 
materials, etc. 
According to Sales, L., 
"In 1969 over 400,000 students between the ages of 
six and sixteen were neither attending school nor working. 
By 1972 this applied to 215,513 school—age children. 
These children accounted for 2.4 per cent of ten year 
olds, 5.5 per cent of twelve year olds, 13.1 per cent 
of thirteen year olds, 23.3 per cent of fourteen year 
olds, 44.3 per cent of fifteen year olds, and 60.2 per 
cent of sixteen year olds" (35). 
However, thanks to much effort and several new initiatives, by 
1976 the Government was able to report a 98.5 per cent attendance 
rate for 6-12 year olds and a 78.3 per cent rate for 13-16 year 
olds (36). 
If one looks into drop—out rates, it can be seen that, 
during the early years of F. Castro's government, in primary 
schooling the rate was BO per cent. 
	 However, because of several 
measures taken by the government, for instance, a law against 
loafing, compulsory military service between 1971-1972, integration 
into units to aid agricultural production, extension of education 
after the sixth grade, etc., in 1976 a drop—out rate of 2 per cent 
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was reported for primary education; 6.7 per cent for basic 
secondary education and 3.4 per cent for pre—university institutes (37). 
Promotion rates were also disappointing at that time, 
for instance, in 1968-69 over 700,000 students between 6-16 years 
old had to repeat the equivalent of two years of schooling. 
However, in 1976 the promotion rate was 97.3 per cent for 
primary education, 96.1 per cent for basic secondary education and 
95.9 oer cent for pre—university institutes (38). 
In sum, it is possible to say that post—revolutionary 
Cuba had to implement several reforms set in the context of its 
revolutionary ideology. 	 In the educational field the most important 
reforms were the radical change in Adult Education, the expansion 
of primary and secondary education, the shift of schooling to rural 
areas, the close relation between study and work, and the linking 
of schools and workplaces. 
	
So, Cuba in these 29 years has virtually 
wiped out illiteracy and given all adults at least six years of 
schooling and the majority nine; it has a large pre—school 
network; university intake has increased nearly 13—fold and there 
are many more higher education outlets. 
At the same time it is true that some problems and 
controversies still persist, for example, the existence of special 
or elite high schools for highly gifted children may appear ill—
suited to a developing country promoting egalitarianism; also 
the traditional practices of academic selection, grade promotion, 
and individualistic competition may seem anomalous in a revolutionary 
socialist society. 
	
On the other hand such elitist and individualist 
tendencies are not free from counteracting trends: the Cuban system 
continues to emphasise revolutionary idealism, socialist ideas, 
collective effort and moral incentives as ways of mitigating these 
tendencies. 
In conclusion this effort of 29 years which has trans— 
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formed education in both formal and non—formal structures has been, 
as E. Epstein has pointed out, an 
"heroic effort to raise their standards of education 
and make learning a natural part of their everyday 
lives. 	 Few, if any other nation can claim the use 
of schools to achieve such a pervasive transformation 
of social, political and economic life" (39). 
The Cuban Educational System  
The Cuban educational system shows the following features: 
(1) 	 Principles, Goals and Objectives of Education  
The aim of Cuban education is to form the new generations 
on the basis of a scientific outlook on the world; to develop 
fully the intellectual, physical and spirituAcapabilities of the 
individual, and to promote elevated sentiments and aesthetic taste. 
The objectives, goals, principles and priorities of 
education are established in Articles Nos. 8-38-39-50 and 51 of the 
Constitution of the Republic. 
"Article 8 — The socialist state: 
(a) Carries out the will of the working people and channels 
the efforts of the nation on the construction of 
socialism;.. 
— assures the educational, scientific, technical and 
cultural progress of the country; 
(b) as the power of the people and for the people, guarantees... 
— that no child be left without schooling, food and 
clothing; 
— that no young person be left without the opportunity 
to study; 
— that no one be left without access to studies, culture, 
and sports. 
Article 38 — The state orients, forments and promotes 
education, culture and science in all their manifestations. 
Its educational and cultural policy is based on the 
following principles: 
(a) 
	
the state bases its educational and cultural policy on 
scientific world view, established and developed by 
Marxism—Leninism; 
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(b) education is a function of the state. 	 Consequently, 
educational institutions belong to the state. 
	
The 
fulfilment of the educational function constitutes a 
task in which all society participates and is based on 
the conclusions and contributions made by science and 
on the closest relationship between study and life work 
and production; 
(c) the state must promote the communist education of the 
new generations and the training of children, young 
people and adults for social life. 	 In order to make 
this principle a reality, general education and 
specialised scientific, technical or artistic education 
are combined with work, development research, physical 
education, sports, participation in political and social 
activities and military training; 
(d) education is provided free of change. 	 The state main— 
tains a broad scholarship system for students and 
provides the workers with multiple opportunities to 
study, with a view to the universalisation of education. 
The law establishes the integration and structure of the 
national system of education and the extent of compulsory 
education and defines the minimum level of general 
education that every citizen must acquire; 
artistic creativity is free as long as its content is 
not contrary to the Revolution. 
	
Forms of expression 
of art are free; 
in order to raise the level of culture of the people, 
the state forments and develops artistic education, the 
vocation for creation and the cultivation and apprecia—
tion of art; 
creation and investigation in `'c1 -"''J'" are free. 
	
The 
state encourages and facilitates investigation and gives 
priority to that which is aimed at solving the problems 
related to the interests of the society and the well—
being of the people; 
the state makes it possible for the workers to engage 
in scientific work and to contribute to the development 
of science; 
the state promotes, forments and develops all forms of 
physical education and sports as a means of education 
and of contribution to the integral development of the 
citizens; 
(j) the state sees to the conservation of the nation's 
cultural heritage and artistic and historic wealth. The 
state protects national monuments and places known for 
their natural beauty or their artistic or historic 
value; 
(k) the state promotes the participation of the citizens, 
through the country's social and mass organisations, in 
the development of its educational and cultural policy. 
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Article 3'3: 	 The education of children and young people 
in the spirit of communism is the duty of all society. 
The state and society give special protection to children 
and young people. 
It is the duty of the family, the schools, the state 
agencies and the social and mass organisations to pay 
special attention to the integral development of children 
and young people. 
Article 50: 	 Everyone has the right to an education. 
This right is guaranteed by the free and widespread 
system of schools, semi—boarding and boarding schools 
and scholarships of all kinds and all levels of education, 
and because of the fact that all educational material 
is provided free of charge, which gives all children and 
young people, regardless of their family's economic 
position, the opportunity to study in keeping with their 
ability, social demands and the needs of socio—economic 
development. 
Adults are also guaranteed this right and education for 
them is free of charge with the specific facilities 
regulated by law, by means of the adult education pro—
gramme, technical and vocational education, training 
courses in state agencies and enterprises and the advanced 
courses for workers. 
Article 51: 
	 Everyone has the right to physical education, 
sports and recreation. 
Enjoyment of this right is assured by including the teaching 
and practice of physical education and sports in the 
curricula of the national educational system; and by the 
broad nature of the instruction and means placed at the 
service of the people, which makes possible the practice 
of sports and recreation on a mass basis." (40) 
Otherwise expressed, according to the educational policy 
established by the Cuban State and Government, education in Cuba is 
a function of the state in which all members of society 
	 partici— 
pate. 	 Education is thus a right and a duty of all citizens of the 
country. 	 In Cuba all citizens, regardless of race, sex or social 
origin, have access to education. 	 To ensure the universalisation 
of education the Cuban state guarantees schooling for all school—
age children and young people, and provides all young people and 
adults willing to continue higher specialised studies with study 
facilities which include courses for workers. 
All Cuban education from the elementary to the higher 
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levels, is built on one ruling principle: that of the combination 
of study with work, the fundamental way of linking theory with 
practice, instruction with production and social services, and, 
in short, of linking the school with life. 
The ultimate aim of Cuban education is the formation of 
a multilateral and harmoniously developed personality capable of 
building the new society for the full enjoyment of its own 
accomplishment (41). 
To achieve this lofty aim, the Cuban educational 
system combines intellectual education with scientific and techno—
logical education, political and ideological education, physical 
education, moral education, aesthetic education and patriotic 
and military education. 
(2) 	 System of Administration  
The system of Administration is determined by the 
Constitution of the Republic which establishes the organisation 
and functional principles of the National and Local Organs of 
People's Power as well as by other state laws. 
The technical and administrative structure of the 
Ministry of Education is based on the principle that education is 
a life—long uninterrupted process whose beginnings and end is the 
human being himself, and which is continued throughout his life. 
So, it is not only up to schools but all institutions outside 
the school which have an educational function have to lend their 
support to the school and work in co—ordination with the Ministry 
of Education (42). 
The Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Higher 
Education carry out and supervise the educational policy of 
the State and the Government. 	 The provincial and municipal 
offices of Education are entrusted with the administration of the 
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educational centres and services subordinated to them at each level. 
The Ministry of Higher Education is in charge of carrying out the 
Government's policy at this level. 	 In addition, Law 1307, 
establishes the structure of Higher Education specialisties which 
are organised into fifteen groups corresponding to the main lines 
of the country's development, and determines the national network 
of centres of higher education (43). 
Municipal and provincial Offices of Education are subject 
to the double subordination principle that is, to the People's 
Power local organ in regards to administrative matters, and to the 
Ministry of Education in normative and methodological matters. 
On the basis of the double subordination principle, the 
Ministry of Education is responsible for, and has decision—making 
powers concerning the different municipal and provincial offices of 
education in the following aspects: principles, methodological 
standards and procedures; technical advice, training of pedagogical 
personnel and provision of technical cadres in short supply; 
research and experimentation; general and specialised supervision 
in educational centres and accessories; and complementary 
statistics (44). 
Through this, a balanced combination of centralisation 
and decentralisation is achieved between the organs of the central 
administration, and the local organs of People's Power. 	 Conse— 
quently, the Municipal Offices of People's Power, are responsible 
for the proper functioning of all schools in their jurisdiction 
and on the other hand, the Ministry of Education exerts its metho— 
dological guidance through the above mentioned functions. 	 This 
arrangement guarantees the unity of the system in regard to the 
social responsibility entrusted to it by the state. 
This structure operates according to the principle that 
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technical and administrative decisions always reach each level from 
that which immediately precedes it in the hierarchy: 
Nation—Province 
	 ( Minister it First Vice—Minister 
( Provincial Director 
Province—Region 
	 ( Provincial Director 
( Regional Director 
( Regional Director 
Region—Municipality ( ( Municipal Director 
( Municipal Director 
Municipality— 
	 ( 
Inspectorate 	 ( Inspector 
( Inspector 
Inspectorate—School ( 
( School Principal and Teachers 
(45) 
(3) 	 Financing of Education  
Educational cost, both current expenditure and investment 
(school building, equipment, eta.), are mat by State funds approved 
in the State Budget by the National Assembly of People's Power (46). 
In spite of the economic difficulties resulting from the 
drop in sugar prices and the blights that have affected certain 
basic sectors, there has been a sustained increase in the budget for 
education. 	 Whereas the budget for the first school year following 
the triumph of the Revolution ran to 12 pesos per capita, by 1982 
it had risen to 154 pesos. 
According to L. Blum, the Cuban Government "has been 
investing an average of 7 per cent of G.N.P. in education each 
year" (47); and it has been said that in the most recent time more 
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than 11 per cent of the G.N.P. is devoted to education (48). 
(4) 	 The Structure of the National System of Education  
The organisation and responsibilities of the different 
types of education will now be examined. 
The national system of education is conceived as a set 
of subsystems that are integrated and articulated at all levels 
and types of education. 	 These sub—systems are the following: 
Pre—School education; 
General Polytechnical and Labour education; 
Special education; 
Technical and Vocational education; 
Higher education; 
Training and Improvement of teaching personnel; 
Adult education; 
Extracurricular education. 
(a) 	 Pre—school Education  
This constitutes the first stage within general education 
and the one which sets the foundations for the future develolment 
of the child and prepares him gradually for school, which he 
enters at the age of 5 in the pre—primary grade. 
The day—care centres known as circulos infantiles, 
(infant circles), basic institutions in which pre—school education 
develops,were created in 1961, to meet two essential needs: first, 
to scientifically educate and develop the children from a very early 
age (from 45 days old), and second, to facilitate the access of women 
to work by providing care and education for their children. 
When they were initially introduced the day—care centres 
were resisted because of the traditional family structure in Cuba, 
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in which children are taken care of by mothers and grand—mothers, 
but once mothers realised the rewards of working outside the home 
for part of the day, resistance diminished (49). 
At present, there are 817 institutions which attend to 
95,373 children. 	 In these institutions 13,666 teachers work at 
a ratio of 8 children per teacher. 	 The number of women benefited 
by these institutions amounts to 35,899 (50). 	 This service is 
constantly extended depending on the resources available. 	 These 
care centres keep open from 6.0 a.m. to 7.00 p.m. when mothers 
returning from work could bring their children home (51). 	 At the 
same time these centres give to children three nutritionally 
balanced meals a day, emphasise health care, and are much concerned 
with cleanliness (52). 
In these childhood institutions an extensive programme 
of activity is carried out, including also education for parents, 
accomplished through Parents Committees and through lectures with 
the aim of getting them to participate more actively and con— 
sciously in the education and guidance of their children. 	 Peda— 
gogical and psychological knowledge is also disseminated through 
radio and T.V. programmes and the written press. 
(b) 	 General Polytechnical and Labour Education  
This sub—system comprises: 
Pre—primary grade; 
Elementary education; 
General Secondary education. 
The pre—primary grade, which lasts one year, constitutes 
the preparatory cycle for the beginning of elementary education, 
and its objective is to promote the intellectual, physical, 
moral and aesthetic development of the five year old child. 	 There 
are at present more than 122,000 children of five years of age doing 
their pre—primary grade (53). 
This pre—primary grade was guaranteed to all children 
under the Plan for Improving Schooling of 1976; however, the 
universalisation of Kindergarten education has not yet been 
realised (54). 
Elementary education  starts at six and comprises 1st to 
6th grades and is divided into two cycles: one from 1st to 4th 
grades and the other from 5th to 6th. 
The objective of the first cycle is to provide a good 
basic grounding in the Spanish language and mathematics, to 
develop the skills and habits necessary for independent work, to 
inculcate a love for study and to contribute to the integral 
formation of the pupils. 
	
In short, to prepare students to be 
able to assimilate the systematic teaching programmes that begin 
in the 2nd cycle (55). 
During this first cycle the students have only one 
teacher for all subjects and they move on with him or her until 
they finish the cycle (56). 	 Cuban Educators think that in this 
way teachers will better know the students' deficiencies and have 
more time to work on these shortcomings. 	 On the other hand, the 
students are promoted without regard to national or provincial 
tests (57). 
The second cycle (5th to 6th grades) continues the 
development of the first cycle's objectives and begins developing 
the content of the subjects that are included in the syllabuses 
up to 12th grade. 
In the fifth year promotion is based on school and 
provincial tests (60 per cent and 40 per cent respectively), and 
in the sixth year graduation is based on school and national examina—
tions (60 per cent and 40 per cent respectively), so, external 
criteria are used at this level (58). 
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In primary education new methods have been introduced. 
For instance, a new method was introduced for teaching children 
how to read, known as the phonetic—analytic—synthetic system, 
which is the outcome of a scientific analysis of the process of 
learning how to read. 	 Another very important teaching innovation 
was introducing modern mathematics right from 1st grade (59). 
The school year at primary level consists of 36 five—
day weeks, with a minimum of 4i hours of study a day (urban and 
rural sectors). 
General Secondary education also comprises two cycles: 
lower secondary which covers 7th, 8th and 9th grades, where students 
continue the systemalisation of their studies by subjects, and 
pre—university or in—depth education from 10th to 12th grades (60). 
Upon completion of 9th grade the students have attained 
the compulsory basic education necessary to continue the general 
secondary education or to begin studies in a technical and 
vocational centre, in a teacher—training school or in a day—care 
teacher—training school (61). 
Pre—university education enlarges and deepens previous 
knowledge and provides a complete general polytechnical secondary 
education. 
Twelfth grade graduates having an adequate cultural back—
ground can continue higher studies in polytechnical institutes or 
at the university, or start working as medium—level technicians, 
after taking a one year specialisation course. 
(c) 	 Special Education  
The special schools in Cuba are organised according to 
the types of physical or mental handicap. 	 Thus there are schools 
for the blind, the weak—sighted, the deaf, the hard—of—hearing and 
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the mentally retarded. 	 Special education also comprises educa— 
tional institutions for children and youth with behaviour problems. 
The programmes for these children are geared to teaching 
them to study, to work and to function socially. 
In all provinces there are Diagnosis and Orientation 
Centres responsible for carrying out the analysis and diagnosis 
of the children and youth, that need to go to these special schools. 
The syllabuses and curricula in force in the General 
Polytechnical Labour Education are applied in these schools with 
suitable adaptations (62). 
The enrolment in this branch of the educational system 
in the last twenty years has been gradually increasing. 
	
According 
to figures this increase has been as follows: 1959-60 : 134 students; 
1970-71 : 7880 students; 1975-76 : 12,483 students; 1979-80 : 25,026 
students (63). 
	
The teaching staff in the last five years has 
increased from 2,347 to 4,936, and a series of seminars and follow—
up courses have been held during which the teaching staff were 
taught the principles, methods, procedures and techniques to be 
applied in order to make the improvement programme a success (64). 
(d) 	 Technical and Vocational Education  
This sub—system is in charge of providing the qualified 
medium—level labour force that the country's economy requires for 
the development of the different branches of production and social 
services. Enrolment in this sub—system fluctuates in accordance 
with the government's strategy for economic growth. 
Ninth grade graduates entering this sub—system can 
choose between two types of courses: those for skilled workers and 
those for medium—level technicians. 
	 The training of skilled workers, 
takes place in polytechnical schools through courses lasting from 
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one to two years; and the training of medium—level technicians is 
carried out in polytechnical institutes, through courses lasting 
from 3 to 4 years (65). 
Upon completion of these courses the students have 
obtained a speciality and have reached a level equivalent to 12th 
grade of General Educations which allows them to start higher 
studies. 
As an exception, a three—year course for the training of 
skilled workers is kept with a 6th grade entrance level for 
students who have dropped out of the National System Of Education 
and are re—entering it as older students, or, for pedagogically 
retarded students. 	 This type of pupil, generally aged 13 to 16, 
enrols in the Workshop School of the Youth Movement, in which he 
acquires a level equivalent to 9th grade, as well as a trade; this 
enables him to start working and continue studying in a Polytechnical 
Institute or to follow up—grading courses, developed by various 
Ministries (66). 
This sub—system also gives technical advice and supervises 
the courses organised and directed by various state agencies for 
the students of the formal system of education; in addition, it 
develops training and complementary courses for workers in 235 
specialities of which 110 correspond to courses for medium—level 
technician and 125 to courses for skilled workers (67). 
New polytechnic centres have been attached to sugar and 
other industrial complexes in rural areas to train skilled workers 
for factories and farms in rural Cuba. 	 Part of the curriculum of 
these schools is 16 hours of work per week for each student in his 
or her vocational speciality (68). 
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(e) 	 Higher Education 
Like all the other levels of education, higher education 
was not ignored by the revolutionary government. 	 Worker—peasant 
Faculties were set up to deal with the people that before were 
denied a chance of further study. 	 In 1960, a system of grants for 
students was introduced as well as a chain of residences. 	 In 
1962 a university reform was introduced which broke with the old 
classical mould. 	 But the real change came only in the mid-1970s 
when the university started to follow models set by other socialist 
countries, in particular the concept of preparing specialists the 
economy needed rather than individuals for careers (69). 	 The 
university became almost entirely oriented to technical subjects. 
According to F. Castro, 
"The old idea of the classic university will disappear 
as a concept and as an institution that belongs to a 
superseded society. 	 And so, production itself, the 
productive processes, will constitute the material 
base, the laboratory, where in the future all workers 
will receive their higher education" (70). 
The changes were so deep in higher education that it 
became necessary to set up a central supervisory body, the 
Ministry of Higher Education. 
The higher education network is composed (1984 figures) 
of 4 Universities; 38 Institutes; 2 Polytechnics and 2 Centres 
besides some special schools attached to Ministries (71). 	 In 
these centres, 162 specialities and 150 specialisations are taught 
and they can set up their own branches and teaching units which 
they direct (72). 
Students reach Higher Education through the following 
two ways: one, after the culmination of complete general secondary 
education (12th grade) within the National System of Education, and 
another through the parallel system of Adult Education, or teacher—
training schools or mid—level centres of technical and vocational 
education. 
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In the first case, the students enter day courses in 
which they study on a full—time basis; in the second case, they 
enter worker's courses, in either of two modalities: day or 
evening courses, and guided courses, which allow them to study with— 
out leaving their work. 	 Fifty per cent of the student body in the 
universities is composed of workers (73). 
The universities offer post—graduate courses which now 
are called the  Fourth level of education with 25,090 post—
graduates (74) and they are responsible for the granting of 
scientific degrees and doctorates to those who have reached a high 
level of development in their specialities. 
As in the other educational levels, university students, 
as part of their course, have to do some practical work. 	 This may 
take the form of special detachments as in the case of doctors and 
teachers, or simply working in sugar mills, manufacturing, 
mechanical engineering, etc. 
On finishing their studies, all students work two to 
three years in any place the country needs them as a symbolic way 
of "paying back" the State for the education they have received. 
There is also an Open University whereby students enrol, 
pick up a reading list, do private study and sit the examinations. 
These courses are very important for the Cuban economy 
and for the State because it is a means of acquiring a more skilled 
labour force and for the individual because it means better job 
prospects (75). 	 In other words, this modality based on self— 
teaching makes it possible for workers, housewives and pensioners 
to raise their academic level with the maximum economy of lectures 
and facilities, which are used only during examination periods. 
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(f) 
	
Training and Improvement of Teaching Personnel 
 
After the victory of the revolution, there were in Cuba 
10,000 qualified elementary school teachers without a job. 
	
Aware 
of this, the government created over 10,000 vacancies for teachers 
at rural schools; but not all of them wanted to work in rural 
schools, so many of them tried to find work in towns. 
	
For this 
reason, F. Castro turned to youth, who were called "voluntary 
teachers", to teach in rural areas. 
Prime Minister, F. Castro, in a public speech, defined 
the basic principles of the teaching profession as follows: 
"Elementary school teachers must be prepared by 
making greater demands on them every time; secondary 
school teachers must be prepared by making full use 
of our magnificent conditions, which also exist for 
the preparation of our teachers of polytechnical 
and technical trade schools and universities. We 
must prepare them adequately for their work and also 
enable them constantly to improve their cultural 
standard. 
	 We must also have the necessary reserves 
to allow us to provide for our own requirements as 
educated people and, if possible, to be able to 
assist fraternal peoples if they are for it". (76) 
The new system of teacher preparation (which remained 
in effect until 1968-69) took students who finished the sixth grade 
and put them in a five—year course, the first of which had to be 
spent in a mountain school, and the last two years in a training 
school in Havana (77). 
This was the time when the Cuban policy in teacher 
preparation proclaimed that if the revolution in education was to 
occur, preparation of teachers should take place in rugged, isolated 
rural conditions (78). 
However, by the 1970s this method had too many critics, 
claiming that it had affected teacher recruitment and the quality 
of teacher training. 
	 Even more, the Prime Minister in his Report 
to the First Congress of the Communist Party recognised that, by 
adopting this policy, the regime had made "a major mistake in 
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education during the 1960s". 	 He said, 
"We were slow in realising that the system was 
unrealistic.... and that for a time it affected 
the availability of graduate teachers" (79). 
During the early 1970s teacher—training was decentralised. 
Many teacher—training centres were established all over the country. 
"In 1983 there were 21 teacher training facilities 
with an approximate enrolment of 48,025 students" (80). 
The various plans for the training of teachers which had 
existed since 1959 were replaced by an integrated sub—system of 
initial and further educational training under the direction of a 
Department at the Ministry of Education. 
This sub—system comprises two levels: Intermediary and 
Higher. 
Intermediary pedagogical training provides the graduates 
with a general preparation equivalent to pre—university level. 
The enrolment is carried out through a process of selection of 
applicants that have finished general secondary school (9th grade) 
or any equivalent standard of education. 
These intermediary level institutions are called Teacher—
Training Schools and here teachers are prepared for work at elemen—
tary school and also within the scope of the Five Year Plan, for 
work at special schools. 	 This level includes the pedagogical 
section attached to polytechnical institutes, the training of school 
librarians and the training of teachers of Day—Care Centres (81). 
Training for this level of education takes four years and 
the future teacher is trained in two directions: for teaching in 
classes 1-4 (general training in all subjects), and specialised 
training for teaching one or two subjects, for instance, Mathematics, 
Spanish Language and History; Geography and Biology, etc. (82). 
Pedagogical training in Higher Education furnishes a 
higher level preparation for its graduates, and it is carried out 
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through day, evening and guided courses. 	 The entrance to higher 
pedagogical institutes, where this level of training is provided, 
takes place after a process of selection of applicants who have 
finished pre—university studies (12th grade) or any equivalent 
level. 	 In other words, admission to higher educational training 
requires university entrance standard and the graduates of such 
training courses have a university degree (83). 
This level also includes the Higher Pedagogical Institute 
of Foreign Languages where foreign language teachers for secondary 
schools are trained,and the Higher Pedagogical Institutes for 
Technical and Vocational Education, where teachers for this type 
of secondary school are trained. 
	 At the higher pedagogical 
institutes the duration of courses is also four years, although 
the need to extend the courses at this level is being analysed (84), 
and 14 special subjects are offered. 
Practical training courses are envisaged for the 3rd and 
4th year of studies and they are organised in such a way that 50 
per cent of the students continue their theoretical studies during 
one semester while the other 50 per cent are in practical training. 
During the next semester the students change place (85). 
The up—grading and improvement of the in—service teaching 
personnel is carried out through the Institute of Educational 
Improvement (I.E.I.). 
The I.E.I. and its network of provisional and municipal 
institutes is in charge of planning, organising and developing 
the technical and methodological guidance for teachers and to con—
tribute decisively to the application, intensification and systemati — 
zation of the knowledge and training of in—service teaching 
personnel. 
Some of the activities carried out by this Institute 
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are the following: 
up—grading courses and seminars; 
courses to confer a degree to those teachers not having 
the proper one; 
periodic pedagogical seminars, in which the best teachers 
meet and disseminate their experiences, are used to 
encourage and support creative ideas in the search for 
new ways of improving the vanguard pedagogical experiences; 
post—graduate courses and studies for graduate teachers (86). 
In short, the Institute of Educational Improvement and 
its network, as methodological and teaching centres, have as their 
main task the strengthening of the in—service teachers through the 
work of pedagogic personnel with reference to the theoretical— 
scientific, general methodological, and pedagogical levels. 
According to figures obtained by M. Leiner at the Ministry 
of Education in Cuba in 1984, 
"During the 1982-83 school year Cuba had approximately 
250,000 teachers and professors, more than 83,000 in 
the primary schools, more than 94,000 in the secondary 
schools, almost 8,600 in special education, approximately 
25,000 in adult education, and nearly 12,500 in university 
centres. 
	 The present teaching population is approximately 
11 times higher than before the Revolution with 130,000 
having been added to the teaching force since the early 
1970s" (87). 
(g) 
	
Adult Education  
The main function of Adult Education in Cuba is to make 
it possible for all workers and adults to have access to culture, 
to meet their spiritual and cognitive needs. 
On the other hand, Adult Education contributes to meeting 
the social needs of a qualified labour force; for this purpose. 
it offers the basic academic requirements to enrol in the courses, 
schools and institutes which provide technical or vocational up—grading. 
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In the main, adult education is consistent with the sub—
system of General Education in regard to the essence and main 
content of the curricula and syllabuses for each level; however, 
it has special features according to the type of student, his 
age and characteristics and previous knowledge derived from his 
labour experience and past life (88). 
The sub—system of Adult Education has the following 
structure: 
— 	
Worker—farmer education; 
— 	 Worker—farmer secondary level; 
— 	 Worker—farmer pre—university level; 
— Language schools for workers; 
— Special courses. 
Worker—farmer education constitutes the elementary educa—
tion for adults and comprises four courses, each of which corres—
ponds to a semester in the school year (89). 
According to G.H. Read, this level of the sub—system of 
Adult Education, 
"seeks to up—grade the meagre knowledge of the peasants 
and workers which was acquired during the literacy 
campaign or after a few years of schooling" (90), 
and prepared the students for worker—farmer secondary level, poly—
technical schools and other training courses which require elementary 
school admission level. 
The Worker—farmer Secondary level consists of basic 
secondary education for adults, providing its graduates with a 
school level equivalent, in the main, to the lower secondary level 
of general education (91). 
	
This education provides the general 
academic requirements to enrol in polytechnical centres and other 
courses that train skilled workers and medium level technicians. 
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It also prepares the students for the worker—farmer pre—university 
level. 
The Worker—farmer pre—university level constitutes the 
complete general secondary level for adults, which makes enrolment 
in higher education possible for those workers who require it (92). 
Language schools provide the knowledge of a foreign 
language as a means of social communication as a work tool, and for 
self—education. 
	
The number of language schools for workers has 
been increased to over 90 and they are distributed throughout the 
country and are attended by some 30,000 students. 
Special courses, are organised for personnel having special 
characteristics for the cadres of political and mass organisations, 
for those who belong to Merchant Marine units and the Ministry of 
Fishing Industry, for the penitentiary schools and others. 	 These 
courses have the same syllabuses established for each level of 
adult education. 
(h) 	 Extracurricula. Education  
Besides the above mentioned types and sub—systems of 
education, there is the Extracurricular Education, which is devoted 
to complement, reinforce and enrich the instructive educative role 
played by the school. 	 According to A. Gillette, 
"to some extent this part (extracurricular education) 
was designed to offer pupils educational experiences 
for which there was no time or place in the formal 
school structure" (93). 
For Gillette, Extracurricular Education has played, in the shift 
toward technology and science, a role whose magnitude has no 
precedent in Latin America and perhaps in the world. 
This education comprises non—teaching activities that 
may be performed in school or elsewhere by teachers (monitor's 
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movement, interest circles, elective classes, etc.); by the state 
agencies (school and youth games, art festivals, etc.); and by 
social and mass organisations (contests, emulations, and political 
and ideological, cultural, sports and patriotic—military activities 
organised by the Young Communist League, the Federation of 
Secondary School Students and the University Students Federation) (94). 
Extracurricular activities are developed in educational 
centres, and other local institutions, as an articulated sub—
system beginning in elementary school and intensified in general 
secondary and higher education. 	 The organisation and development 
of these activities facilitates the proper use of the student's 
leisure time and contributes to his multilateral and harmonious 
development (95). 
The following are some of the main activities organised 
by this sub—system: 
Interest Circles (Circulos de Interes) 
The Interest Circles in primary and secondary schools 
and also in cultural activities as ballet, painting and cinema 
appreciation, begin in 1963. 	 The aim of the Interest Circle is 
"to provide a complementary function to Cuban education, 
develop other phases of student personality, and help 
students toward possible career choices" (96). 
The Interest Circles range from agricultural and 
industrial specialities to literacy and artistic ones, and have 
been designed to further academic competence in areas that may 
best serve the development of the economy (97). 
The circles are a very popular and a voluntary spare— 
time activity. 
	
Each circle is composed of a group of 15 partici— 
pants with a shared interest. 	 Meetings take place outside normal 
school hours,once or twice a week under the leader—ship of an adult, 
who plays the role of a technical adviser and, 
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"who might be a scientist from a nearby university, 
a research specialist from a local enterprise, or a 
technician engaged in practical problems of production" (98). 
The students remain in a given circle during the whole 
school year or more if they show interest and aptitude for it. 
Cooperating agencies such as hospitals, factories and 
laboratories work with the Interest Circles on exchange visits and 
support them with advice and leadership. 
	
The Interest Circle 
breaks away from the traditional scholastic system by using the 
rich experience of the community to benefit students' learning (99). 
There are, of course, no marks or examinations to sanction 
participation. 
Information concerning the interest circle is given 
through the mass media or by personnel visiting schools to tell 
students of their range of activities. 
During the 1979-1980 school year, there were 20,295 
interest circles with an enrolment of 300,602 students, and 12,260 
lectures on vocational information were given (100). 
School Contests and the Monitors Movement. 
	
These are 
activities that promote the interest of the students in those 
subjects in which they are more capable. 	 These activities, which 
allow them to participate in contests on various academic subjects, 
are organised yearly at all levels, leading up to the National 
contests in the case of general secondary education. 	 Monitors are 
the pupils that are more capable in one subject, who carry out 
specific activities that help their classmates during the teaching—
educational process under the direct guidance of their teachers. 
Sports and Recreational Activities — In Cuba every student 
has access to sports; the generalised practice of sports is a goal to 
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achieve by educational institutions. 	 From this great mass of 
students, and through a process of selection, the most out—standing 
participants are chosen; these reach a higher stage of participa—
tion: the School Sports Games and the Youth Games, which constitute 
the final stage of sports activities in each school year. 
Tourist—Recreation Circles, Camping and Summer Camps — 
There has been an increase in the development of the tourist 
recreation circles and camping during recent school years, not only 
in the amounts circles that were created but also in the quality 
with which this programme was developed. 	 At present there are 
more than 500 circles with more than 15,000 participants (101). 
Summer camps are organised during the summer vacations, 
for the recreation of secondary school students. 	 These camps 	 are 
located on the beaches and develop a broad programme of sports, 
cultural and recreational activities. 
Study—recreation Pioneer's Camps — There are 12 study—
recreation camps,which are attended by nearly 145,000 students a 
year (102). 	 Each group of students stays in these camps for 
15 days, during which they continue having their lessons and carry 
out numerous extra—curricular activities as well. 
Youth Seminars for Studies of Marti's Work — These 
seminars, carried out yearly, have as their main objective to deepen 
into the study of the life and works of Jose Marti, Cuban's 
National hero. 
Amateur Art Movement — The branches of the Ministry of 
Culture, together with the students and youth organisations develop 
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a broad movement of art amateurs who may form part of music, 
drama, dance, plactic arts and choral groups. 	 These activities 
culminate in the municipal, provincial and national Amateur Art 
Festivals. 
Guided visits to museums, historical monuments, art 
galleries, and other cultural centres of the country are programmed 
for each year; in the same way, literacy works, shops, guitar as 
well as plastic arts groups, and film debate groups are organised 
in every educational institution. 	 In the Houses of Culture that 
exist in all municipalities, a great number of opportunities are 
offered, with the aim of raising the level of the students' 
participation in cultural activities, and, at the same time, to 
channel their artistic inclinations, as well as to give them a 
chance to participate more often in the cultural life of the country. 
Patriotic—Military Activities — A broad plan of these 
kinds of activities is developed systematically in all educational 
institutions of the country. 
	
The objective of these activities 
is to develop in the pupils love of country respectfor Cuba's 
martyrs and heroes, to deepen into the study of Cuban History, 
and to care and preserve historic monuments. 
School for Parents — In Cuba the family plays an important 
role in the education of children. 	 Parents are informed and given 
guidelines on pedagogical and psychological matters in the School 
for Parents, which prepare the family for a more effective relation—
ship with the school and a better participation in the integral 
formation of the students. 	 This task is also reinforced by radio 
and T.V. programmes as well as newspapers and magazines. 
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Study—Work 
The combination of study and work is a ruling principle 
of Cuban education; this principle is meant to be fulfilled at 
all levels and types of education through different modalities. 
It constitutes a fundamental variant of the principle that links 
theory and practice, the school with life and education with 
production. 
In elementary education this principle is applied when—
ever possible through the school—gardens, located on the school 
premises, where students work out of school hours during the 
whole school year. 	 Basic secondary school students from urban, 
non—boarding schools and pre—university institutes participate 
yearly for 45 days at harvest time in the School to the Countryside  
programme during which they work in various agricultural plans (103). 
Students of secondary school (Schools in the Countryside) constructed 
in accordance with industrial and agricultural plans, work for one 
session (3 hours) and attend classes in the other during the whole 
school year. 
	
Students in the Technical and Vocational Education 
Centres, in the Teacher—training Institutes and in Higher Education, 
systematically combine their speciality with production (104). 
This principle serves two purposes: to acquaint the 
students with the world of work, developing in them a producer's 
consciousness, eliminating intellectualism from education and 
promoting interest in the production processes; and to satisfy the 
manpower needs of the economy, incorporating the labour force of 
thousands of students into production and social services as a 
contribution of the young people to the socio—economic development 
of the country (105). 
So, es M. Richmond has pointed out, 
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"Productiqg work is clearly an integral element of 
Cuban education and has been incorporated into the 
day—by—day, week by week operation of most educational 
establishments. 	 It tends to be regular, structured, 
well—organised, and socially valued, and may thus be 
rather different from 'work experience' schemes to be 
found elsewhere" (106). 
Forms of Organisation of Studies  
At present there are three forms of organising studies 
in the different sub—systems of the National System of Education: 
boarding, half—boarding and day schools. 
The boarding schools are residential schools where the 
students sleep during the week, returning home on the weekend. 
Semi— or half—boarding schools are schools where students 
spend the entire day until approximately 7.00 p.m.. They take lunch 
there and participate in after—school activities (of academic and 
recreational nature). This form of schooling permits parents to 
work knowing that their children are cared for until they can 
collect them. 
The educational authorities want to increase these kinds 
of schools throughout the country, especially at primary level to 
help families where both parents work (107). 
In elementary education, day or half—boarding schools are 
predominant. 
	
Boarding elementary schools are created only in 
exceptional cases, to solve family or social problems. 
Both in the city and in some rural areas these are 
graded schools. 	 But in the rural areas there are also semi— 
graded schools, from 1st to 4th grade, concentrated schools, 5th and 
6th grade, and multigrade schools with a small number of pupils of 
various grades, to solve those cases in which it is impossible to 
complete the enrolement for each grade. 
Lower secondary and pre—university schools in the cities 
are organised as day schools, whereas in rural areas they are boarding 
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schools. 
The Schools in the Countryside represent a modality which 
is the most clear example of the work—study principle. 
	
The first 
of these schools was built in 1971 after several years of experi—
mentation, and today it is possible to see several hundred of these 
schools throughout Cuba (384 junior high and 183 senior high schools). 
They are capable of taking 500 to 600 students equally divided 
between girls and boys (108). 
Each new school is equipped not only with classrooms, 
laboratories, library and recreational areas but also has 
dormitories, dining rooms and a kitchen (109). 
In these schools one half of the day is devoted to 
work in agricultural production and the other half to academic 
work. 	 As a rule the students spend 20 hours per week in produc— 
tive tasks (110). 
The students are divided into two groups. 	 One attend 
classes in the morning while the others work in the fields, and 
during the afternoon they reverse their activities (111), which 
form part of an economic development plan. 
	
The students are 
expected to study three nights a week and use the others for 
recreation. 	 These schools at the moment accommodate about 35 
per cent of all students between the ages of 13 and 17 (112). 
During the summer the schools become holiday centres for 
the parents and relatives of the students. 
	
This facility is 
offered free of charge, but the adults contribute two hours daily 
working in agricultural tasks. 	 In this way the crops are taken 
care of during holiday time and the schools serve the community 
as a recreational field (113). 
As M. Leiner has pointed out, 
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"Although work—study programmes exist in other socialist 
and capitalist countries, the Cuban boarding school, 
which is located in rural areas and offered as the 
national mode for secondary school education is unique. 
The Cubans see this model as consistent both with Cuban 
historic roots and Marxist philosophy" (114). 
Prime Minister F. Castro emphasises the importance of 
these schools in helping to accomplish basic revolutionary goals, 
"This school is consistent with our pedagogical 
concepts; it corresponds with reality; it meets 
true needs, it is based on the most profound Marxist 
thought, which conceives of education and training of 
the individual as closely related to productive and 
creative work... 
	
This kind of school provides a 
real opportunity for combining education, study and 
work... This is a school in which (students) begin 
to carry out productive activities, create things 
with their own hands, and engage in productive manual 
work in addition to intellectual work. 
	
In other words, 
they begin to learn the technique-, for producing the 
material goods needed by man and to acquire the habit 
of working as the most natural and elementary duty of 
every citizen, together with the habit of studying" (115). 
Boarding vocational schools (7th to 12th) located in the 
outskirts of the provincial capitals throughout the country provide 
the students who have obtained the highest marks in each province 
with a general secondary education characterised by a strong 
vocational character. 
Polytechnical schools and institutes can be boarding or 
day schools. 
	
These urban and rural centres are also attended by 
half—boarders, and their objective is to train specialists for the 
whole country, or for the province where these centres are located. 
The urban day centres train specialists for their area, which may 
compromise one or more municipalities, close to the students' 
homes. 
	 Both kinds of centres have evening courses for workers. 
Within adult education there are different kinds of 
teaching centres to meet the requirements of worker—students. The 
majority of these are evening, afternoon, or day external schools 
that function in the facilities used during the day by the school 
belonging to the general secondary education. 
	
When the work centres 
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have adequate facilities, adult education schools and classrooms 
may also function on premises conditioned for this purpose. 
	
For 
workers who cannot attend ordinary adult courses, special schools 
are organised where they may study as boarding students for a 
specified period (116). 
The School Year  
For all schools throughout the country, the school year 
begins on September 1st and ends on August 31, including class 
time, evaluations and tests, the teacher's methodological prepara—
tion and in—service training, holidays, teaching practices and other 
activities related to school work. 
"In the elementary level of General Polytechnical and 
Labour Education the school course has 40 weeks of classes, 
distributed in four uniform periods. 
	 In basic secondary 
schools and pre—university institutes in the countryside 
the school course has 40 weeks, structured in two semesters 
of 20 weeks each. 	 In urban basic secondary schools and 
pre—university institutes the school course has 34 weeks 
distributed in 2 semesters of 18 and 16 weeks respectively, 
during which the students carry out productive activities 
out of town in the period devoted to 'the school goes 
to the countryside'." (117) 
In the Technical and Vocational Centres, the school year 
has 41 class weeks structured in two semesters of 20 and 21 weeks 
respectively, including the pre—professional practices with which 
professional training is completed. 
The calendar of Pedagogical Schools has a total of 36 
class weeks distributed in two periods from 1st to 3rd year. During 
the course five weeks are devoted to 'the school goes to the 
countryside' activities. 	 During the fourth year, 20 weeks are 
devoted to classes, 20 to teaching practices and two to methodolo—
gical preparation (118). 
"Higher Pedagogical Institutes have 36 class weeks for 
the 1st and 2nd years; in 3rd and 4th years, students 
are divided into 2 groups: one group carries out its 
teaching practice while the other attends classes, and 
vice versa, for 22 weeks each." (119) 
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Procedure for Entrance to the Different Levels and 
Categories 
The structure of the National system of Education 
characterised by its coherent and national articulation guarantees 
continuation of studies for all, from elementary school to higher 
education, in keeping with personal and social requirements. 
In the 6th, 9th and 12th grades of General Polytechnical 
and Labour Education, state or nationally centralised final tests 
are applied; these examinations are drawn up and applied by the 
Ministry of Education, as the ruling agency of the State's Central 
Administration in this sector. 
	
The marks obtained in these systema— 
tic or periodic tests; determine whether the students have passed 
the course or not. 
The students passing 6th grade are automatically promoted 
to 7th grade, the first year of lower secondary education, which 
ends in the 9th grade. 
	
Those who pass 9th grade can apply for 
enrolment in any of the courses offered in secondary education taking 
into account the applicant roster system, established in each of the 
169 municipalities of the country for the various fields of study. 
These rosters are drawn up taking into account the 
academic assessment as well as other aspects related to the pupil's 
comprehensive evaluation included in the 'student cumulative record'. 
This document contains the data concerning the integral and harmonious 
formation of the student's personality from the moment he enters 
school until he graduates and enrols in university studies or begins 
his working life. 
The roster system makes it possible to have a national, 
provincial or municipal option system for students applying to enter 
vocational schools, and polytechnical institutes (skilled workers and 
medium—level technicians), pre—university institutes, pedagogical 
schools and day—care teacher—training schools in keeping with the 
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municipal facilities, the interests of the students and the needs of 
the country. 
	
Upon completion of 12th grade, the students have the 
possibility to enter the university or to begin their working life, 
after taking a one—year specialisation. 
Syllabuses 
Syllabuses are drawn up by the Ministry of Education in 
each of the Educational Offices. 	 Teams of specialists draw up the 
draft syllabuses, which are analysed and revised by sub—commissions 
which function within the Permanent National Commission for the 
Revision of Curricula, Syllabuses and Textbooks of the Central 
Institute of Pedagogical Sciences, for each subject, group or 
branch of subjects. 
	
This Commission is made up of scientists, 
pedagogues and experienced teachers. 	 According to the Commission's 
dictum, the Direction of the Ministry of Education adopts and 
promulgates the official syllabuses for all the nation in the 
different kinds and levels of the system. 
Syllabuses conform with the following principles: 
multilateral and harmonious development of the personality; 
application of the didactic principles of socialist 
pedagogy; 
logical and scientific character; 
correspondence with the demands posed by the scientific—
technical revolution and the social progress; 
combination of theory with practice and study with work; 
incorporation of the most out—standing achievements of 
pedagogical sciences; 
exclusion of the superfluous and unnecessary details. 
In General Polytechnical and Labour Education the time 
allotted to each subject cycle, from 1st to 12th grade is the 
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following: 
Science cycle 39. 22% 
Humanities cycle 37.20% 
Aesthetic cycle 3.21;1, 
Workshop education cycle 
and complementary cycle 18.96% 
Electives 1.29% 
All these disciplines are compulsory, except for electives, in 
which the student chooses the course he is interested in; however, 
once he has made his selection, attendance is compulsory. 
The main contents of General Polytechnical and Labour 
Education syllabuses and curricula are taken into account when 
drawing up those corresponding to the other sub—systems, bearing 
in mind the specific characteristics of each. 
In Adult Education the time allotted to each subject 
cycle, from the 1st course of worker—farmer education to the 6th 
semester of the worker—farmer pre—university level, is the following: 
Mathematics and Natural Sciences Cycle 
	
58.7% 
Humanities and Social Sciences Cycle 
	 41.3% 
For the drawing up of this curricula and syllabuses, Special 
Education takes into account, besides those of General Polytechnical 
and Labour Education, the theoretical and methodological principles 
of defectology and of special pedagogy and psychology. 
The curricula for the training of pedagogic personnel 
comprise the following contents and time distribution: 
Secondary Pedagogical Training 
General Cycle 61.5% 
Vocational Cycle 24.0% 
Political Social Cycle 4.7% 
Specialisation Cycle 4.6% 
Electives 4.8% 
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The curricula for the training of teachers for practical teaching 
lasts 4 years, 	 like those of the previous kind of teaching. 	 They 
comprise the following subject cycles: 
Speciality subjects 46.8% 
Psychological and Pedagogical 
subjects 25.1% 
General and Basic subjects 23.5% 
Marxism—Leninism 5.0% 
Higher Pedagogical Training  
Students entering Higher Pedagogical Institutes must 
have a 12th grade level. 	 The studies for the Licenciate Degree in 
Education, in the various specialities last four years. 
There are three different kinds of Pedagogical Institutes: 
Higher Pedagogical Institutes, specialised in the 
subjects taught in general education; 
The Higher Pedagogical Institute for Technical and 
Vocational Education, which trains licenciates in 
education in technical specialities for polytechnical 
institutes; 
The Higher Pedagogical Institute of Foreign Languages, 
which trains teachers and translators of various 
languages. 
In general terms, the curricula comprises the following 
cycle: 
Speciality cycle 
General Training cycle 
Psychological—Pedagogical cycle 
Social—Political cycle 
Ordinary courses devote some time to special courses and seminars 
in the 3rd and 4th years, their main objective being the in—depth 
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study of general or special subjects and research work on definite 
areas in a given speciality. 
Along with these ordinary courses, correspondence courses 
are given for those in—service teachers who do not have the proper 
degree. 
Organisations wnich have helped in implementing this  
educational policy  
Several institutions collaborate with the Ministry of 
Education in putting Cuba's educational policies into practice, for 
instance: 
The Young Communist League (U.J.C.) which plays a major 
role in the ideological education of children and young 
people. 
The Pioneer Organisation, under the guidance of the U.J.C. 
has also played a very important role in the political 
and ideological education of children up to the 9th grade. 
This organisation has as its major objective a monitoring 
of student academic performance and the handling of what—
ever discipline problems arise in schools and its major 
concern is about promotion rates, student attendance, and 
student discipline (120). 
The student organisations, the Federation of Intermediate 
Education Students (F.E.U.), have participated in 
organising and carrying out educational activities. 
The Central Organisation of Cuban Trade Unions (C.T.C.) 
has been directly responsible for organising and carrying 
out activities related to the Battle for the 6th grade 
and to the beginning of the Battle for the 9th grade. 
The organisation has a long tradition of struggle thet 
dates back to the Literacy Campaign. 
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The Committee for the Defence of the Revolution (C.D.R.) 
which exist to aid the educational process and nearly 
8 per cent of Cuban parents belong to it (121); the 
Federation of Cuban Women (F.M.C.) and National Associa—
tion of Small Farmers (A.N.A.P.) have given their active 
support to all school activities, and the School Councils, 
where all this work is organised, have made possible the 
close relationship that exists between the schools and 
the parents and the entire community. 	 This School Council 
also concerns itself with the triad of promotion, 
attendance, and discipline (122). 
The Militant Mothers of Education, organised by the F.M.C., 
and the Exemplary Parents Movement, of the C.D.R., consti—
tute an example of the most positive mass activities in 
support of education. 
The Trade Union of Education Workers has also played a 
vary important complementary role in the development of 
educational plans. 
The mass media have made a double contribution to the 
implementation of the educational policy: 
First, they reserve a lot of space and time for coverage 
of educational activities; this contributes to letting 
the population know about the purposes, activities and 
achievements of the educational plans being put into 
practice; and 
Second, they participate as a means of education themselves 
from a cultural, political and ideological standpoint (123). 
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Permanent Education and the Cuban Experience: some reflections  
Looking at Cuban education in relation to the objectives 
of permanent education (see pagel6 ) it is possible to see that 
they are present throughout the entire educational system. 	 One 
manifestation of Cuba's commitment to some forms of permanent 
education is the sheer pervasiveness of education, for example, it 
is said that one in every two Cubans over five years of age is 
undertaking an educational course or programme of some description (124). 
Another sign of Cuba's support for the idea of permanent education 
is the abundant variety of the types of educational provision 
(some formal, others non—formal or informal) and the different 
modes of attendance available (full—time, part—time, self—study). 
The lifelong access to educational services is shown throughout the 
acceptance of very young children in the circulos infantiles (from 
the age of 45 days) through to the provision of educational oppor— 
tunities to the old. To encourage Cubans to take advantage of the 
educational resources available, attempts have been made to 
'demystify' certain forms of education, for example, one may note 
the symbolic opening up of the university, which is half regulated 
by workers pursuing various non—degree level courses of study. 
One requirement of permanent education is that it is 
adaptable to change. 
	 In this respect Cuba has made strong efforts 
to bring education into line with the often dramatic and rapid 
transformations occurring within a post—revolutionary society. 
	 The 
adaptability of the pattern of educational provision has focused 
mainly upon changing economic requirements (shifts in development 
strategy; revisions of economic policy; cutbacks and shortages due 
to unforeseen circumstances); upon changing political needs the 
increase on popular participation in the 1970s; the mobilisation 
of efforts for national defence); and changing pressures within 
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the educational system itself (the expansion of secondary education 
to cope with the 19EOs baby boom and the increased output of the 
primary schools; the growth of university enrolment; the 
retraining of primary teachers in the 1970s and 1980s to play a 
role in post—primary education). 
	
Perhaps the most striking sign 
of this adaptability was the far—reaching Improvement Plan 
implemented in the mid-1970s in response to the multitude of 
internal and external problems facing the educational system. 
In order to improve the quality of life and equalise 
educational opportunities, major efforts have been made to demo—
cratise Cuban education;such efforts have been prominent since the 
beginning of the post—revolutionary period, being most evident in 
the Literacy Campaign and the follow—up adult education and literacy 
programmes, especially the battles for sixth and ninth grade 
education. 	 The idea of expanding educational opportunities 
implicit in the concept of permanent education is clearly 
expressed through the opportunities available today to many Cubans 
formerly with restricted access to education, for example, women, 
blacks, rural people, the poor, and those beyong school—leaving 
age. 
"Schools in Cuba libre, it was decided, would open their 
doors to every citizen regardless of class, race, sex 
or ability to pay, so that educational opportunity 
would be universal from pre—school to university." (125) 
While the universalisation of educational opportunity 
has not been fully achieved in practice in Cuba, there has been a 
marked opening—up of the educational system. 	 Thus, many thousands 
of women have been able to enjoy not only a large period of 
education but also access to different types of education (126). 
The integration of school)home„ community and the 
world of work can be seen through the Literacy Campaign of 1961, 
the schools to the countryside, the schools in the countryside, 
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and the highly developed infrastructure of parents, mass and 
political organisations, and students' organisations which supports 
the whole educational enterprise in Cuba. 
	
This integration of 
educational establishments and processes with the wide. society 
offers one way in which Cuba has tried to fulfil its leader's 
ambitions that the country be turned into 'one big school'. 
	
Most 
important of all, however, is the integration of education with the 
Revolution. 	 The leadership's interest in the idea of permanent 
education can only be understood if one recognises the requirement 
that education had to serve revolutionary purposes. 
	
The attraction 
of permanent education, therefore, is at least partly explained by 
its promise to involve everyone in the educational process, a 
highly desirable state of affairs for a revolutionary regime 
determined to secure widespread social change with and through the 
mobilisation of the people. 
The backbone of Cuba's efforts regarding permanent 
education is made up, firstly, of the system of General, Polytechnical 
and Labour Education available to all Cuban children and young people, 
and secondly, of the facilities for adult (worker—farmer) education 
which make it possible for all workers and adults to have access 
to culture, to improve their educational levels, and to contribute 
to the country's need for a growing qualified labour force. 
It is always dangerous to generalise from one case, 
especially when one is aware that a great deal still remains to be 
achieved in Cuba. 	 However, Cuba's experience in the area of 
permanent education has many positive implications and represents a 
useful model in a problem area common to many countries. 
	
On the 
other hand, the highly particular circumstances of a revolutionary 
society which has turned all education into an instrument of 
change must be kept in mind. 
The next chapter offers an analysis of the education 
system of a country governed, as is Cuba, by a socialist regime 
in order that any similarities and differences in the approach 
to permanent education may be identified. 
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Chapter Four 
GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC  
EDUCATION IN THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC 
IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE  
After the German Reich ceased to exist with the total 
defeat of the Nazi regime, four zones of occupation — one Soviet, 
one British, one American and one French — were formed in line with 
what had been agreed by the anti—Hitler coalition. 
The Supreme Commanders of the four occupatior, 	 forces 
set up an Allied Control Council with its headquarters in the 
capital, Berlin. 	 Its function was to coordinate the activities of 
the occupation powers and to settle questions affecting all zones. 
The Supreme Commanders were vested with supreme authority in their 
respective zones of occupation. 
From 17th July to 2nd August 1945 Schloss Ceci.lienhof• 
 
near Potsdam was the scene of a summit meeting of three heads of 
government: J.V. Stalin for the U.S.S.R., W. Churchill for the 
United Kingdom, and H. Truman for the United States. 
	
After the 
election victory of the Labour Party in Britain, the second was 
replaced by C.R. Attlee (1). 	 The purpose of the conference was to 
lay the foundations of a stable structure of peace in Europe, 
building on previous arrangements of the anti—Hitler coalition. 
The German problems played a central role. 	 After protracted 
negotiations, the conference agreed on fundamental measures that 
would lead to the demilitarization, denazification and democrati— 
sation of Germany. 
	
The arms industry and the monopolies were 
to be dismantled, and an economy devoted to peaceful purposes built 
up. 
The Potsdam Agreement, to which France acceded later 
while making a few reservations, created internationally valid 
foundations for the struggle of the German antifascists. 
	 It was 
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a document that was basic for the establishment of a stable post—war 
order in Europe and for the settlement of the German problems. 
But, despite strenuous efforts, the aim of creating a 
unitary and chmocratic German state on the basis of the Potsdam 
Agreement was not attained. 
	
In their London recommendations of 
June 1948 the Western powers announced the formation of a separate 
West German state. 
With the division of the city, a new City Council was 
formed on 30th November 1948 in the Soviet sector of Berlin. 
When in September 1949 the Bundestag met in Bonn and a 
government led by Konrad Adenauer and including representatives of 
the G.D.U., C.S.U., F.D.P. and the German Party was formed, the 
partition of German was consummated. 
	
Determined counter—measures 
were required to safeguard peace and the revolutionary gains of the 
working people in the Soviet occupied zone. 	 In late September and 
early October 1949 numerous working people urged that a democratic 
government be formed in Berlin. 
	
In October 1949 a joint session 
of the Presidium of the German People's Council and the Bloc of 
antifascist—democratic parties decided to convene the German People's 
Council for a meeting on 7.10.1949. 
By a unanimous vote of the 330 delegates present the 
German People's Council reconstituted itself as the Provisional 
People's Chamber of the German Democratic Republic (2). 
The first Constitution of the G.D.R. confirmed the historic 
achievements of the antifascist—democratic revolution such as the 
exercise of state power by the working class and its allies, the 
elimination of monopolies and landed wealth, the creation of a 
nationally owned sector of the economy, the right of all citizens 
to work and education, and the granting of equal rights to women, 
young people, and the Sorbian national minority. 
	
At the same time, 
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it ensured the continuance of the revolutionary process begun in 
1945 and helped pave the way for the construction of socialism. 
On 10th of October 1949, the Supreme Chief of the Soviet 
Military Authority (S.M.A.D.) proceeded to transfer, on instructions 
from his government the administrative functions previously exercised 
by the Soviet Military Authorities under the Potsdam Agreement to 
the i7,uthorities of the G.D.R. 
On 11th of October 1949 a working class leader, Wilhelm 
Pieck was elected as the first President of the G.D.R. 
Regarding education, and according to M. Siebert Klein, 
"The most significant factor influencing the origin 
of the East German school system was the Soviet 
occupation of the Eastern Zone and the unique set of 
circumstances that this provided " (3). 
This factor however, was not the only factor — as the German 
Communist Party (K.D.P.) as early as 1944 had begun to modify the 
school system in the East Zone of Germany bringing changes in the 
entire curricula in order to eradicate fascism amongst the young 
and introduce a democratic school system (4). 
The first legislation concerning education was the 
"Law relating to the Democratisation of German Schools" which 
received legal sanction on June 12th of 1946. 
	 This Law, 
"sought to educate the young to be capable of thinking 
for themselves and acting responsibly, able and willing 
to serve the community. 
	 The Law also determined that 
the new education should be free of militarist, 
imperialist or racialist ideology" (5). 
The educational authorities must also develop other 
important tasks in order to break the educational priviliges of 
some social classes, eliminate the differences between urban and 
village schools, improve the academic content of the school above 
the pre—war levels, and abolish fees for secondary schools (6). 
The Law finished with the intermediate and grammar schools 
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inherited from the Third Reich, these being replaced by co—educational, 
comprehensive schools for all 6-14 year olds. 
	
This act also 
permitted most school—leavers to go to vocational training, and 
the academically gifted were sent to high schools on completion of 
their eight years of general schooling. 	 Higher education was now 
for all suitable students irrespective of their parental background (7). 
This act also ended the decentralised nature of education and its 
educational elitism. 	 The first uniform curricula together with the 
appropriate textbooks came into force. 
After the founding of the G.D.R. and the beginning of the 
first Five—Year—Plan, this revolutionary process in education, 
science and culture was systematically continued. 
	
The workers' 
and peasants' faculties (A.B.F.$) which had been established in 
October 1949 at universities and some other institutions of higher 
education proved their value. 
	 For thousands of young workers they 
opened the way to higher education. 
Numerous new institutions of higher and technical education 
were founded to train cadres for the management of the state and 
economy. 	 Great efforts were also devoted to vocational training 
and the up—grading of skills. 
Events testifying to an intense cultivation of the humanist 
heritage in the G.D.R. included the activities and publications 
connected with the Goethe bicentennial in 1949, the Bach tricentenary 
celebrations 	 in 1950, the 125th anniversary of Beethoven's death 
in 1952, the first Handel Festival in Halle in 1952, and the 
establishment of the National Research and Memorial Centre of 
Classical German Literature in Weimar and of the Ernst Barlach 
Memorial in Gilstrow. 
In the meantime new ideas about education were appearing, 
for instance, the idea of developing the schools into institutions 
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where students could be properly educated and trained to become pro— 
ductive members of a socialist society. 	 So, in the curricula 
implemented in 1951, it is possible to find directives for intro—
ducing polytechnical education in G.D.R.'s schools, but because of 
important circumstances it was postponed until 1956. 
Between 1956 and 1958 many investigations in order to 
implement polytechnical education were made at individual schools, 
and on September 1st of 1958, Polytechnical education was introduced 
in all compulsory schools of the G.D.R. (6). 
On December 2nd of 1959, the People's Chamber passed a 
law, which had previously been the subject of a nation—wide publit 
debate. 	 This was the "Law on the Socialist Development of the 
School System in the G.D.R.". 	 This law replaced the eight—year 
school by a general ten—year polytechnical school for all children. 
The term polytechnical meant that a blend of academic and industrial 
or agricultural experience was introduced. 	 Polytechnical education 
passed to be a basic feature and an integral part of education in 
all schools. 
The G.D.R. had created an efficient system of education 
which had also gained international recognition. 
	
However, the 
demands made on it increased with the growing role of science and 
technology. 
	 So, on February 25th 1965, the People's 
	 Chamber 
adopted a third education act, the "Law on the Integrated Socialist 
Educational System". 
	 The basic principles underlying this law, 
worked out by a commission, were discussed by hundreds of thousands 
of people. 
	 The most important new feature which the law provided 
was the general introduction of ten—year comprehensive polytechnical 
education for all children and young people of school age (9). 
This Act brought the elements of education and training 
together into one coherent scheme. 
	
With the introduction of the 
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fully integrated system considered in this Act greater relevance 
was accorded to the real needs of society the central principle of 
all courses was the unity of education and professional training, 
the curriculum was now treated as a whole, and supplemented by an 
ever—growing number of extra—curricula activities which would ensure 
that the work of the classrooms continued in after—school hours (10). 
The state made available extensive funds in order to 
implement the Act. 
	
Although there was a shortage of labour in the 
G.D.R. and the introduction of ten—year compulsory education at 
first excerbated the position in the short run, the S.E.D. and 
government introduced this measure as they looked upon it as an 
"investment for the future" and as the creation of an education 
system designed to fulfil the needs of an advanced socialist society. 
The Act defined the content of education under the new 
conditions and laid down the position and function of the various 
types of educational institutions. 
	 It ensured a uniform educational 
process starting from pre—school education to comprehensive poly—
technical schools, vocational schools and technical colleges, colleges 
and universities as well as vocational training and further training. 
It was, and remains the purpose of this Act, to provide a high 
standard of education for the people as a whole so that all are able 
to develop comprehensively, uniting all—round knowledge with a firm 
class point of view and living a fulfilled and happy life worthy of 
human beings (11). 
The socialist education system rests on the principle of 
the unity of education and upbringing, of a scientific approach 
and of commitment. 
	 The integrated nature of the schools and the 
participation of the public in the education and upbringing of the 
young generation are not only constitutionally guaranteed but are 
also a feature of everyday life. 
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At the end of the 1960's polytechnical education underwent 
a change in as much as it was turned into the preparatory stage for 
vocational training. 
	
New basic skilled trades and vocational 
training combined with the school leaving certificate were intro—
duced and the system of training and further training for working 
people was expanded (12). 
German Democratic Republic Educational System  
(1) 	 Principles, goals and objectives of education  
The avowed aim of G.D.R. education is to bring up young 
people with a good all—round knowledge, and who will be prepared for 
life, work and social activities in such a way that they will not 
only be good skilled workers, scientists or artists but also active 
and expert members of the public. 	 Of major importance in this work 
is equal and high level education, scientifically based,for all 
children, the encouraging of their particular talents and gifts, 
and their training in creative thought and activity, at the same time 
the educational system is orientated towards the future demands of 
the scientific and technilogical revolution, the growing demand for 
specialist knowledge, and ever—widening cultural and intellectual 
needs. 
The objectives, goals, principles and priorities of 
education are established in Articles 17 (1.2.3), 25 (1.2.3.4.5.6) 
and 26 (1.2.3) of the Constitution of 1968. 
"Article 17  
(1) 	 The German Democratic Republic promotes science, research, and 
education to protect and enrich the community and the life 
of its citizens. 
	
For this purpose the scientific and 
technological revolution is combined with the advantages 
of socialism. 
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(2) The G.D.R. assures all citizens a high standard of educa— 
tion corresponding to the constantly increasing social 
requirements through the integrated socialist educational 
system. 	 It enables citizens to shape socialist society 
and to participate creatively in the development of 
socialist democracy. 
(3) Any misuse of science directed against peace, international 
understanding, against the life and the dignity of man is 
prohibited (13). 
Article 25  
(1) Every citizen of the G.D.R. has an equal right to 
education. 	 Educational facilities are open to all. 
The integrated socialist educational system guarantees 
every citizen a continuous socialist education, training 
and higher training. 
(2) The G.D.R. ensures the march forward of the people to a 
socialist community of universally educated and harmoniously 
developed people imbued with the spirit of socialist 
patriotism and internationalism, and possessing an 
advanced general and specialised education. 
(3) All citizens have the right to participate in cultural 
life. 	 Under the conditions of the scientific—technical 
revolution, and increasing intellectual demands this 
becomes of growing significance. 
	 The state and society 
encourage the participation of citizens in cultural life, 
physical culture and sport, for the complete expression 
of the socialist personality and for the growing fulfil— 
ment of cultural interests and needs. 
(1) 
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(4) 	 In the G.D.R. general ten—year secondary schooling is 
compulsory, this is provided by the 10—year general 
polytechnical secondary school. 	 In certain cases the 
secondary schooling may be completed within the framework 
of vocational training or the further education of the 
working people. All young people have the right and the 
duty to learn a vocation. 
Special schools and training establishments exist for 
mentally and physically handicapped children and adults. 
The solution of these tasks is ensured by the state and 
all social forces in joint educational work (14). 
Article 26  
The state ensures the possibility of transference to the 
next higher stage of education up to the highest educa—
tional institutions, the universities and colleges, this 
is done in accordance with the performance principle, 
social requirements, and taking into consideration the 
social structure of the population. 
There are no tuition fees. 
	 Training allowances and free 
study materials are granted according to social criteria. 
Full—time students at the universities, colleges and 
technical schools are exempted from tuition fees. 
	
Grants 
and allowances are given according to social requirements 
and performance" (15). 
(2) 	 System of Administration  
"Administration and planning is centrally controlled and 
hierarchically structured. 	 Central decisions regarding 
all aspects of national educational policy are made at the 
highest level of this structure, and directions for imple—
mentation are passed down through consecutive hierarchical 
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levels to the level of local educational administration... 
The G.D.R. Council of Ministers, the chief executive 
organ of the State, is at the highest level of the hierar— 
chical structure for educational administration and 
planning" (16). 
The state organs directly responsible to the Council of 
Ministers for matters concerning education are: 
(a) the Ministry of Health, which supervises the creches 
attended by children under three years old; 
(b) the Ministry of Education, which is responsible for the 
control of kindergartens for children between three and 
six years old, the ten—year general polytechnical secondary 
schools, the development of porgrammes of instruction and 
curricula, and teacher training;, 
(c) the Ministry for Higher and Technical Education, responsible 
for the control and planning of technical schools and 
other institutions of higher education including the 
universities; 
(d) the State Secretariat of Vocational Training; 
(e) city, county, and district councils which are popularly 
elected bodies concerned with the administrative 
functioning of the schools, and responsible for the manage—
ment of school services, provision, and maintenance of 
buildings and experiment, and provision of school inspectors, 
supervision., and administration (17). 
(3) 	 Financing of Education  
The state undertakes the financing of education, the 
training of teachers and the provision of necessary buildings and 
materials. 	 Because education in schools is free and all students 
receive a grant, no pupil or student is excluded from the training 
schemes on material grounds (18). 
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In relation to expenditure on education, there are 
difficulties in looking at official statements in a socialist country. 
"They say money comes to educational institutions not only 
from the ministry which pays the salaries but from the 
region that puts up the schools, the local council that 
pays for their day—to—day running, and from factories, 
shich are wholly responsible for their own factory—schools 
(though not for the salaries of the teachers), and 
partly responsible for the schools, of which they are the 
patrons. 	 Groups of parents, individuals or firms also 
provide unpaid labour for supplying and installing 
equipment and so on" (19). 
In spite of the difficulties in finding figures it is 
possible to say that more than 7 per cent of the gross national 
product is devoted to education (20). 
(4) 	 National System of Education.  
Organisation and Description of the Different Types 
of Education  
The national system of education in the G.D.R. is fully 
integrated, all component parts, from kindergarten to university 
being systematically based upon each other. 
	 The system is general 
and flexible, and offers everybody, whatever his age, a choice of 
formats for learning and further education, thus forming an important 
base for establishing equality of opportunity. 
The fundamental components of this educational system are: 
Pre—school education and care; 
The ten—year general polytechnical school; 
Vocational training establishments; 
Preparation for higher education; 
Technical colleges; 
Institutions of higher education; 
Adult education; 
Special schools; 
Teacher training; 
Extracutricula education. 
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(a) 	 Pre—school education and care  
The upbringing of children in families and in the state 
establishments such as creches and kindegartens offers the best 
guarantee for their optimum development in their pre—school years. 
It is up to the parents to decide whether or not their child should 
attend one of these child care facilities. 
There are creches and kindergartens build and run by the 
state and others attached to nationally owned enterprises. 	 They 
are all supervised by the government and all of them have a wide 
variety of toys and teaching aids appropriate to the children's 
age (21). 
According to N.J. Moore —Rinvolu cri the kindergarten 
building are, 
"modern, airy, light and well supplied with indoor and 
outdoor play material of all kinds... and a very high 
standard of cleanliness... There is great emphasis on 
hygiene, 31-1 beauty in the environment and on the informal 
learning absorbed from pleasant surroundings" (22). 
Care is free, the only cost to the parents being a small 
charge for meals (in creches 1.40 marks a day, in kindergarten 
0.35 marks a day (23). 
In all these facilities the cost of staff and materials 
is borne by the state, as is that of the care and education of 
children. 
The creches take children up to the time of their third 
birthday. 	 At present, places in creches are available for 61 per 
cent of the infants (24). 
	
A student, a teacher and any working 
woman gets official free—time to come in to attend to the physical 
needs of her baby. 
The creche frequently part of a factory complex is in the 
charge of a nurse and a team of helpers whose job is to bring the 
children on physically and to provide them with mentally stimulating 
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play activities. 
	
In order to control children's state of health, 
doctors pay regular visits to the creches (25). 
The creches are open from six in the morning to seven 
in the evening for the convenience of parents, but by law no child 
can stay more than ten hours a day in the creche (26). 
All children of kindergarten age (from three to six, 
when they start school) whose parents so wish, have a place guaran— 
teed. 	 In 1980, 93 per cent of children of an appropriate age 
attended kindergarten (27). 
The kindergarten is not part of compulsory education, 
catering as it does for the pre—school child, but it is state 
supervised and run by trained people. 	 One of the reasons for 	 their 
existence is that the economy, making no unequal distinctions 
between men and women, needs the work, whole or part—time, of as 
many women as possible. 
Children are not prepared for school by a particular 
programme which anticipates "school methods" but by a gradual and 
continuous preparation through general education and care geared 
to unfolding the physical and mental capabilities of the children 
so much so that starting school is no abrupt or stressful under—
taking. 
Kindergartens within a given area have close contact 
with workers in local enterprises, 
	 The ratio of kindergarten 
assistants to the children under their wing is 1:13 (28). 
There are children who do not go to a kindergarten in 
the G.D.R. but they are encouraged to attend one year in their 
last pre—main school year, at least on a part—time basis, in order 
to prepare them for starting life in the school community (29). 
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(b) 	 The ten—year general polytechnical school  
The name of this component of the educational system in 
the G.D.R. is, 
"the general term applied to the compulsory schools 
attended by G.D.R. youth starting at the age of six 
and continuing until satisfactory completion of the 
academic requirements of mandatory education has been 
accomplished. 
	
The title... is also the individual 
name of the 5,067 general schools distributed through—
out the G.D.R." (30). 
This level of the educational system is an organically 
integrated unity from the first class to the tenth. 	 Scientific 
principles underlie the system at all levels and in all subjects; 
special subjects are introduced right at the beginning. 	 It could 
be said that polytechnical education, 
"aims at a high level of scientific instruction in 
all school subjects that engage hand and head; 
its theory is tested out in real—life situations, 
which means that young people are expected to work 
in factory or business as part of their general 
education" (31). 
After completion of this ten years of compulsory school 
specialised education offers opportunities for special knowledge 
and the acquisition of vocational skills (32). 
The school is arranged into three stages, 
The lowest level (primary): classes 1-3. 
The intermediate level (transitional): classes 4-6. 
The highest level (secondary): classes 7-10. 
At the primary level, systematic training and educating 
begins, building on the pre—school experiences of the child. 
The children acquire the basic skills of reading and writing, 
improve their facility in speech and begin to learn mathematics. 
Approximately 50 per cent of instruction time is devoted for the 
study of the German language and literature andmathematics 
represent 24 per cent of formal instruction.time (33). 
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The children are taught in local history and geography adapted to 
their age so as to understand certain problems of social and 
natural sciences. 	 Workshop practice in classes l-6, and lessons 
in caring for the school garden in classes 1-4 give the children 
an early taste of elementary mechanics, technology and economics. 
The arts subjects of drawing and music as a component of lessons 
in German—literature lay the basis for the children's aesthetic 
tastes. 	 Sports lessons contrive to further all—round physical 
agility, swimming is taught in the second and third classes (34). 
In each general school, after school care facilities are 
offered to children from the first to fourth classes where they 
can spend the afternoon if their parents so wish. 	 Trained staff 
look after the children while they do their homework, play, do 
craftwork or sports. 
	
Visits are frequently organised to cinemas, 
theatres, museums and exhibitions. 
At the intermediate level or transitional level, lessons 
begin in natural and social sciences, and a first foreign language 
is studied. 	 In the fifth class the subjects of biology, history, 
geogrlaphy and the first foreign language, Russian, are added to those 
already studied. 	 Physics lessons begin in the sixth class. 
In arts subjects at this level the pupils study singing, 
music—making, painting and modelling. 
	
While dealing with works 
of art and German and world literature as well as other cultural 
treasures the pupils' knowledge and understanding are promoted and 
their interest stimulated. 
Physical exercise in many kinds of sport is part of the 
curricula, and apart from that there is a great variety of oppor—
tunities to do sport (in school sports groups or sports associations 
in the national sports organisations) to encourage the great number 
of talents and interests of the children. 
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In sum it can be said that, on the average, 44 per cent of 
formal instruction is devoted to history, geography, German language 
and literature, drawing and music (reserving 29 per cent of this to 
German language and literature). 	 Mathematics takes up 19 per cent; 
biology and physics which are introduced in the fifth and sixth 
grades take up 7 per cent; polytechnical education and training 
8 per cent; the Russian language (which starts in the fifth grade) 
takes 12 per cent; and sports take 10 per cent (35). 
At the secondary level the new subjects of chemistry and 
civic studies are introduced, together with another foreign language 
as an optional subject for the pupils, and this as a rule is English (36). 
Astronomy is a subject taught in class 10. 
At the secondary level the pupils acquire, to a growing 
extent, the ability to recognise law—governed necessities and the 
foundations of scientific theories. 
	
They learn intellectual 
techniques, so that they are in a position to widen and extend their 
knowledge on their own. 
	
Through optional work in the areas of 
mathematics and the natural soiences, as well as the technical, 
cultural, artistic and social fields individual interests, abilities 
and gifts can be catered for and encouraged (37). 
An essential characteristic of the general school is its 
polytechnical nature which is reflected for instance in the extent 
to which the lessons are related to life outside the school, in the 
close contact the pupils have with workers in enterprises (mostly 
in the form of sponsorship agreements between schools and enter—
prises), as well as in the general learning programme, particularly 
mathematics and natural sciences which provide the essential ground—
work for an understanding of modern technology and production. 
At the primary and transitional levels workshop instruc— 
tion and lessons in the school garden are specific subjects. 
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The secondary stage is marked by the intensification of 
the polytechnical education and training area of instruction (38). 
The polytechnical lessons from class 7 combine three complementary 
parts: introduction to socialist production, technical drawing, 
and the productive work. 	 These lessons are alternatingly taught 
in industrial and agricultural farms for four hours a week and 
are based upon binding the curricula. 	 Although among others the 
polytechnical lessons serve the preparation for the child's future 
working life, they are an element in the general education offered 
and not meant to forestall vocational training. 
It is especially through their own productive work that 
the pupils learn to use their knowledge, learning to be consistent 
in their work, how to take conscious responsibility, and they 
learn pride in their own work, all of which have deep influences 
on their personality development. 
Today about 5,200 industrial enterprises and agricultural 
farms give polytechnical lessons to over a million pupils from 
the 7th to the 10th classes. 
Some 3,400 classrooms exist in the enterprises for these 
pupils and over 35,000 tutors, engineering teachers, skilled workers 
and teachers of special skills help the pupils in their polytechnical 
lessons (39). 
At this stage an average of 14 per cent of the educational 
programme is devoted to polytechnical education and training; 34 
per cent to social sciences, German language and literature, drawing 
and music; 22 per cent to natural sciences, 15 per cent to mathema—
tics; 9 per cent to Russian language and 6 per cent to sports (40). 
General school ends with examinations — written examinations 
in the German language and literature, mathematics, Russian and, 
according to choice in physics, chemistry or biology, oral examina— 
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tions (at least two, at most five), and a sports examination. 
Also part of the general polytechnical school system is 
a small number of special schools and special classes in which 
teaching is done according to the generally valid curricula of 
the general school but with extra lessons in selected subjects at 
a higher level. 
	 In this way especially talented pupils in any 
particular subject, including those of social importance, are given 
additional help and encouragement. 
There are special schools, with more intensive courses 
in particular subjects, such as arts, music, mathematics, sciences, 
sports or foreign languages. 
In spite of no official figures being published for 
students attending the special schools, these are considered to be 
low in comparison to the students attending the general schools (41). 
According to E.B. Schneider the percentage is 0.05 of all pupils (42). 
There are in the G.D.R. about 6,000 general schools. The 
total number of pupils is about 2.4 million. 
	 The average class 
size is 22.7 pupils (43). 
	 Students attend school only in the 
morning for six days a week, and normally from 8.00 a.m. to 1.00 p.m. 
they have homework on only four days (44). 
Each school wherever it is situated is equipped with 
learning aids. 
	
Every school holds complete experiment kits for 
science and polytechnical lessonsl" T.V. and radio sets, tape recorders 
and record players, slide and film (16 mm.) projectors, and overhead 
projectors. 
	
In the last few years the state has spent 1,200 million 
marks on giving schools modern teaching aids. 
School textbooks have been stable in price for many years, 
the average price being two marks. 
	
School books for the ten years 
of schooling cost a total of 195 marks per child, those for the first 
class about five marks and those for the tenth may cost up to twenty—
five marks. 
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The close collaboration between school and home can be 
seen for instance in the great number of elected parental represen—
tatives — about 600,000 fathers and mothers are active in this 
capacity. 	 In the G.D.R. parents have the right to play a part 
in running education establishments. 	 To do this there is the 
parents' groups where all the parents of children in a particular 
class meet at the start of the academic year in order to elect 
the persons to run this group. 
	
The aim of this is promoting 
contacts and cooperation between teachers, parents and social 
organisations. 	 Then there is the parent—teacher association the 
members of which are elected every two years and represent parents 
of all children in a given school. 
	 It acts as partner to the 
school management, guides the parents' groups in their activities 
and analyses what has been done (45). 
Two thirds of all pupils take school meals, for which 
their parents pay 0.55 marks per child per day (46). 
State subsidies for school meals came to around 862 
million marks in 1980; and the total state subsidy to the education 
system was 9.800 million marks (47). 
After completion of compulsory education in the ten—year 
general polytechnical school, and upon successful conclusion the 
young East Germans have three available options: 
"(1) 	 training for vocational qualifications 
at a vocation school for a period of two years; 
(2) entering a three—year school in which voca—
tional and academic preparation for the Abitur  
are obtained concurrently, and 
(3) continuing academtk work in the extended 
secondary school"(48). 
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(c) 	 Vocational Training  
After finishing the ten—year general school the majority 
of pupils, over 85 per cent go on to vocational training centres 
generally lasting two years (49). 
The G.D.R. offers every school—leaver a place to continue 
his education. 
	
In this way it guarantees every young person a job 
or profession. 	 Everyone takes advantage of this offer which means 
in practice that no one enters his working life without having 
received training. 
The guarenteed right to vocational training is established 
in the G.D.R.'s Constitution: 
"Compulsory education exists in the G.D.R. for a 10—year 
period, to be fulfilled by attendance at a ten—year 
comprehensive polytechical school. 
In particular instances this can be completed at a 
vocational training institution or an institute for the 
training or further training of working people. 
	
All 
young persons have the right and duty to learn a trade 
or profession" (50). 
This constitutional right is formulated more precisely in 
the Integrated Socialist Education Act of 1965, the Youth Act of 1974, 
the Labour Code of the G.D.R. of 1978 and the Vocational Training 
Act of 1979 (51). 
How many places for training are available in each field 
is calculated according to the present and future needs of the 
national economy. 	 In order to match the personal wishes and 
talents of the young people and the needs of society, career 
counselling and in depth information to children is offered. 
	
This 
has had the effect that today over BO per cent of school—leavers 
go on to train for their chosen professions (52). 
Careers information and counselling begin very early on in 
the schools and enables the pupils to learn about a great variety 
of job opportunities. 
	
Enterprises hold open days in order to offer 
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advice and individual help to young people. The mass media also 
plays its part here. 
There are 217 careers counselling centres run by the 
state and the enterprises which offer information to the pupils and 
their parents, most intensively at the time when the actual choice 
of career is made (at the beginning of the tenth class). 
	
The 
qualifications, conditions and training facilities for individual 
jobs are all explained clearly. 
Courses for skilled workers usually last two years and 
end after examinations, with presentation of a skilled worker's 
certificate. 	 Ninety per cent of trainees complete the theoretical 
and practical final examination (53). 
	
The state guarantees that 
every one can practise the profession or job for which he has been 
trained . 
Training on the theoretical side proceeds according to 
state established rules in schools run by the state or the enter— 
prises. 	 Many halls of residence are attached to the enterprise— 
run schools, so that young people can take up opportunities which 
are not offered in their own locality. 
"Of the 1,000 vocational schools in the G.O.R., 727 are 
run by enterprises. 
	
Here apprentices receive both 
practical and theoretical training. 
The 300 or so municipal vocational schools provide 
theoretical training to apprentices from small enterprises 
which have no training school of their own, and to 
apprentices from service centres, banks and cooperative 
and private craftshops. 
	
Close ties exist between the 
vocational schools and the training enterprises" (54). 
The practical training of apprentices in apprentice shops, 
training laboratories and similar institutions is conducted by 
instructors. 
	
In the final part of their training the apprentices 
work under the conditions which will obtain in the later working 
groups, and as a rule they perform as well as other skilled workers. 
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Normally the training is arranged so that two—thirds is 
practical work and one—third is theoretical work. 
Vocational training is given free of charge. Apprentices 
receive a monthly pay of 120 marks in their first half year, rising 
to 200 in their sixth. 	 In addition to training allowances they 
now also receive twenty—four days paid holidays (55). 
Today skilled workers are being trained in 291 vocations 
with about 500 specialisations leading to a wide range of positions (56). 
Men and women normally enjoy the same opportunities, 
except for thirty jobs which are unsuitable for women for health 
reasons. 
There is equal pay for women and men. 
Pupils who leave the general schools early, on health 
or other grounds, can receive and finish vocational training in 
any of sixty fields within three years. 
The few pupils who leave school before the eighth class, 
are offered access to certain parts of a vocational training scheme 
according to their abilities. 
Over the past 20 years the G.D.R. vocational training 
facilities have catered for about five million young people who are 
now highly qualified skilled workers. 
In the years 1971-80, about two million young people 
received training (the working population of the G.D.R. is 8.2 
million) (57). 
"At present more 50,000 voational school teachers, 
instructors and educationists are employed at the 
G.D.R.'s approximately 1,000 vocational schools and 
over 1,300 apprentices hostels. 	 In addition some 
100,000 authorised skilled workers are involved in 
the practical side of vocational training. 
Approximately 12,000 classrooms are available in 
vocational schools with an average of 23 apprentices 
per class. 
There are 600 modern training workshops and labora— 
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tories for practical vocational training. 
A total of 20,000 marks is set aside from the 
national budget at present for the training of 
every apprentice. 	 Approximately 2,400 marks 
are annually set aside from the national budget 
pc, apprentice for board, lodging and care in 
apprentices hostels. 
	
The apprentices pay only 
1.10 marks per day for board and lodging" (58). 
( d) 	 Preparation for Higher Education  
The extended secondary school (EUS) (classes 11 to 12) 
prepares pupils for the Abitur (final school examination which 
university applicants have to take), as the basis for further educa— 
tion in a university, college or academy. 	 According to Nina J. 
Moore R., about 13 per cent of the school population go to the two—
year course in the E.O.S. (59). 
This stage builds on the knowledge gained in the general 
school and consolidates, deepens and broadens the experience of the 
pupils. 
	
Entrance to the extended secondary school depends on 
previous academic success. 	 The most able and promising pupils are 
chosen, taking into account the social structure of the G.D.R. 
population and maintaining a fair proportion between the sexes (60). 
The number of pupils who attend the extended secondary school is 
set according to the social needs and to what may feasibly be 
offered, which means that every pupil who passes his Abitur will 
get a place to study. 
The different ways of gaining access to higher education 
(vocational training with Abitur, successfully completed technical 
college course, passing the Abitur through adult education schemes) 
make it, in principle, possible for all talented young people to 
enter or re—enter education at all stages of their personal develop—
ment and working life. 
Study in the extended secondary schools adds up to 27 or 
28 hours per week. 	 In addition the pupils can choose between 
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obligatory subjects (5 hours per week) and optional subjects 
(3 hours per week). 	 All pupils take four hours scientific, prac— 
tice—related work in an enterprise or academic institution. 	 In 
addition, excursions and periods in the production process (3 weeks 
in class 11 and 2 weeks in class 12) are part of their timetable. 
Since September 1st 1981, all pupils in classes 11 and 12 have been 
in receipt of a monthly grant of 110 marks for class 11 pupils, 
and 150 marks for those in class 12 (61). 
At the present parents can ask for their children to be 
admitted to the extended secondary school, but the decision is 
taken by the school headmaster, the class tutor and teachers and 
the extended secondary school headmaster, the final word coming 
from the local education authority (62). 
(e) 	 Technical Colleges  
In the technical colleges of the G.D.R. students are 
trained as highly specialised and skilled experts who will be 
available to work as technologists, economists, medical staff, 
educationalists, and cultural workers in many different fields of 
national life.In these colleges general knowledge is combined with 
vocational training and the students receive professional qualifi—
cations (63). 
There are in all 236 engineering and technical colleges, 
including industrial engineering colleges, building, transport, 
post and telecommunications colleges, colleges for agriculture and 
forestry and food processing, for eoonomics and for political 
science, librarianship and archives —keeping and muesum work (64). 
Enrolment at the majority of these colleges presupposes 
completed training as a skilled worker. 	 Study at a medical, 
educational or art college can be undertaken directly after leaving 
the general school. 	 The length of such a course is normally three 
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to four years. 
(f) 	 Institutions of Higher Education  
Preparation for university and higher educational insti—
tutions is, provided, as stated earlier, by the twe—year extended 
secondary school. 	 The demand for specialists prepared at univer— 
sities is based on the requirements of the planned economy. The 
directive "Task of Universities and Colleges in the Developed 
Socialist Society" demand that higher education research and teaching 
concentrate more closely on supporting the economy and all research 
going into productive action (65). 
	
So, every year the Minister of 
Higher Education increases or reduces the number of university 
places. 
	
For instance, 
"in 1975 there were 136.854 registered students, which 
was a decline of 5.4 per cent compared with 1974 and 
of 15 per cent compared with 1972 (the last year when 
student numbers were increased). 
	
31,000 new students 
matriculated at the beginning of the 1976/77 academic 
year in the universities and higher educational insti—
tutions" (66). 
Universities and other institutions of higher education 
had been expanded in accordance with the expectations raised by 
the scientific—technological revolution; but soon it was clear 
that there was no longer a need for so many graduates who, when 
finishing their courses could not find a suitable job. 	 Since then 
the number of admissions has been reduced. 
	
It has been carried 
out using two ways: lowering the number of students going to the 
extended secondary schools, and by raising standards in the 
universities and colleges entrance examinations (67). 
Those most affected by this policy were individuals already 
working and who were seeking admission to correspondence courses. 
In 1971 9,711 of them were admitted at university and this figure 
fell to 3,405 in 1976 (68). 
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There are fifty—four higher educational institutions in 
the G.D.R., including the seven universities of Berlin, Dresden, 
Greifswald, Halle, Jena, Leipzig and Rostock (69). 
Berlin was founded in 1809, and today is known as 
W. von Humboldt University; Dresden in 1890 (founded as a College), 
now Technical University; Greifswald in 1456, now E. Moritz Armdt 
University; Halle in 1694, now Martin Luther University; Jena 
was founded in 1558; Leipzig in 1409 now the Karl Marx University 
and Rostock in 1410 (70). 
The universities were structured from their very 
beginning up until the University Education Reform of 1968 into 
faculties. 	 Under the 1968 Reform these were dissolved and their 
control assumed by the Minister of Higher Education who is advised 
by a council of 14 members. 
The head of university is the rector who is appointed by 
the Minister of Higher Education. 
	
The faculties were replaced by 
sections each with a director. 	 Instead of the Senate there is 
an l',civisory Council on which the students' representation is very 
strong, together with the representation of scientific assistants 
and workers from associated plants. 
	 The faculty boards were 
replaced by a scientific council composed only by university teachers 
and students and concerned only with research work (71). 
Higher education starts with a basic course to impart 
both general and special subject—related knowledge during the 
course, usually in the third year, the student decides upon the 
specialist field on which he will write his graduate dissertation. 
Studies are based upon the principles of unity of learning 
and research,and of theory and practice. 
	
Research starts at as 
early a stage as possible. 
In 1976, a pre—study course in practice for students of 
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medicine, technology, agriculture and economics was established at 
the universities. 	 Courses in all disciplines at universities and 
technical colleges are combined with practical work related to the 
main study, which takes the students into the enterprises and other 
institutions and provides valuable experience and practical know—
ledge for their work later on. 
Students are also detailed to research projects which 
means that at each stage of their studies they have to apply their 
knowledge in a concrete form in the solution of specific tasks, 
which is very useful for them later when they go on to work or if 
they take on a post—graduate course of three years leading to a 
doctorate (72). 
The majority of subjects, for instance, engineering, 
economics, and languages, require four years of study; medicine 
six years, one of which is, as already stated, a practical year. 
In addition all students must study Marxism—Leninism, Russian, a 
second foreign language and participate in sports events. 
	
Also, 
men must undergo military training and women first aid or civil 
defence. 
	
The academic year lasts ten months with few breaks (73). 
Education at university level as well as at technical 
colleges is provided in three forms: full—time, extramural and 
correspondence, and in evening classes. 
	
About two—thirds of the 
300,000 students currently studyipq at the universities and technical 
colleges are taking full—time courses. 
Many of the courses offered are linked to local industry. 
"Eighty per cent research at the University of Jena, for 
example, is done for the optical firm, Carl Zeiss"(74). 
Since 1953 there have been laws by which higher education 
lowel qualifications have been awardable after extramural/corres— 
pondence and evening school courses. 	 Tens of thousands of people 
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have taken these opportunities. 	 Most importantly they offer 
every person already in employment the chance to take a course 
comparable with full—time study, without interrupting their normal 
work. 
	
As a rule students on these courses are delegated by their 
place of work which then gives them paid free time for study 
and paid leave for the final completion of their course work (75). 
Paragraph 57 of the "Law on the Integrated Socialist Educational 
System in the G.D.R" reads, 
"(3) Enterprises and institutions whose workers under—
take part=-time study must enter into the students' 
contract and support the student in his study. Support 
for women.... is a special duty" (76). 
The state makes generous provision for the material 
security of the student, thereby ensuring them a study time fres 
of small everyday worries. 
Full—time study at university is free of charge. Univer—
sity facilities such as libraries, laboratories, sports halls and 
student clubs can be used by all students without payment. 
As of September 1981, all students of universities and 
technical colleges receive a grant of 200 marks a month. 
	
Extra 
allowances are made on the basis of out—standing performances in 
study and of a high degree of involvement in community activities. 
About three—quarters of the full—time student population 
live in halls for which they each pay some 10 marks a month. Can—
teen meals cost 0.60 to 1 mark. 
Students are given free insurance cover against illness or 
accident. 
	
	 In case of illness, the grant continues to be paid in 
full for the first six weeks and thereafter a proportion (77). 
One year before the end of their studies, students can 
enter into agreements with their future employers. 
	
The law ensures 
that students will be given at least three years work in the enter— 
prise with which he has signed his agreement (78). 
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(g) 	 Adult Education  
The rapid expansion of knowledge in all spheres and the 
new demands arising from the changes in techniques as well as 
technological and scientific progress create further requirements 
for training on this or that field. 	 The educational system of 
the G.D.R. encourages this sort of development and provides various 
facilities thereto. 
The Education Act stresses the aim of the further training 
of the work force to be the adoption of, 
"the knowledge and skill of trained workers of various 
grades of qualification to the latest technical and 
scientific development" 
and further 
"Opportunities for further proffessional training must 
be made available to those leaving general school or 
vocational school (Berufschule) when they begin work—
speciality training in specialist areas leading to 
higher qualifications" (79). 
Further training for adults is offered in many forms: 
"There are training opportunities at the educational 
facilities of the enterprisejor agricultural cooperatives 
(Betriebsakademien) or adult education centres and 
evening classes. 
	
Colleges, universities, academies 
and other institutions of higher education offer a 
range of further training courses. 	 Moreover there are 
educational measures undertaken by the academic societies, 
parties, trade unions and other social organisations" (BO). 
The Betriebsakademien belonging to industry and agriculture 
are public facilities, and concern themselves with the training and 
further training of skilled workers, masters of their craft, and 
semi—skilled workers, as well as their specialisation, the prepara—
tion of the best workers for study at a technical college or 
equivalent. 
Another job of the Betriebsakademien is to offer skilled 
workers the chance to learn a second or further skill, should an 
enterprise change its structure, or rationalise itself thus making 
changes in its requirements of workers. 
	 All costs connected with 
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such training programmes (planned well in advance) are borne by the 
enterprise concerned. 
According to E. Schneider, 
"State and social adult educational institutions in the 
G.D.R. include the enterprise college, village college, 
scientific societies like Urania and the Chamber of 
Technology, the industrial branch college, the Institute 
for Socialist Economic Leadership, the people's high 
school, the further education college, the television 
college, the parents' college, the women's college and 
the forms of further training through the parties and 
social organisations" (81). 
Of great importance in the context of adult education is 
educational programme by T.V. which is sometimes coordinated with 
upgrading courses run by the enterprises, or parenthood courses, 
or other events organised by the houses of culture in the enterprises 
or residential neighbourhood. 
Special support is given to working women. 	 Technical 
schools run day—release classes which are attended twice a week 
by women in order to qualify as engineers. 	 During the time spent 
in this kind of school they receive a full wage, and if they decide 
to take on a full—time course they are entitled to a grant equiva—
lent to 80 per cent of their net pay in their last job (82). 
Graduates from technical colleges and institutions of 
higher education can take up post—graduate study which may also be 
done in the form of correspondence courses lasting two years. 
The level of skill in the G.D.R. workforce is rising 
steadily by means of compulsory vocational training and the many 
facilities for further education and training available to adults. 
Today over 80 per cent of the working population holds qualifications 
from a technical college, specialist training college or university. 
Each year more than 1.5 million people have taken part in 
some form of further training in the last five years; 310,400 
gained qualifications as skilled workers; 75,000 skilled workers 
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completed training as masters of their craft (83). 
Teachers for adult education are highly qualified. 
According to G. Schneider, 
"All educational facilities, be it enterprise academy, 
evening school or village academy, are staffed with 
full—time teachers thoroughly trained in social 
sciences, in their own field and in pedagogy. Most 
of them have a university degree. 	 Scientists,  
engineers and managers are invited to give lectures 
on special subjects on a part—time basis: their 
high qualifications and their ample experience are 
another guarantee of the scientific character of 
adult education" (84). 
(h) 	 Special Schools  
The G.D.R. takes it as a humanist duty to give mentally 
and physically handicapped children and young people the key to 
participation in the life of society and, if possible, find appro—
priate work for them to do: in pursuance of this aim, care and 
training are given in medical educational and social fields, with 
a view to rehanilitation and training. 
Today there are some 525 special schools for about 
62,000 children, who, despite favourable conditions at the general 
school cannot be educated there (85). 
Special schools are designed to help the partially hearing, 
the deaf, blind and partially sighted, those with speech defects, 
the educationally sub—normal, maladjusted, the physically handi—
capped and those with longterm illnesses or who have to be kept 
in hospital or other health care establishments. 
Teaching in the special schools follows as far as possible 
the curricula of the general schools, but of course, in line with 
students faculties (86). 
Sometimes aubjects are especially adapted to the kind of 
impairment, or special subjects as for example typing, housework, 
modelling, are incporporated into the workplan. 
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In the schools for backward children and the deaf, specially 
adapted curricula have now been developed, which by their contents, 
extent and systematic approach, are more suitable to these groups of 
children and take into consideration their peculiarities and 
capabilities (87). 
A job and appropriate training are guaranteed to every 
child on leaving such a school. 
	
Advice on choosing a job is given 
to the children and their parents by educationalists, doctors and 
workers at the state institutions and career counselling centres. 
Every year the talented pupils from schools for the 
blind, , partially—r sighted, hard of hearing and physically handi—
capped sit their Abitur and enter on a course of higher study, 
because in the G.D.R. all special schools children, 
"are encouraged to make full use of their unimpaired 
faculties. 
	
The state early insisted that every child, 
however handicapped, is part of socialist society and 
must be treated as such and educated to the fullest 
extent permitted by his disability" (88). 
Many spezially developed teaching aids and school books, 
toys, tools and materials are made available free of charge to the 
children in special schools some of them outside school hours. 
Residential hostels are attached to the schools for the 
deaf and hard of hearing, the blind and partially sighted. 
	 For 
board and lodging the parents pay 48 marks per month. 	 Every such 
school has its own kindergarten for the pre—school training of the 
3 to 6 year olds (89). 
Regarding the slightly handicapped, despite the fact that 
a child in this condition may continue in an ordinary school he will 
get appropriate help in out of school hours. 
	 For example in the 
case of children with slight speech problems, they attend ordinary 
schools and receive therapy in out—school time. 
	
The worst cases 
are taken by a peripatetic speech trainer who works under a doctor's 
direction and helps the school advising about the help to be given 
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to less severe cases (90). 
(i ) 	 Teacher Training and Improvement of Pedagogical  
Personnel  
The G.D.R. has had to face many difficulties in order to 
secure a supply of teachers for its schools and educational estab— 
lishments. 
From the early days there was a shortage of qualified 
teachers because many of them were excluded because of their 
activities under the Nazis. 	 According to D. Childs, 
"78 per cent of the teachers in the area of the 
present Democratic Republic were removed. Attampts 
were made to replace them by emergency—trained 
teachers chosen from among those persecuted by the 
Nazis..." 
Further, 
"In the school year 1945-46 a total of 15,000 'new 
teachers' — as those emergency trained were called — 
were put into the schools. 	 They were joined the 
following year by another 25,000. 	 By 1949 when the 
East German state was set up, there were 65,207 
teachers, 45,244 of them 'new teachers'. 
	
In 1966 
the G.D.R. had 128,877 fully—qualified school teachers, 
93 per cent of them trained since the end of the 
war" (91). 
Today the legal basis for education of teachers are giuen 
in the Act on the Integrated Socialist Educational System. 
According to this Act, 
"(1) The implementation of the integrated socialist 
educational system necessitates the training of, 
patriotic and scientifically qualified teachers and 
educators in sufficient numbers. 
	
This training takes 
place at universities, colleges, institutes of educa—
tion, teacher training institutes, and pedagogical 
schools for kindergarten teachers. 
(2) The Minister of Education determines the principles 
for the training of teachers and educators, and 
confirms the curricula. 	 The State Secretariate for 
Higher and Technical Education and the other central 
government and economic authorities, in whose fields 
of competence teachers are trained, are responsible 
for the practical application of these principles and 
for the content of the training on the basis of the 
curricula in the institutions sub—ordinate to them... 
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(3) The science of Marxism—Leninism shall be imparted 
to the students in connection with practical life. 
(4) The training in pedagogics, psychology, and 
methodology shall be distinguished by a high theore— 
tical level. 	 The sections of the practical training 
carried through in the schools are of special 
importance. 
	
Close interrelations shall be established 
between practical work at school and the course of 
studies. 
	
In the process of training the findings 
of science shall be connected with the experiences of 
the innovate/Es, in education" (92). 
The teacher training policy is adapted at various levels 
in the different types of training establishments, so, 
Creche attendants undergo three years of training at a 
medical school. 	 Besides general subjects they study not only 
educational theory and psychology but also anatomy, physiology, 
hygiene, health care, dietetics, general nursing training and 
pediatrics. 
The training programme includes practical work in creches 
and kindergartens, children's health centres and in mother's advice 
centres (93). 
Kindergarten teachers are trained for three years in a 
teacher training centre. 	 To go here they need to have successfully 
completed the ten—year school, but they do not need the Abitur (94). 
Every year about 1,600 graduates from this course take up 
work. 	 The course includes the basic studies of educational theory, 
psychology, philosophy, health care, anatomy and physiology, and 
such general subjects as German language and literature, music, art, 
physical training and methodology. 	 Practical work in creches, 
kindergartens and in the primary classes at the general school is 
included as well (95). 
Trainees for teachers at the primary level and helpers in 
the after—school care facilities and orphanages come straight from 
the tenth class of the general school. 	 They receive a four—year 
training at a teacher training institute. 
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"The training emphasis is on educational theory as it 
relates to the developmental progress of early child—
hood and on the German language and mathematics. 
Graduates of the teacher training institutes are quali—
fied to teach three subjects: German, mathematics and 
one of the following: music, physical education, art 
education, manual training or gardening" (96). 
The passing of the diploma examinations marks the end of 
the training. 
	
During the first two years of practising his 
profession, the young teacher is taken care of by a tutor (97). 
Teachers for the intermediate and secondary levels in 
the general schools train, on gaining their Abitur, in a teacher 
training college, university, technical college or art school for 
five years. 
The training of this level of aspirants concentrates on 
two interrelated subjects, e.g. mathematics/physics, Russian/history, 
or biology/chemistry. 	 Physical education and music teachers 
go to special institutions without the requirement of a two subject 
speciality—teaching combination (98). 
In addition, an essential part of the course consists of 
Marxist—Leninist philosophy, educational theory, psychology teaching 
methods, and practical work. 
	
The practical work involves at the 
end of the first year an obligatory period helping at a summer 
holiday camp for school children; during the course of the second 
year a practical is undertaken for educational and psychological 
study; and in the last year an eleven week long practical is 
arranged, where the students take full responsibility for their 
classes. 	 During the third semester observation of lessons taught 
by experienced teachers are compulsory. 
All students have to take an elective course and the work 
done here generally leads to the theme of a thesis which is 
compulsory for qualifying as a specialist teacher. 
The final evaluation for the courses consist in a major 
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examination taken by all students at the end of the penultimate 
semester and during the last semester and include Marxist—Leninist 
theory, pedagogy and psychology, methodology of teaching of the 
subject area (99). 
Teachers for special schools can attain, after a number 
of years active service and two years supplementary training, a 
certificate to teach in a special school (100). 
Teachers for the extended secondary schools need to 
train at university or at a multidisciplinary institute 	 at 
special institutes of very high standards after gaining their 
Abitur and completion of a period of social service (101). 
Regarding in—service teacher training and according to 
N.J. Moore—Rinvolucri, 
"Long before UNESCO was developing the theme of 
permanent education the teacher in the G.D.R. was 
being expected to add to his qualifications to keep 
himself in a state of constant renewal, to be a 
life—long learner, stretched to the limit of his 
possibilities" (102). 
Today in the G.D.R. teachers' efforts to deepen or extend 
their knowledge are answered in the many in—service training schemes 
for teachers. 
	
Besides individual study, these include exchanges 
of experience in particular areas, special meetings of teachers of 
any one subject, and theoretical councils. 	 Basic and special 
courses on individual school subjects, educational theory and 
methodics are given at county anedistrict level in the universities 
and technical colleges, in scientific and cultural facilities. 
In the course of five years (the duration of one series 
of lectures) every teacher takes part in about 100 hours of lectures, 
on subjects of his own choice (103). 
More than 40,000 teachers take part every year in such 
in—service training schemes. 
A special feature of the G.D.R.'s educational system is 
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the training of administrators, including headmasters and future 
occupiers of such posts. 	 This training is given in a course at a 
Pedagogical Institute which comprises one year full—time study and 
six months part—time study including the preparation of a thesis. 
At the end of the course the successful student gets a diploma in 
educational administration. 	 The subjects on the course are 
Marxism—Leninism, education, psychology, educational planning, and 
current problems and policies in the running of a school. 
	
Together 
with theory there is a short practice in an analogous situation to 
this for which they are training (104). 
(j) 	 Extracurricula Education  
The State helps school children to make the fullest possible 
use of their leisure time by providing amongst other things, 
children's libraries; children's theatres, a children's publishing 
house, pioneer houses, centres for nature researchers and young 
scientists, and holiday camps. 	 Profitable use of leisure is also 
encouraged in good children's films, well—produced magazines for 
children of various age groups and special programmes for children 
and young people in the mass media. 
"Two—thirds of all permanent users of libraries and 
36 per cent of all visitors to museums in the G.D.R. 
are children and young people. 
In 1980, the concerts organised for young people and 
school students had a total attendance of 585,000" (105). 
There are many hobby groups and interest circles in schools 
and facilities of the children's and youth organisation devoted to 
the healthy development, and intellectual and moral education of 
children. 
	
The idea behind these extra—curricula activities is 
not only to satisfy the needs of the children with respect to use—
ful spare time activity but also to implant and awaken more exacting 
needs. 
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These groups and circles in the schools are led by 
teachers, workers in industry and agriculture, mothers, fathers, 
scientists, former anti—fascist fighters, artists and athletes. 
Every pupil can participate in one or more such groups 
according to his wish; attendance like use of facilities and 
materials, is free of cost. 
"In the general schools of the G.D.R. today, there are 
about 90,000 such groups dealing with science and technology 
as well as culture and arts. 	 About one million children 
attend their meetings... 
Over 70 per cent of school children regularly practise 
sport in the school sports club and the sports associa—
tions of the German Gymnastics and Sports Federation 
of the G.D.R. 
The extra—school hobby groups, clubs and ensembles 
existing with the establishment of the children's and 
youth organisation or in theatres, museums or libraries, 
have about 100,000 regular members. 
Many contests and competitions, for instance in mathematics, 
physics, chemistry and Russian, festivals of young talents, 
singing contests, galleries of friendship, young innovators' 
exhibitions, and sporting competitions, all take place in 
the schools." (106) 
The Children's and Youth Organisation  
Young people start their political and social life young, 
owing to the Young Pioneers Groups from six to ten year olds (they 
were 736,000 in 1975); the Thalmann Pioneers from eleven to 
fourteen year olds (1.13 million in 1975); and the Free German 
Youth for young people over fourteen (2.16 millions in 1975) (107). 
Practically all school children are involved in the pioneer organi—
sation where they learn how to accept responsibility to enjoy them—
selves, and experience the meaning of relations of mutual respect 
and tolerance. 	 They learn how to safeguard social rights as well 
as social duties and how to recognise and handle basic forms of 
democracy. 
	
According to J. Steelethe organisation "now embraces 
80 per cent of the age group from eight to fourteen'!. 
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Further, 
... the Pioneers look and sound like a co—educational 
version of Boy Scouts or Girl Guides. 	 But they have 
a more political role" (108). 
There is an annual Pioneer camp where thousands of children 
spend three weeks every year in summer at one of the organisation's 
several holiday camps. 
The Pioneers prepare children for entry into the F.D.J. 
(Free German Youth). 	 They keep here until they are twenty—five 
years old. 	 According to N.J. Iloore—Rinvolucri, 
"this group is for the older pupils at school, students 
at all levels, young soldiers and youth out of work... 
Membership of the organisation presupposes a high sense 
of social awareness, a high standard of ethics and 
morality, and good standards of discipline and responsi— 
bility. 	 It is seen as a patriotic duty to belong to 
the F.D.J. and as a personal and social duty to work 
through and for it" (109). 
The Pioneer and the F.D.J. groups are organised in the 
classes at school. 
	
They elect their leaderships, discuss and plan 
their activities, and hold meetings (110). 
According to the report presented on the 11th Congress of 
the Free German Youth held in Berlin from 2-5 June 1981, in the 
G.D.R., 
"The rhildren's and youth organisation has at its 
disposal 16 newspapers and journals with an annual 
circulation of 750 million copies. 
The three publishing houses for young people — Junge Welt, 
Neues Leben and Kinderbuchver—lag — published 691 books 
with a total edition of 21.5 million copies in 1980. 
The. youth organisation has a newspaper of its own, the 
Yunge Welt which, with a daily circulation of 1.1 million, 
is the G.D.R.'s second largest daily. 
Numerous facilities are at the disposal of pioneers and 
school pupils where they can play and engage in various 
activities. 
	
These facilities include the Palace of 
Children in the capital Berlin, 142 Pioneer houses, 
192 centres of young naturalists and technicians, 57 
tourist stations, and 46 holiday Pioneer camps" (111). 
1.34 
Permanent Education and the German Democratic Republic  
Experience: some reflections  
If education in the German Democratic Republic is now seen 
in the light of the objectives of permanent education (see page 16 ), 
it is possible to see that they are present throughout the entire 
educational systems. 	 Manifestations of the German Democratic 
Republic to permanent education principles can be seen in the fact 
that this country has attempted to develop schools into institutions 
where students could become productive members of a new society 
which also could permit the improvement of the quality of life. 
Another manifestation supporting the idea of permanent education is 
the right to equal educational opportunities which is one of the 
main principles of education in this country, and which started in 
1945-46 with the antifascist—democratic school reform, which 
received wide support, both from educational theorests and the 
general public (112), and paved the way towards an equal and 
unified school system. 
	 According to Hearnden„ A., at this time, 
"The educational system was seen as an instrument for 
redressing of the grievances of generations of under—
privilege by ensuring that the mass of the people 
would no longer be educated merely to the minimum level 
required to enable capitalist industry to operate pro—
fitably, but rather to a point where they would them—
selves be capable of becoming the controlling force 
in society" (113) 
Another sign of the German Democratic Republic support for the 
principle of permanent education (s the variety of types of education 
(formal, non—formal and informal), and also the variety in attendance 
modes (full—time, part—time, correspondence courses especially 
for working people who are already employed). 
The lifelong access to education can be seen through the 
pre—school facilities for children, which are the best in Europe (114) 
to the opportunities for the old. 
Responding to the requirement of permanent education 
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regarding adaptability to change, the German Democratic Republic 
has made strong efforts. 	 The educational system itself has been 
permanently evaluated and reformed according to economic, social 
and political requirements (three Education Acts from 1946 to 1965, 
and three Higher Education Reforms). 	 The nature of the educational 
provision has been worked out as a result of an analysis of the 
needs of the planned economy of the German Democratic Republic. 
Potential students to university are informed well in advance which 
subjects are being given priority because of the economic needs of 
the country. 
	
They are expected to choose accordingly. 
In order to improve the quality of life education has been 
democratised in the German Democratic Republic from the very 
beginning, being most evident in the preferential treatment for 
children of workers and peasants in the allocation of study places; 
in the fact that the character and function of schools were determined 
by the interest of the whole people offering comprehensive educational 
opportunities to all children; in the establishement in 1949 of the 
workers' and peasants' faculties, which were put on an equal level 
with universities and colleges (these faculties were abolished in 
1964, they were not necessary at this time because of the existence 
of the polytechnical school, the easier ways of obtaining a place in 
a college and various forms of in—service training and adult 
education); in the transformation of colleges and universities into 
democratic and humanist centres of education and research, etc. 
The integration of school, community and the world of 
work can be seen through the multiplicity of conections between the 
schools and nationally—owned enterprises which serve to widen the 
experience of the students, extending it beyong the home school and 
the youth organisations which permit them a close contact with real 
life. 
	
The integration of school and home can be seen in the exten— 
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sive rights that parents have with respect to the schools and 
kindergartens, participating in decision making and care, and working 
as elected representatives in class—parent, and parent—teacher 
associations. 
The system itself is a fully integrated educational 
system, where all component parts, from kindergarten to university 
are systematically based upon each other; the system is flexible 
and offers everybody whatever his age a choice of formats for 
learning and further education. 
The more representative efforts regarding permanent 
education in the German Democratic Republic are the provision of 
pre—school education which fulfil two tasks: taking care of 
children from the early age, and allowing mothers to have a job; 
the Ten—Year General Polytechnical School; this polytechnical 
education is, in the words of M. Siebert Klein, 
"an attitude that permeates all subject areas by 
relating theoretical learning to practical activity 
in daily life and a course complex that seeks to 
provide young people with opportunities for observing 
and participating in the technological application 
of scientific theories in industry" (115); 
and Adult Education which permits the access to culture to workers 
and people out of school age and also contributes towards pre—
paring a skilled labour force. 
It is true 
 that this educational system has not already 
achieved 100 per cent success, and it is also true that it is under 
constant review; there is a considerable amount of scholarly 
preoccupation with educational theory, philosophy, history and socio—
logy and intellectual activity and sustained application are every—
where. 
In contrast in the next chapter education provision under 
a mixed economy is described and analysed from the viewpoint of 
permanent education. 
ABBREVIATIONS 
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C.D.U. 
D.B.D. 
D.W.K. 
F.D.G.B. 
F.D.O. 
K.P.D. 
L.D.P.D. 
N.D.P.D. 
S.E.D. 
S.M.A.D. 
Christian Democratic Union 
Democratic Farmers Party of Germany 
German Economic Commission 
Confederation of Free German Trade Unions 
Free German Youth 
Communist Party of Germany 
Liberal Democratic Party of Germany 
National Democratic Party of Germany 
Socialist Unity Party of Germany 
Soviet Military Administration in Germany 
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Chapter Five 
ENGLAND AND WALES 
EDUCATIONAL HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 
The first decisive advance towards a statutory system of 
public education in England and Wales started with the 1870 Elemen— 
tary Education Act (1). 	 This Act piloted through Parliament by 
W.E. Forster maintained the voluntary system but established local 
:chool Boards with power to provide and maintain Elementary schools 
out of public funds, the finance came from local rates, school fees 
and national taxes. 
	
The School Boards filled gaps in the education 
provided by the churches. 
This Act did not make school attendance compulsory, it only 
gave power to the School Boards to make it compulsory in their areas, 
so a partial measure in this sense was introduced by the government 
in 1876 which made attendance compulsory in 1880 (2). 
From the beginning therefore, state education was organised 
on a local basis and this degree of localisation has also contri—
buted to the present diversity of the system. 
Education still had to answer national needs, so in 1900, 
in response to growing pressure for a national coordinated system 
of education under the direction of a single authority, a National 
Board of Education for England and Wales was set up (3). 
	 Then in 
1902, the School Boards were dissolved and local control of education 
was entrusted to local government in the form of the County Borough 
Councils and Urban District Councils who were to work in conjunction 
with the Board of Education (4). 
	 The Act of 1902 also introduced 
public secondary education for the first time. 
Two other Acts soon followed — the 1902 Act; they were 
the Education Act of 1906 under which Local Education Authorities 
were authorised to spend public money on meals for children in 
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elementary schools; and the Education Act of 1907 which gave to 
Local Education Authorities the task of providing for the medical 
inspection of children in elementary schools (5). 
During the years preceding the First World War, secondary 
education was developed vigorously and together with this came the 
first large—scale creation of universities in England (6). 
In 1918 a new Education Act was passed. 
	
The purpose of 
the Act given in its opening clause, 
"was to establish a national system of education available 
for all persons capable of profiting thereby" (7). 
This Act also extended to adolescents measures of educational care 
and guidance (8). 
	
In addition the power of central government in 
regard to the local education authorities was strengthened, and the 
school leaving age was raised to 14. 
	
Some nursery education and 
part—time schooling after the age of 14 was also provided (9). 
To prepare Britain for the Second Post—War era, a large 
body of social legislation was drawn up in the closing stages of the 
Second World War. 	 Amongst this was the Education Act of 1944 which 
in many ways brought England more into line with European practice. 
This Act established the legislative foundations of the 
system of education up to 1988 in England and Wales, and it was 
probably the greatest single advance in English educational history 
because of its considerable educational vision. 
	
Thanks to this Act 
an unprecedented expansion and development of the statutory system 
of education has occurred in the last thirty years. 
According to S.J. Curtis, 
"The Act regarded education as a lifelong process 
organised in the three progressive stages of primary, 
secondary and further education" (10). 
This Act required the local education authorities to provide a sub—
stantial element of secondary education for all at least up to the 
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age of 15 or 16, aims which were achieved in 1947 and 1972 respetively. 
The Act left room for a wide variety of experiments, 
including the provision of comprehensive secondary schools. 
This Act, 
"viewed education as a continuous process in which the 
three stages of Primary, Secondary and Further Education 
are demarcated. 	 The Act stated the fundamental 
principle that the education given at any stage must be 
in accordance with'the age, ability and aptitude of the 
pupil'. 
	 It is the parent's obligation to see this is 
carried out in reference to his own children" (11). 
The 1944 Act remedied some defects of the 1918 Act, for 
instance, it is no longer optional but the local education authori—
ties duty to provide nursery 6chools or classes in every place where 
they are necessary. 
	
At the same time the Act required each local 
education authority to establish facilities for school playing—fields, 
swimming—baths and other forms of recreation. 
The Act replaced the Board of Education with a Ministry of 
Education and appointed a Minister of Education. 
	
The new Minister 
was given certain more positive statutory powers and was made 
ultimately responsible for promoting the education of the people of 
England and Wales and for the maintenance of minimum standards (12). 
The local education authorities were made statutorily 
responsible for securing adequate facilities in their areas for all 
forms of public education and tuition fees were abolished in all its 
maintained secondary schools. 
Religious instruction and worship was made obligatory in 
every primary and secondary school maintained by local education 
authorities. 
	
The Act prescribes a daily act of corporate religious 
worship attended by all the pupils as a beginning of each school day. 
The local education authorities were required to secure, in 
in addition to medical inspection, free medical treatment for all 
pupils between two and eighteen years of age in maintained schools 
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and to provide milk and meals to all pupils. 	 On the other hand, 
local education authorities were required to have regard to the 
needs of mental and physically handicapped children and to provide 
for them appropriate educational treatment. 	 The Act of 1944 paved 
the way for a considerable expansion of Special Education provision, 
the main means of providing it being boarding special school, day 
special schools, hospital special schools, special classes in 
ordinary day schools and individual tuition in hospital or at home. 
During the period 1947-77 the number of pupils in special schools 
rose from 40,000 to 135,000 (13). 
The Education Act of 1944 has had, over the years, many 
modifications by subsequent Acts and Ministry of Education circulars. 
Fortunately its basic educational principles have not been under—
mined, but several of these modifications have made substantial 
alterations in organisational and financial arrangements. 
Some people interpreted the 1944 Act as envisaging a 
tripartite system of secondary level with secondary modern schools, 
grammar schools and technical schools. 
	
Only a few technical 
schools were built, however, and consequently a binary system came 
into effect. 
	
Really the provision was open to interpretation by 
the local education authorities. 
On the basis of an examination at the age of 11 it was 
decided whether individual chil4xen should proceed from primary 
school to a grammar school or a secondary modern school (the first 
with a more academem curriculum, the second with a practical, less 
theoretical curriculum). 
Because dissatisfaction grew with this binary system 
some local education authorities abolished selection at 11. 
	
In 
the 1960's the policy of the Labour Government changed towards one 
of favouring an education system in which all the children of 
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secondary age in a particular neighbourhood were educated at the 
same school, a "comprehensive school". 	 In 1976 an Education Act 
empowered the Secretary of State for Education (the Minister had 
been made Secretary of State in 1964) to direct local authorities 
to reorganise their secondary education along comprehensive lines (14). 
Many authorities complied but in 1979 there was a change 
of government and the new government repealed the Act of 1976 (15). 
Thus 	 provision in the secondary sector exhibits a considerable 
amount of diversity across the country with independent schools, 
voluntary—aided schools, grammar schools, secondary modern schools, 
and comprehensive schools all currently in operation. 
The Education Act of 1980 removed certain limitations and 
restrictions on Local Education Authorities' powers, in particular 
in relation to school meals, as well as giving the Secretary of State 
certain new powers. 
At this time a new Education Reform Bill has been designed 
to raise standards and increase parental choice. 
	
This Bill devolves 
budgetary powers on to heads and governorsi set up new funding councils 
for universities and polytechnics, ends academic tenure, removes most 
polytechnics and colleges from local authority control, and allows 
boroughs to opt out of the Inner London Education Authority. 
	 The 
Bill set out plans for a national curriculum in state schools and 
for testing at ages 7, 11, 14 and'16. 	 Religious education is 
reinforced (16). 
The Educational System of England and Wales 
The English and Welsh educational system has the following 
features: 
(1) 	 Objectives 
English education aims to provide a comprehensive service 
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for all who can profit from it and to secure the best possible 
return from the resources which are found for it. 
To secure for children a happier childhood and a better 
start in life; to ensure a fuller measure of educational 
opportunity for young people and to provide means for 
all of developing the abilities with which they are 
endowed and to shape those abilities for the benefit of 
society as a whole (17). 
(2) 	 Administration  
Unlike some highly centralised European systems, the 
English education service is distinctive in its distribution of 
responsibility and complementary efforts of the central government, 
local authorities, the teaching profession, the churches and other 
voluntary bodies. 
The instrument of central government is the Department 
of Education and Science (D.E.S.) created in 1964. 	 Its direct 
line of descent is the Committee of Council for Education 1839-56; 
the Education Department 1856-1900; the Board of Education 1900-44; 
the Ministry of Education 1944-64 (18). 
At the head of the Department of Education and Science is 
the Secretary of State for Education and Science. 
	 He or she is a 
member of the Cabinet, and has the assistance of a Minister of 
State and two Parliamentary Under—Secretaries of State. 
	 According 
to K. Evans, 
"They are responsible to the government and to Parliament 
for the policy and the conduct of their department, and 
are usually politicians with real interest, if not direct 
experience of, the field of education. 
	 They formulate 
national policy, initiate any necessary legislation and 
are expected to press the claims of education within the 
government's total programme" (19). 
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According to the Education Act of 1944 the duty of the 
minister of Education, 
"shall be to promote the education of the people of 
England and Wales and the progressive development of 
institutions devoted to that purpose, and to secure 
the effective execution by local authorities under 
his control and direction of the national policy for 
providing a varied and comprehensive educational 
service in every area" (20). 
Under the 1980 Education Act (section 12/13) the Secretary of 
State has powers related to the opening, closure or reorganisation 
of individual schools (specially when volutary schools are involved)(21). 
Responsibility for schools and non—university education in 
Wales rests with the Secretary of State for Wales who is also a 
member of the government. 
The Department of Education and Science's main concern 
is the formulation of national policies for non—university education, 
and government policies for the universities in England, Wales and 
Scotland. 
	
It has few executive funtions. 	 It is responsible for 
controlling educational building and the supply, training and 
pensions of teachers, for determining the requirements for recognition 
as a qualified teacher; but it does not lay down schools curricula 
nor does it run the schools and colleges, it does not engage or 
employ teaching staff and it does not select or publish educational 
textbooks. 
	
It plays an important part in determining the level of 
the rate—support grant which is given by central government to local 
authorities. 
	
It is also responsible for maintaining minimum 
national standards of education and this is assisted by members of 
Her Majesty's Inspectorate, who monitor the efficiency of schools 
and colleges and provide the Minister with specialist advice. 
The Department of Education and Science have a staff of 
about 3,000 civil servants at the head of which is a Permanent 
Secretary and his three Deputy Secretaries. 
	
The responsibilities 
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of this team range from the direct provision of advice to the 
political heads to the maintenance of contact with the local educa—
tion authorities, who carry out the executive functions of the 
Department, communicating national policy and exercising control. 
The professional branch of the Department of Education 
and Science, is represented by Her Majesty's Inspectorate body 
which is composed of about 500 officers. 
	
They constitute a pro— 
fessional link with the local education authorities and their 
schools and other educational institutions and bodies (22). 
Local government administers education through the local 
education authorities (L.E.A.'s) of which there are 105 in England 
and Wales (23). 
It can be said that L.E.A.'s direct line of descent is the 
School Boards 1870-1902; the Technical Instruction Committees 1889-
1902; Part II County/County Borough and Part III Municipal Borough/ 
Urban District L.E.A.s 1902-44; County and County Borough L.E.A.s 
1944-74 (24). 
Under the 1944 Education Act, L.E.A.s have as a statutory 
duty, 
"to contribute towards the spiritual, moral, mental and 
physical development of the community by securing that 
efficient education... shall be available to meet the 
needs of the population of their area" (25). 
Local education authorities are responsible for over 85 
per cent of national spending on education. 
	
Some 60 per cent of 
their educational expenditure they receive directly from central 
government, but the remainder of this is raised from the rates (local 
property taxes) and some additional income (charges as fees for 
evening classes, for example) (26). 
The local education authorities administers the routine 
working of the education service, it being their duty to provide 
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and run the schools and colleges in their areas and to employ 
teaching and auxiliary staff. 
	
A Chief Education Officer is in 
charge of each L.E.A.'s administration and he or she is assisted by 
professional and administrative staff. 	 Control of the secular 
curriculum rests with the local authority, or in the case of 
voluntary and independent schools with the school managers or 
governors, but the choice of textbooks and timetables is usually 
left to the headmaster of the school with the content and method of 
day—to—day teaching being decided by the individual teacher. 
	
A 
considerable degree of autonomy is enjoyed, therefore, by local 
authorities, headmasters and teachers. 
According to the 1944 Education Act the Secretary of State 
can intervene if a statutory duty has not been carried out locally 
or if in his opinion there has been an unreasonable exercise of 
power. 
	
If an authority wishes to establish a new school or to 
cease to maintain an existing one, or if it wiehes to alter the 
character or significantly enlarge the premises of a school, it is 
required under the Act to present its proposals to the Secretary of 
State, who has the power to approve or reject them (27). 
In addition there is a wide range of consultative bodies 
upon which the Department of Education and Science and the Local 
Education Authorities draw for advice. 
	
These include: the 
E":condary Examinations Council, and the School Curriculum Development 
Committee (both set up in 1983 in place of the School Council); 
the National Foundation for Educational Research; the Technician 
Education Council, the Business Education Council; the Standing 
Committee of University Vice— Chancellors; the Council for National 
Academic Awards and many others (28). 
When the government feels there is an area of particular 
concern a Committee of Inquiry is set up to collect evidence and make 
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proposals upon the arr,a. 	 Each Committee compiles a Report which 
is generally known by the name of the Chairman of the Committee. 
The most important of these have been the Newsom Report (on 
independent schools), the Plowden Report (on primary schools), 
the Robbins Report (on full—time higher education); and the 
Warnock Report (on education for the handicapped). 
In sum, and according to K.Evans (29), the basic structure 
of contemporary educational administration in England and Wales is 
as follows: 
Layers of Operation 	 Central Structure 	 Local Structure 
Political  DES Local Education  
Committee 
   
Concerned with policy and 
decision—making, carries 
final public responsbility 
fbr educational matters. 
Secretary of State 
(general policy, 
science and research, 
allocation of resources 
and other sensitive 
areas). 
Consists of Chair—
man & Vice—Chair—
man, majority of 
Council members and 
a minority of co—
opted members. 
Personnel involved subject 
to political change both 
central and local. 
Junior Ministers (with Undertakes the 
various responsibilitie duties and exer— 
related to higher and 	 cises th powers of 
further education, 	 the multi—purpose 
schools and other mat— local authority in 
ters) 	 the field of educa— 
All political figures. tion. It operates 
 
a sub—committee 
structure and dele—
gates some powers 
to the governing 
bodies of schools 
and other educa—
tional institutions. 
Permanent Civil Service Permanent Local 
Administrative  
Concerned with the pro—
vision ofadvice and 
information to the poli—
tical layer and with the 
execution of decisions 
and the day to day working 
of the educational system. 
Personnel involved give 
continuity and stability 
to educational system. 
staff serving DES at 
Whitehall. 
Permanent Secretary 
Deputy Secretary (3) 
Branch Under Secre—
taries (assisted by 
many other staff of 
lower grades) 
Government Officers, 
administrative and 
clerical staff 
serving the local 
authority in the 
field of education. 
Director of Education 
Deputy 
Other Education 
Officers (variable 
division of respon—
sibilities) 
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Layers of Operation 
	
Central Structure 	 Local Structure 
(cont.) 
	
(cont.) 	 (cont.) 
Her Majesty's Inspec—
torate. 
Standing Committees 
(e.g. ACSET, SEC) 
Special Committees 
(e.g. James, Taylor 
and Warnock) 
DES consultation with 
other interested 
parties. 
Local Inspectorate 
(includes Advisers/ 
Organisers) 
ad hoc sub—committees 
of the Local Educa—
tion Committee. 
Consultation with 
teachers, churches, 
and other interested 
parties. 
But Director of 
Education acts as 
both main filter and 
power house for pas—
sage of advice and 
information to Local 
Education Committee. 
Advisory  
Links the administrative 
and political layers with 
the staff and institu—
tions operating in the 
field and provides a 
means through which 
advice and information 
can be established and 
communicated. 
ACSET = Advisory Committee on Supply and Education of Teachers 
SEC 	 = Secondary Examination Council. 
(3) 
	
Financing of Education  
Current expenditure is financed by an element raised locally 
through the rates, and an element which comes_ from the government 
for all local services, known as the Rate Support Grant. 
	
This Rate 
Support Grant makes up about 60 per cent of local authority expendi— 
ture on education. 	 In theory local authorities are free to decide 
how to distribute it between different services. 
	
In practice their 
freedom is limited by two factors: the grant which is made every 
two years, is decided on the basis of detailed bargaining with the 
local authority associations; and many of the large items of expen— 
diture, such as teachers' salaries are determined by national agree—
ments. (*) 
( 
	
In accordance with the Remuneration of Teachers Act of 1965, 
salaries are negotiated in Committees, known as the Burnham 
Committee, which comprise members representing LEA's and the 
Secretary of State for Education and Science on one side and 
teachers on the other (30). 
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Some of the funds for education are then 9urther redistri—
buted by one authority to another. 
Since 1980 central government has sought to exert much more 
control over the total expenditure of local authorities. 	 It now sets 
an annual level of local authority expenditure beyong which financial 
penalties operate in order to discourage overspending; and since 
the 1984 Rates Act, even more controls are operating which reduce 
the capacity of LEAs in this matter (31). 
Capital expenditure is determined by the Department of 
Education and Science. It gives loan sanction to authorities for 
particular projects. 
Nearly all university incomes come from public funds. The 
Government contributes about 70 per cent of their current income and 
90 per cent of their capital programmes. 
	 With the exception of the 
Open University which gets its share of public funds in the form of 
a direct grant from the Department of Education and Science, universi—
ties are financed through the University Grants Committee (U.G.C.) (32). 
This body distributes the grants for current expenditure, which is 
made avery five years, to individual institutions. 
(4) 	 National System of Education: Organisation and  
Description of the Different Types of Education  
Compulsory education begins at the age of five, and the 
minimum leaving age for all pupils is 16; although some provision is 
made for children under 5 and many pupils remain at school beyond the 
minimum leaving age. 
	
Post—school education is organised flexibly 
in order to provide opportunities for academic work, vocational 
training and continuing study throughout life. 
Compulsory education is provided in maintained schools, 
voluntary schools or independent schools. 
	 Maintained schools are 
schools supported from public funds and they are 
	 two main kinds: 
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county schools and voluntary schools. 
County schools are provided and maintained wholely out of 
public funds. 
Voluntary schools have mostly been established by religious 
denominations (Church of England or Roman Catholic schools). About 
32 per cent of the publicly maintained primary and secondary schools 
in England and 15 per cent in Wales are voluntary schools (33). 
The secular teaching is inspected by members of H.M. Inspectorate, 
or by LEA advisers or inspectors on the same basis as maintained 
county schools. 
	 Voluntary schools receive varying amounts of 
public finance according to type ("aided", "controlled" and "special 
agreement"). 
Independent schools receive no grants from public funds 
and fees are charged at these schools for tuition and for any boarding 
facilities. 
All of them are open to inspection and since 30.9.57 (day 
on which the 1944 Act Part III came into operation) must register 
with the Department of Education and Science or the Welsh Office (34) 
which have power to require them to remedy any objectionable features 
in their premises, accommodation or instruction and to exclude any 
person regarded as unsuitable to teach in or to be the proprietor 
of a school (35). 
By default, the appropriate Secretary of State can, in effect 
close a school, but schools have a right of appeal to an Independent 
Schools Tribunal, against any of the requirements. 
In January 1984 there were 2,400 registered independent 
schools providing primary and/or secondary education in England and 
Wales. 	 They provided education for about 515,220 pupils in England 
(6 per cent of the total school population) and for 11,427 in Wales 
(2 per cent of the total school population) 	 (36). 
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These schools cater for pupils of all ages and a relatively 
high proportion provide boarding. 	 They include the "preparatory 
schools" for boys and girls mostly aged 7 to 13 plus, and the 
largest and most important of them, the "public" schools which 
accept pupils at about 12 or 13 years of age usually on the basis of 
a fairly demanding examination. 
	
There are about 270 public schools, 
most of them still single sex (about half of them for girls) and 
at least partly boarding, but there are some coeduational schools and 
certain boys' schools have recently begun to admit girls direct to 
their sixth forms (37). 
The most famous "public" schools are Eton, Winchester and 
Harrow. 	 "Public" schools are usually members of the Headmasters 
Conferences the Governing Bodies Association or the Governing Bodies 
of Girls' Schools Association. 
Besides the preparatory and public schools and others 
providing a mainstream education there are a number of independent 
schools offering specialised provision for the artistically gifted, 
for religious minorities, for children of foreign nationals, etc., 
and a number of "experimental" schools. 
(a) 	 Pre—school Education  
State nursery education was initiated in 1907 after the 
Report of the Consultative Committee on "School Attendance Below the 
Age of Five" (38). 
	
The 1918 Education Act put emphasis on the care 
and nurture of children stressing the importance of rest, good food 
and cleanliness. 	 This concept of nursery education was reinforced 
in 1921 when nursery schools were placed under the medical section of 
the Board of Education. 
During the years of the 5.6cond World War more nurseries 
were opened because mothers were needed in war work. 	 After 1945 a 
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growing need and demand for nursery schooling was produced and with 
the 1944 Act requiring from LEAs the nursery provision for the under 
fives the situation seemed good. 
	
Unfortunately the post—war 
situation left nursery education in an unsatisfactory state until 
the late 1960s when it improved considerably following the Plowden 
Report which backed nursery schooling very strongly, and it continues 
in 1972 with the White Paper, A Framework for Expansion. 
Today facilities for informal education and play for 
children aged 2 to 5, which is not compulsory are provided free in 
public sector nursery schools and nursery classes in public sector 
primary schools and are also available for a fee in a few independent 
schools and a large number of 'pre—school playgroups' organised by 
voluntary organisations or by groups of parents. 
In 1972 the White Paper, A Framework for Expansion, set out 
the long term goals which, when realised will provide pre—school; 
education mainly on a part—time basis for all those children of 
3 or 4 years whose parents wish them to benefit from it. 
	 At the 
moment school provision for the under fives extends to 43 per cent of 
3 and 4 years old compared with 21 per cent in 1972 and 15 per cent 
in the 1950s and 1960s (39). 
The school day at the nursery schools lasts from 9 a.m. to 
3.30 or 4.00 p.m. and it includes the opportunity for rest after the 
mid—day meal for those in full—time attendance. 
There are no formal lessons but indoor and outdoor play 
is guided by a teacher using a variety of materials. 
	 Training in 
good personal and social habits is regarded as extremely important 
and great attention is paid to physical development. 
	
It is through 
play that the nursery teacher provides the basis for the main primary 
phase (40). 
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Every nursery school has a qualified head teacher and 
qualified assistant teachers, 
"In January 1984 in England and Wales there were 630 
publicly maintained nursery schools, with some 53,900 
pupils, and nursery classes in primary schools having 
a total of around 254,900 pupils. 	 Of the total of 
some 308,850 nursery pupils, about 80 per cent attended 
part—time in England and 64 per cent attended part—time 
in Wales. 	 In 1984 roughly 40 per cent of the popula— 
tion of England and Wales in the 3 and 4 year old age 
groups were receiving some pre—compulsory education in 
maintained schools. 
	
In 1984 some 70 per cent of the 
population of Wales in this age group received nursery 
education in maintained schools" (41). 
(b) 	 Primary Education  
Education is compulsory between the ages of 5 and 16. 
During this period children usually spend six years at the primary 
stage and five years in a secondary school. 
About half the primary schools in England and Wales take 
the complete age range 5-11 years and are divided into two depart—
ments: an infant department for children between 5 and 7 and a 
junior department for children between 7 and 11 years of age. 
There are also separate infant and junior schools each 
with their own head teacher (42). 
Education at this level is concerned with the general 
development of children and they aim to meet the current needs of 
them as well as to prepare them for the next stage of education. 
They seek to provide a programme which promotes individual intellec—
tual and physical growth, and high priority is given to teaching 
children to read, to write and to calculate. 	 Great importance is 
also attached to social development and to the establishment of 
sound personal relationships. 
The curriculum for infants and junior includes, art, craft, 
physical education, music, religious education and studies which 
incorporate aspects of science, history and geography (43). 
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The differences between the infant/first school stage and 
the junior/middle school stage are mainly ones of teaching approach, 
and depth and range of the studies undertaken. 	 With the younger 
pupils the early stages of readings writing and mathematics are 
introduced using materials which are familiar and relevant to the 
children and the work includes many opportunities for experimenting 
with sand, water, clay, bricks and paints; for listening to stories 
and music and for imaginative play. 
	
For older children, although 
the approach continues to be characterised by inquiry, attention 
is increasingly given to the development of skills and concepts 
within subject areas. 
Schools in Wales have a particular problem: language. 
Wales is a bilingual country and it is government policy that local 
education authorities should arrange for Welsh to be taught and used 
as a medium of teaching according to the needs of particular areas 
as well as the wishes of parents (44). 
(c) 	 Secondary Education  
Secondary education is compulsory up to the age of 16, 
and pupils can stay on at school voluntarily for up to 3 years 
longer. 
Secondary education is provided at different types of 
schools: comprehensive schools; grammar schools; which provide 
a mainly academic course for selected pupils from 11 to 18 or 19, 
modern schools which provide a general education with a practical 
bias up to the minimum school leaving age of 16, and a few technical 
schools which provide a general academic education, but place 
particular emphasis on technical subjects. 
In 1984 there were 3,938 comprehensive schools with 3.3 
million pupils; 175 grammar schools with 117,187 pupils, 285 
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secondary modern schools with approximately 171,470 pupils. 
Comprehensive schools cater for all children in the age group 
and admit children without reference to ability or aptitude. They 
take either 	 the full range from 11 to 18, or they cater for the 
age range 11 to 16. 	 Where 16 is the compulsory leaving age 
pupils wishing to continue their education beyond that age transfer 
to the sixth—form of an 11 to 18 school, or to a sixth—form college. 
There are also forms of schooling which are not fully 
comprehensive. 	 A few other secondary schools comprise bilateral 
or multilateral schools, providing two or three types of secondary 
education although in separately organised streams. 
With regard to the curriculum, legally it is the responsi—
bility of the local education authorities and school governors; in 
practice, decisions about curriculum content and teaching methods 
are usually left to head teachers and staff (45). 
In general a wide range of subjects is taught including 
English, Mathematics, Science, Humanities, Environmental Studies 
and Modern Languages. 	 In addition many comprehensive schools offer 
courses in Engineering, Architectures Economic and Commercial sub—
jects. 
For most pupils, the period of compulsory education 
culminates in assessment through public examinations. 
	
Secondary 
school pupils and other may take the General Certificate of 
Education (G.C.E.) '0' level and 'A' level, or the Certificate of 
Secondary Education (C.S.E.). 
The General Certificate of Education examinations were 
introduced in 1951 to replace the former School Certificate and 
Higher (School Certificate examinations. 
The General Certificate of Education provides a convenient 
level of minimum qualifications for entrance to higher education. 
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The examination results are used by universities to assess candidates. 
These examinations are set at two levels, Ordinary ('0') 
and Advanced ('A'). 
The Ordinary level papers (single subject) are usually 
taken at the end of the five year course in the secondary school 
and are taken by the top 20 per cent of the ability range. Advanced 
level papers are usually taken after a further two years study in the 
sixth form, i.e. the highest class in secondary education. 
There are no compulsory subjects at either level and 
candidates may take as many or as few subjects, and as many times, 
as they wish. 
	
They do not need to take the same subject at both 
Ordinary and Advanced levels. 
	
A candidate who fails to gain a pass 
at Advanced level may be awarded an Ordinary level pass on his 
Advanced level paper. 
	 Since 1975 Ordinary level results have been 
recorded in five grades (A—E). 
At Advanced level, passes are awarded in five grades: 
A—B—C—D and E. 	 Candidates whose basic Advanced level papers are 
graded A,8, or C may take Special (S) papers which are normally 
set on the same syllabus as the basic Advanced level papers but 
contain questions of a more searching kind. 
	
Candidates are not 
normally expected to take 'S' papers in more than one subject and 
are not allowed to take them in more than two (46). 
The examinations are open to any suitable candidates 
whether they are attending school or not. 	 The normal minimum age 
of entry is 16 for '0' level. 	 There is no upper age limit. 	 There 
are over fifty main subjects to choose and many more subsidiary ones. 
Two Advanced levels are normally the minimum qualifications 
for entry to universities in England and Wales, but three Advanced 
levels are usually necessary since entry is competitive. 
The Certificate of Secondary Education was introduced in 
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1965, its basis is in the Beloe Report on Secondary School Examinations 
Other Than G.C.E. of 1960 and is intended for those children who are 
around the average in terms of ability for their age group. 	 The 
examination is taken by pupils completing five years of secondary 
modern and comprehensive schools 	 and any number of subjects can be 
taken. 	 There is no pass or fail verdict: pupils are awarded one 
of five grades, or are ungraded in each subject they take. 	 Grade 1 
represents a standard equivalent to a pass at Ordinary level in the 
General Certificate of Education (Grades A—C) (47). 
The information given on the certificate is of help to 
employers in placing young people in jobs and as an entry qualifica—
tion for young people who seek further education in technical and 
other colleges. 
	
The examination is administered by 12 regional 
boards. 
	
Papers are based on the normal work of secondary schools. 
They vary from area to area and may vary from school to school, but 
the standard of certificates is comparable on a national basis. Work 
done by candidates during their final school year may be taken into 
account. 
As has been said before this examination was launched in 
1965 being very well received and obtaining an enthusiastic response 
from the schools. 
	
During the period 1965-77 the annual number of 
candidates grew from 65,000 to 625,000 (48). 
But this dual system of examinations has defects and in 
order to remedy it, the government announced in June 1984 its 
decision to establish a new single system of examinations, the 
General Certificate of Secondary Education (G.C.S.E.) with a seven 
point scale of grades, A—G, which will replace '0' levels, G.S.E. 
and the Joint 16+ examinations. 	 The new system will be administered 
by five examining groups 4 for England and 1 for Wales. 	 The first 
G.C.S.E. examination will be held in 1988 (49). 
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The Government has also proposed that candidates obtaining 
very good grades in a broad range of subjects should be entitled 
to 'distinction' and 'merit' certificates. 
The Secondary Examinations Council will be responsible 
for monitoring G.C.S.E. standards and for all aspects of syllabuses 
and examinations. 
In March 1985 the Government announced its decision to 
introduce a new set of examination courses AS (Advanced Supplemen—
tary) levels designed to broaden the curriculum for 'A' level 
students without diluting academic standards. 	 These single subject 
examinations will provide an opportunity for sixth form pupils to 
study a wider range of subjects than at present. 	 The first course 
will begin in 1987, with the first examinations in 1989 (50). 
(d) 	 Special Education  
Before the Second World War all legislation regarding 
handicapped children had treated them as a class apart. Fortunately 
the 1944 Act accepted and backed three separate reports which 
advised the Board of Education to draw special schools into the 
general framework. 	 So, under the 1944 Act Special Education 
passed to be an LEA's .duty not only for the old five categories 
but for all children suffering from any disability of mind or body. 
Today in England and Wales Special Education is provided 
for children who require it because of any physical or mental 
disability either in ordinary schools or special schools (including 
hospital schools). 
According to the 1970 Act, since 1971 the right of all 
handicapped children to education however severe their disability, 
has been recognised. 	 This Act is the result of the, 
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"conviction that many of the children concerned could 
benefit from special education treatment and that the 
complete isolation of them and their teachers was no 
longer acceptable" (51). 
Under the 1981 Act every LEA has a duty to ascertain which 
children in its area require special educational treatment and to 
provide it. 
Since the Warnock Report of 1978 on which the 1981 Act 
is based, it has been government policy to send as few handicapped 
children as possible to special schools, and provisions within the 
Education Act 1976 established the principle that such children 
should never be placed in special schools if their needs can be met 
in ordinary schools. 
The Education Act of 1981, which came into force on 
1st April 1983, substantially altered previous legislation which was 
concerned mainly with provision of special educational treatment and 
which categorised children into one of ten statutory handicaps. 
The 1981 Act is based on the recommendations of the Warnock Committee 
and promotes the concept of the special educational needs of the 
individual child. 
Special Educational needs may arise from a variety of 
causes 	 The concept embraces a wider group of pupils than those 
previously 'ascertained' formally as handicapped. 
	 As an indication 
of scale, the Warnock Committee estimated that about 20 per cent of 
pupils might have special educational needs at some time during their 
schooling (52). 
About 7.5 per cent of the special schools are under 
voluntary management (Church of England and Roman Catholic Church). 
They receive some grant aid from the Department of Education and the 
Welsh Office, but are maintained primarily from the local authorities 
and the parents are not charged. 
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The main societies providing children's homes are the 
following: the Roman Catholic Church; the Church of England; 
Dr. Bernardo's; tha National Children's Home; the Shaftesbury 
Society; Royal National Institute for the Deaf; the Spastic. 
Society; National Society for Autistic Children; Invalid Children's 
Aid Association (53). 
Handicapped children do not normally begin school before 
the age of five, but there is an increasing awareness that early 
special educational treatment is important. 	 Because of this, the 
Education Act 1981 gives LEAs the power to assess the needs of 
children under the age of two with their parents' consent. 	 They do 
not normally leave special schools before the age of 16, but in 
some special schools pupils may stay until they are 18 or 19 and 
take examinations courses. 
	
There are three establishnents for the 
further education and training of the blind and nine for the 
physically handicapped. 
The special schools all have small classes with a generous 
ratio of both teaching and childcare staff, many of whom have taken 
specialist courses for work with handicapped children. 
(e) 	 Technical and Further Education  
These kinds of education are provided by establishments of 
further education after the completion of compulsory education, 
which caters for students aged 16 years and over. 
	 Courses in 
further education establishments cover a wide variety of predominantly 
but not solely, vocational subjects and are provided at all academic 
levels. 	 They may be attended by full—time, by part—time (many 
of them apprentices) and by sandwich students (whose periods of study 
at colleges alternate with periods of practical training in industry). 
The courses are provided in some 620 major establishments 
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of various types and levels, which, with some exceptions, are 
maintained by local education authorities. 
A number of further education courses are run by private 
colleges. 
	
These independent colleges are not, like independent 
schools, required to register with the Department of Education 
and Science or the Welsh Office, but they may apply for 
"recognition as efficient". 	 Until 1st April 1982 the D.E.S. 
operated a voluntary scheme to this end. 
	
Standards and efficiency 
in independent further and higher education are now monitored by 
a body called the British Accreditation Council for Independent 
Further and Higher Education (BACIFHE) established in November 1984. 
The work is carried out by a team of inspectors including retired 
H.M.I.'s, local authority advisors, heads and other senior staff of 
polytechnics and members of professional bodies. 
There are a few independent professional bodies which 
provide a system of recognition or accreditation, such as the 
National Council for Drama Training and the Council for Dance 
Education Training; and the British Council has operated since 1982 
a scheme for the reorganisation of institutions providing courses 
in English as a Foreign Language (54). 
The establishments of further education include the poly—
technics and institutions with a variety of titles such as 
"Technical College", "College of Further Education" and "College 
of Art". 	 In addition there are over 6,300 Adult Education Centres 
providing courses of a mainly non—vocational character. 
A particular feature of the further education service is 
that it has, or should have, strong links with industry and commerce 
and the interest shown by employers in what is provides. 
	 To some 
extent the courses available in an area depend on the nature of 
local industry and commerce. 
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The Government hopes the Further Education Act which 
received the Royal Assent in July 1985, will enable existing 
links between further education and industry to be strengthened, 
facilitating the transfer of technological innovations from the 
laboratory bench to the market place, fostering entrepreneural 
attitudes among further education staff and opening up apportunities 
for financial benefit to them and their institutions (55). 
Financial assistance is available to further education 
students on the same basis as for university students if they are 
taking full—time courses leading to degrees and comparable qualifi—
cations. 
Polytechnics  
In 1966 H.M.'s Government decided to concentrate public 
sector higher education within the further education system by 
forming from some 60 leading colleges of technology, commerce and 
art, 30 major institutions of a national character, to be known as 
"polytechnics". 
	 The planned total was completed in 1973. 	 The 
polytechnics are primarily teaching institutions and they have close 
links with business and industry; one of their distinctive 
characteristics is the wide range, both in the composition of the 
teaching body and the type and level of course offered. 
Their students include many people in employment attending 
on a part—time or block release basis, as well as full—time and 
sandwich students. 
	 There is a wide variety of courses and qualifi— 
cations in higher education. 
	
There are the two—year Higher National 
Certificates and the two and three year Higher National Diplomas, 
administered in the same way as Ordinary National Certificates and 
Ordinary National Diplomas, in a wide range of technical subjects 
and business studies. 
	
Other courses include the Diploma in Higher 
Education, gained after a two years' full—time study, introduced in 
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1972. 
	 It is a qualification in its own right but it may provide 
an alternative route to a degree (students can often transfer to 
a degree course), teacher training or other professional training. 
While equivalent in standard to the first two years of a degree 
course, Diplomas in Higher Education are less specialised and many 
are organised on a modular basis. 	 They are validated by the 
Council of National Academic Awards or by Universities. 
Apart from courses leading to first and higher degrees 
and to other important sub—degree qualifications, the polytechnics 
also provide courses leading to the examinations of major professional 
bodies. 
An increasing number of polytechnics are offering 
"modular" degrees. 
	
These enable students to choose a number of 
courses (or 'modules') that relate either to a single subject and 
thus to specialisation in a well—defined area of study, or to a 
combination of courses which, when taken together, constitute a 
broader, more generalised education. 
In addition to technician courses, polytechnics also 
provide courses in business and management studies. 
	
These courses 
lead to CNAA degrees, Higher National Diplomas and Certificates in 
Business Studies and to Diplomas in Management Studies. 
Colleges of Art  
The non—advanced art and design courses which often lead 
to regional or college diplomas are largely vocational. 	 Courses 
known as foundation studies are designed to develop the students' 
interest and skill in art and design and serve as a preparation for 
entry to higher and more extended courses. 	 Following a Report, 
published in 1974, on Vocational Courses in Art and Design, a 
committee for art and design has been established under the auspices 
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of the Technicians Education Countil (T.E.C.) to provide a national 
validating system for vocational courses in art and design. 	 At 
Advanced level 46 colleges/polytechnics are approved by the Council 
for National Academic Awards to offer three—and four—year full—time 
courses leading to the award of the C.N.A.A. degree of B.A. (Hons.) 
Art and Design. 
Many students will have completed a foundation course but 
also require an appropriate combination of General Certificate of 
Education Advanced and Ordinary level passes. 	 Several post—graduate 
courses are available leading to C.N.A.A. M.A. Degrees. 
The largest provider of post—graduate level work in art 
and design is the Royal College of Art which has, since it received 
its Royal Charter in 1967, the power to grant its own degrees (56). 
(f) 	 Teacher Training  
According to Section 62 of the 1944 Act it is the responsi—
bility of the Secretary of State for Education and Science to, 
"make such arrangements as he considers expedient for 
securing that there shall be available sufficient 
facilities for the training of teachers for service in 
schools, colleges and other establishments maintained 
by local education authorities, and for that purpose 
the Minister may give to any local education authority 
such directions as he thinks necessary requiring them 
to establish maintain or assist any training college 
or other institutions or to provide or assist the 
provision of any other facilities specified in the 
direction" (57). 
Universities undertake the responsibility for ensuring that 
the courses and examinations leading to the Teacher's Certificate 
and other professional qualifications are up to standard. 
Under the leadership of each university an Area Training 
Organisation (ATO) was formed, this being representative of all the 
bodies concerned with education and training of teachers, and to 
perform the academic and administrative duties each university 
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established an Institute of Education which appointed and paid its 
staff and passed to be an integral part of the university. 	 In 
1975 there were 22 ATO's in England and 1 in Wales; and 5 types 
of teacher training establishment: 
(1) University Departments of Education (U.D.E.'s); 
(2) Colleges of Education (until 1964 called Training 
Colleges); 
(3) Colleges of Education (Technical); 
(4) Polytechnic Departments of Education; and 
(5) Art Training Centres (A.T.C.'s) (58). 
The most numerous were the Colleges of Education (over 
160) and their main task was the education and training of non—
graduates to whom they previously gave a 2—years course, later a 
3-year course, and from 1965 a 4—year course which lead to a new 
degree, the Bachelor of Education. 
Some colleges had given courses of 1 year, only for 
graduates. 	 Most of these Colleges of Education were for non— 
specialist teachers for work in primary schools. 
Colleges of Education (Technical), University Departments 
of Education and Art Training Centres provided courses of professional 
training only for one academic year. 
	 The first ones trained 
teachers for working in Further Education; the University Department 
of Education accepted graduates only studying to become specialists 
to teach in secondary schools and the Art Training Centres accepted 
only students with professional qualifications in art or handicrafts 
who would become specialist teachers (59). 
But in 1972 the White Paper Education: A Framework for  
Expansion changed all this. 	 The Report recommendations on in— 
service training, the reform of the probationary year, the initiation 
of the Diploma in Higher Education as a general sub—degree qualifi— 
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cation and the replacement of the ATO's by a new administrative 
structure were all accepted. 	 From this date on, Colleges of Education 
provided courses that could lead to other careers, and its links 
with universities were cut since they were integrated into the 
public sector of Higher and Further Education. 
The teacher training system has been cut down and re—
structured to provide for a reduced school population resulting from 
the decline in births between 1965 and 1977. 
	 Some Colleges of 
Education have merged with one another or with another establishment, 
while others have been closed. 
Now, teacher education and training is based in fifty—odd 
polytechnics and Colleges of Higher Education where it takes place 
alongside a range of other degree options, and about 30 UDE's which 
provide one—year professional training for post—graduate students (60). 
There are two main ways in which students can obtain 
qualified teacher status: 
(1) 
	
By direct entry to colleges or institutions of higher 
education on to a three or four—year course leading to a Bachelor 
of Education (B.Ed.) ordinary or honours degree, for which entrants 
are normally required to hold the same qualifications as for entry 
to any degree, i.e. five passes in the G.C.E. of which two are at 
Advanced level. 
Since 1984 candidates are requ4; d to have passed English 
Language and Mathematics at GCE/SCE '0' level or at CSE Grade 1; 
(for applicants ages 25 or over, who do not possess the prescribed 
qualifications in English and Mathematics, alternative arrangements 
may be made) (61). 
In relation with the course work, it may include notes, 
reports, seminars, essays and projects; examinations may sometimes 
be of the short answer or open book kind, or involve practical work, 
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as well as the more traditional questions. 
Some courses are concurrent — that is, subject studies 
and professional and educational studies continue throughout the 
course. 	 A number of courses are however consecutive in structure, 
i.e. academic studies are taken in the earlier part of the course, 
professional studies being concentrated on at a later stage. 
Regarding curriculum — three and four—year courses usually 
include in addition subject studies which may vary in number and 
depth according to the age range which the student intends to 
teach. 
	
For those wishing to teach in the primary and middle years, 
attention is given to a fairly broad coverage. 
	 The courses are 
also demanding intensified professional studies and emphasis on the 
development and assessment of skills. 
	
Those students who are 
preparing for work in secondary schools, usually take methodology 
studies in two subjects and major academic studies are pursued to a 
substantial level. 
The structure of the courses varies. 
	 There is some 
tendency towards thematic and integrated approaches with an attempt 
to achieve a cohesive programme with close inter—relationship 
between theory and practice. 
(2) 	 By taking a degree other than the Bachelor of Education, 
and then completing a post—graduate Certificate of Education lasting 
one year. 
	 These courses are available in universities, polytechnics 
or other higher education institutions. 
Because graduates have already completed at least 3 years 
of subject studies in their degree, the post—graduate courses 
include education and professional studies, curriculum methodology 
and supervised teaching practice, the last taking up about one—third 
of the course. 
	 The content generally is orientated towards the 
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age ranges the graduates intend to teach. 
Training of Teachers for Pupils with Special Educational Needs  
Teachers in special schools, with certain exceptions, are 
required to have qualified teacher status. 	 Teachers of blind, 
deaf or partially hearing children must also possess one or more 
other qualification required by the Secretary of State and must 
obtain one of these qualifications within three years of taking up 
a post in a special school, and before taking up a post in a 
partially hearing unit. 
Most of the courses leading to those additional qualifica—
tions require one year's full—time in—service study, albeit the 
Diploma of the College of Teacher of the Blind and the National 
College of Teacher of the Deaf are gained through part—time study 
while teaching in a special school. 
Manchester University's Department of Audilogy also offers 
a four—year B.A. course combining a study of deafness, teacher 
training and the special qualifications. 
The pattern of training for teachers of mentally handi—
capped children differs from that prevailing in other special educa—
tion fields, in that one—year post—graduate and three— or four—
year undergraduate initial training courses are available at colleges 
or departments of education, which in addition to general preparation 
for teaching include a substantial element of special educational 
work and relevant practical experience in special schools (62). 
Taking into account the advice from the Advisory Committee 
on the Supply and Education of Teachers (ACSET), the Government 
intends that, 
"an introduction to the subject of special needs should 
form part of the initial teacher training of all new 
teachers... Although all teachers should be aware of 
the implications of special education needs only a 
minority will need to become specialists. 	 Specialist 
qualifications should be acquired after initial training 
and a period of experience; the Government will pursue 
the substitution of in—service courses for the existing 
specialist initial training courses. 	 For those 
teachers who intend to teach in special schools or 
classes, or to undertake comparable responsibilities, 
the appropriate form of training should be a one—year 
full—time course or the part—time equivalent..." (63). 
Induction Training  
Regarding new teachers, it has long been recognised that 
they need to continue their training after taking up their first 
appointment, not because their initial training is in any way in—
adequate, but because certain aspects of teaching can be imparted 
only after a teacher has assumed full responsibility in a post. 
The induction period or probationary year of all new 
teachers was, from 1978, subjected to a statutory requirement that 
25 per cent of the time should be devoted to study and wider 
experience of classroom teaching. 
In—Service Training  
In relation to in—service training, the great majority of 
courses in England and Wales are short courses organised locally by 
education authorities, as the employers of most teachers (64). 
In 1983 the Government introduced a scheme of grants to encourage 
teachers for in—service training in certain priority areas. 	 For 
1985-86 the priority areas are: management training; mathematics 
and science teaching; special needs in ordinary schools; pre—
vocational education; craft, design and technology teaching; in 
Wales training in Welsh language teaching; and a special training 
programme to support the introduction of the G.C.S.E. (65). 
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There is also a national programme of short courses organised 
by H.M. Inspectorate which bring together for periods of from two 
to ten days groups of teachers with relevant experience for discus—
sion of teaching techniques and fresh approaches to the curriculum. 
Longer full—time or part—time courses leading to advanced 
qualifications are provided mainly in university departments or in 
other higher education institutions. 
There are also about 550 teachers' centres which are 
financed and organised by local education authorities which main 
function is to bring groups of teachers together to study curriculum 
development (66). 
A wide variety of in—service courses exist for teachers who 
are working, or intend to take up work, with handicapped children. 
These vary from the very short course to the one year full—time 
course, and from the general course aimed at preparing teachers to 
work with a wide range of disabilities to the specialist course 
related to a particular handicap. 
(g) 
	
University Education  
The universities are in principle autonomous institutions. 
The Government exercises its responsibilities in relation to the 
universities through the University Grants Committee which is an 
all—United Kingdom body. 
There are now 36 universities in England and Wales (including 
the University of Buckingha, but excluding the Open University to 
which separate reference will be made) and eight in Scotland compared 
with 17 in England and Wales and five in Scotland in 1939. 
	 The 
University of Buckingham which receives no assistance from public 
funds, the main sources of income being from students' fees and 
donations, began course in 1976. 	 The Royal Charter was granted in 
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1983, giving it power to award its own degrees. 	 Most of the degree 
courses last two years which is particularly valuable for mature 
students (67). The English universities are: Aston (1)(Birmingham), 
Bath (1), Birmingham, Bradford (1), Bristol, Brunel (1)(London), 
Buckingham (1), Cambridge, City (1)(London), Durham, East Anglia (1), 
Essex (1), Exeter, Hull, Keele, Kent at Canterbury, Lancaster (1), 
Leeds, Leicester, Liverpool, London, Loughborough (1) Manchester, 
Newcastle—upon—Tyne, Nottingham, Oxford, Reading, Salford (1), 
Sheffield, Southampton, Surrey (1), Sussex (1), Warwick and York,(1). 
The Federal University of Wales includes five university colleges, 
the Welsh National School of Medicine, and the University of Wales 
Institute of Science and Technology. 	 The Scottish universities 
are: Aberdeen, Dundee (1), Edinburh, Glasgow, Heriot Watt (1) 
(Edinburgh), St. Andrews, Stirling (1) and Strathclyde (1) (Glasgow). 
In Northern Ireland there is the Queen's University of Belfast,and 
the new University of Ulster in Coleraine. 
The universities of Oxford and Cambridge date from the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries, and the Scottish universities of 
St. Andrews, Aberdeen and Edinburgh from the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries. 
	 All the other universities were founded in the nine— 
teenth or twentieth centuries. 
Admission to universities is by examination and selection; 
there is no religious test and no colour, nationality or sex bar, 
though in practice there are about twice as many men as women. 
The general entrance requirements of English universities 
are at least five passes in the General Certificate of Education, 
including two at Advanced level (68). 
(1) 	 A university since 1960. 
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At Oxford most candidates take the colleges entrance 
examinations, but a few are admitted on the basis cf 'A' levels. 
At Cambridge the colleges entrance examination is only one of a 
number of methods of entry. 
Prospective candidates for nearly all the universities 
in England and Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland apply for 
places through the Universities Central Council on Admissions 
(U.C.C.A.). 	 The only students to apply directly are applicants 
to the Open University, University of Buckingham, and to the 
Cranfield Institute of Technology. 
At Oxford and Cambridge admission is to one of the 
colleges and not the university, and in addition, candidates for 
Oxford must complete the Oxford Colleges' application form and 
those for Cambridge must submit a preliminary application form to 
the college of their first choice (69). 
Applicants for post—graduate studies apply directly to 
the university of their choice. 
Most students at university are undergraduates (8l.5). 
Over 90 per cent of home full—time undergraduate students in 
university receive grants (from LEA in England, in Scotland by the 
Scottish Education Department, some are made by the Ministry of 
Defence, Industry, etc.). 
	 Post—graduate students can receive 
awards from the Department of Education and Science, Scottish 
Education Department, one of the five Research councils, or, for 
some courses, LEA. 
There were over 30,000 full—time university teachers 
paid wholly from university funds. 	 The ratio of staff to students 
was about one to eight, one of the most favourable in the world. 
University degree courses generally extend over three or 
four years, though in medicine, dentistry and veterinary science 
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five or six years are required. 
The titles of degrees may vary from one university to 
another. 	 In most universities, the first degree in Arts is the 
B.A. (Bachelor of Arts), and in the sciences B.Sc.(Bachelor of 
Science). 	 At Oxford and Cambridge the first degree is call a 
B.A. whether the course is leading to it is in arts or science 
subjects. 	 In the five older Scottish universities the M.A. 
((aster of Arts) is the first degree in the arts faculty; and 
B.Sc. in science. 	 Other degree titles include B.Arch. (Bachelor 
of Architecture), B.Eng. (Bachelor of Engineering), and B.V.Sc. 
(Bachelor of Veterinary Science). 
At most universities there are two kinds of degree: 
an "honours" degree which is taken by most students and which is 
traditionally more specialised, and an "ordinary" or "general" 
degree which usually covers a wider range of subjects. 
	 Another 
type of degree which is being introduced into some universities is 
the "modular" degree which allows students to chooce whichever 
courses he would like to study, provided that they are generally 
relevant to each other. 
A post—graduate student may undertake one or more years' 
guided study or research leading to post graduate qualifications. 
Nasterships (such as [l. A., M.Phil., LL.M.) are usually awarded after 
at least one or two years' study, except at the five Scottish 
universities where the M.A. is, as noted above, the first arts 
degree, and at Oxford and Cambridge, where the M.A. is available 
to all holders of the B.A. without further examination, provided 
a certain period — seven years at Oxford, five or six at Cambridge — 
has elapsed since the students' first entry into the university (70). 
Several universities also award a BPhil (Bachelor of 
Philosophy) as a post graduate research degree. 
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Doctorates are of two main kinds, the Ph.D. (Doctor of 
Philosophy) which is awarded after at least two or three years' 
study on the basis of a thesis embodying original research, and 
higher doctorate, such as D.Sc. (Doctor of Science) L.L.D. (Doctor 
of Laws) and D.Litt (Doctor of Literature) which are usually 
awarded in recognition of an outstanding contribution to a parti—
cular field. 
In relation to uniformity of standards between univer—
sities it is promoted by the practice of employing outside examiners 
for all university examination (the form of examination taken at 
the end of the degree course, of the year or of the module, is 
traditionally a written test, supplemented, where appropriate, by 
oral examination), and the general pattern of teaching (a combina—
tion of lectures, small group seminars or tutorials with practical 
classes where necessary) is fairly similar throughout Britain. 
The universities make use of the teaching and learning 
aids provided by radio and television and of the other visual aids. 
Teaching machines and language laboratories are also used, ss are 
computer—assisted and computer—managed learning techniques. 
	 All 
universities have access to computers for educational and research 
purposes, and most of them have closed circuit television. 
The Open University  
The idea of a University of the Air in the United Kingdom 
originated a long time before the Open University was established; 
it goes back to 1926 when a wireless university was mooted within 
the B.B.C. by Mr. J.C. Sobart; in 1946 the same idea occurred to 
Sir G. Catlin; in 1961 the ITA published a pamphlet by Professor 
G. Wedell on it; and in 1962 Dr. M. Young, Head of Labour Party 
Research wrote an article on an Open University. 
	 Plans between 
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the B.B.C. and the Ministry of Education for a College of the Air 
were also considered (71). 
However, today's Open University was conceived in 1963 
by Harold Wilson, at this time Leader of the Labour Opposition; 
and later in 1963 the idea was put in a campaign speech in Glasgow 
where H. Wilson described his idea of a University of the Air 
(as it was called at this time), a home study university which could 
employ radio and television as an integrated part of its teaching 
system and whose principal purpose would be to increase the number 
of graduate teachers and qualified scientists, and technologists (72). 
In 1964 the University of the Air appeared in the Labour 
Manifesto for the general election; and when Labour came into 
power Miss Janice Lee as a Junior Minister in the Department of 
Education and Science was asked to take special responsibility for 
the University of the Air project. 	 Miss Lee played a notable part 
in the birth of the Open University as a university. 
An Advisory Committee of twelve members was established 
under the Chairmanship of Miss Lee. 	 The first report of this 
Committee in 1966, on describing the university said, 
"In the educational world, as elsewhere, techological 
discoveries are making a profound impact. 
	
Television 
and radio, programmed learning and a wide range of audio—
visual aids have already brought about considerable 
changes. 	 The most important, undoubtedly, is that the 
best of our teachers can now be made available to 
vastly wider audiences. 	 A distinguished lecturer 
that at one time might have been heard only by a 
handful of students, or a few hundred at most, can now 
be broadcast to millions of listeners. It has, there—
fore, become possible for the first time to think in 
terms of a University of the Air. 
A substantial network of educational institutions 
provide higher and further education for both full—time 
and part—time students. 
	 But opportunities can be 
still further enlarged to meet the needs of many not 
attracted by traditional institutions or unable for a 
variety of reasons to take advantage of them. 
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The Government believes that by imaginative use of 
new teaching techniques and teacher/student relation—
ships, an open unversity providing degree courses as 
rigorous and demanding as those in existing universities 
can be established. 
Its purpose will be three—fold. 	 It will contribute 
to the improvement of educational, cultural and 
professional standards generally by making available 
to all who care to look and listen, scholarship of a 
higher order. 
Secondly, a minority of those showing general interest 
will Want to accept the full disciplines of study and 
make use of all the facilities offered. 	 These students 
will be enabled to acquire degrees and other qualifica—
tions as described in the Report of the Advisory 
Committee that follows. 
Thirdly, it will have much to contribute to students 
in many other parts of the world as well as those 
studying in the United Kingdom. 	 In the developing 
countries in particular, there is an urgent need not 
only for elementary education but for a highly trained 
corps of men and women, equipped to provide leadership 
in national life. 
From the outset it must be made clear that there can be 
no question of offering to students a make—shift project 
inferior in quality to other universities. 
	
That would 
defeat its whole purpose, as its status will be deter—
mined by the quality of its teaching. 
Its aim will be to provide, in addition to television and 
radio lectures, correspondence courses of a quality 
unsurpassed anywhere in the world. 
	
This will be 
reinforced by residential courses and tutorials. 
At a time when scarce capital resources must, in the 
national interest, be allocated with the greatest 
prudence, an open university could provide higher and 
further education for those unable to take advantage 
of courses in existing colleges and universities. 
	
And 
it could do so without requiring vast capital sums to 
be spent on bricks and mortar. 
Nor would its courses conflict in any way with teaching 
now provided in W.E.A. and other adult education centres, 
colleges of further education or on B.B.C. and I.T.A. 
educational programmes. 
	 On the contrary, those who left 
school at an early stage would have an added incentive 
to equip themselves by such means for higher study" (73). 
This Report also considered the degree the university should 
offer, services and agencies that the university might use, and an 
organisational framework. 
	 Also here was suggested that the 
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university should be not under the University Grants Committee 
but under the Department of Education and Science. 
The next move was the establishment of a Planning 
Committee in 1967 which took two very important decisions; the 
adoption of a January—December academic year, and the adoption of 
a system of course credits. 
The Committee decided to contract the B.B.C. to provide 
the production and transmission services for the university. 	 The 
agreement established 30 hours a week for T.V. arid 30 for radio. 
The T.V. programmes between 5.30 and 7.30 on weekday evenings and 
during the day in weekends (74). 
The Committee also gave the university its governmental 
structure and before presenting its report on 31.12.68 made two 
very important appointments, Professor W. Perry as the first 
Vice—Chancellor and A.Christodoulon as a University Secretary. 
In the early months of 1969 the university received its 
Royal Charter as an independent institution authorised to confer 
its own degrees. 
	
The Charter was ceremonially presented in the 
rooms of the Royal Society on 23.7.69 and there Lord G. Crowther 
was inducted as the first Chancellor. 	 In his address at the 
Royal Soceity he described what the Open University is about in the 
following terms: 
"We are open, first, as to people, not for us the carefully 
regulated escalation from one educational level to the 
next by which the traditional universities establish their 
criteria for admission. 
The first and most urgent task before us is to cater for 
the many thousands of people, fully capable of a higher 
education, who, for one reason or another, do not get 
it, or do not get as much of it as they can turn to 
advantage, or as they discover, sometimes too late, that 
they need. 
	 Only in recent years have we come to realise 
how many such people there are, and how large are the gaps 
in educational provision through which they can fall. The 
existing system for all its expansion, misses and leaves 
aside a great unused reservoir of human talent and poten—
tial. Men and women drop, out through failures in the 
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system, through disadvantages of their environment, 
through mistakes of their own judgement, through sheer 
bad luck. 
These are our primary material. 	 To them we offer a 
further opportunity. 
But if this were all, we could hardly call ourselves a 
university. 	 This is not simply an educational rescue 
mission — though that is our first task, and we do not 
decry it. 	 But we also aim wide and higher. 	 Wherever 
there is an unprovided need for higher education, 
supplementing the existing provision, there is our 
constituency.... 
The Open University is not the rival of the existing 
universities. 	 It is designed to take over where they 
are compelled to leave off... 
We are open as to places. 	 This university has no 
cloisters — a word meaning closed. 
	
Hardly ever shall 
we have a campus. 	 By a very happy chance, our only 
local habitation will be in the new city that is to 
bear two of the widest—ranging names in the history of 
English thought, Milton Keynes. 
	 But this is only where 
the tip of our toe touches ground. 
	
The rest of the 
university will be disembodied and airborne. 	 From the 
start, it will flow all over the United Kingdom.... 
We are open as to method. 
	 We start in dependence on, 
and in grateful partnership with, the B.B.C. But 
already the development of technology is marching on, 
and I predict that before long actual broadcasting will 
form only a small part of the university's output. The 
world is caught in a Communication Revolution... 
Every new form of human communication will be examined 
to see how it can be used to rise and broaden the level 
of human understanding.... 
We are open, finally, to ideas. 
	
It has been said that 
there are two aspects of education, both necessary. 
One regards the individual human mind as a vessel of 
varying capacity, into which is to be poured as much as 
it will hold of the knowledge and experience by which 
human society lives and moves. 
	 This is the Martha of 
education and we shall have plenty of these tasks to 
perform. 	 But the many regards the human mind more as 
a fire that has to be set alight and blown with the 
divine efflatus. 	 That also we take as our ambition.." (75). 
In relation to the siting of the university, in March 1969, 
the choice had been Walton Hall 	 one mile from the centre of Milton 
Keynes. 	 The grounds extend over 70 acres where the university 
buildings were constructed and officially opened on 18.5.70. 
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But development was not only confined to the Milton Keynes 
campus but to the regional offices too. 	 The country was divided 
initially into 12 regions and later a thirteenth region was formed: 
London; South (with headquarters in Oxford); South West (Bristol); 
West Midlands (Birmingham); East Midlands (Nottingham); East Anglia  
(Cambridge); Yorkshire (Leeds); North West (Manchester); North 
(Newcastle—upon—Tyne); Wales (Cardiff); Scotland (Edinburgh); 
Northern Ireland (Belfast); South East East Grinstead) (76). 
Each of these regions have its own Regional Director and 
its own administrative and secretarial staff and they provide local 
services for enquirers, applicants and students. 	 Here there are 
too, Senior Counsellors and Staff Tutors. 	 The first gives the 
student general advice, and the second is responsible for the 
academic teaching within a given course. 
	
They have played an 
essential role in interpreting the courses to tutors and students and 
establishing a link from tutors and students to the central academics. 
The direct contact with students is maintained by a big 
group of part—time counsellors and tutors. 
The recruitment of academic staff was at the rate of four 
per 'discipline' and the first group appointed were in post in the 
second half of 1969 because the decision- of admitting the first 
students in January 1971 had been taken. 
The university decided to admit 25,000 students at this 
time, and this assumption was close to the mark, 24,220 students were 
provisionally registered. 
The university has an open admissiont, but for obvious 
reasons, the university has established into the selection procedure 
certain parameters for instances equality in the number of students 
accepted in each faculty, the selection by region of the country, 
age and sex, etc. 
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The Open University has taken as a challenge the admission 
of handicapped students. 	 In 1973, there was about 400 
handicapped students attending summer schools and it is the first 
university to provide special facilities for deaf students; blind 
students have also received enormous help (77). 
In spite of the Open University having been designed for 
mature students in full employment (over 21 year olds), during 
its first year of operation the university was confronted with the 
problem that the country needed university places for the eighteen— 
year olds. 	 The opinions were divided, but the university agreed 
to admit five hundred eighteen—year olds in 1974 and 1975 as a pilot 
experiment. 	 (But the relatively small number of applicants and 
their relatively poor results show that this is not a priority area 
for university level education at a distance.) (78). 
The first graduation ceremony was held in 1973. Honorary 
degrees were given to a number of those who had made notable contri—
butions to the university and to any one who had contributed so much 
to the education of underprivileged, the Latin American educationist, 
Paolo Freire. 
In spite that in the first times the Open University was 
regarded as an institution that would teach primarily using T. V. and 
radio broadcasts, the written word remains paramount. 
	 It takes 
different forms, for instance: 
Course — materials composed of booklets very well 
designed, illustrated and well printed. 
`,2) 	 Supplementary material which may include supporting notes 
for the broadcast programme; stop press items, errata, 
corrigenda slips, explanaions of difficult material earlier 
sent, etc. But the bulk of this is broadcasting notes and 
assignments. 
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(3) Books that students are required to buy, and that the 
Open University have negotiated with the book—trade in 
relation to availability, price, etc. 
(4) Background reading or lists of recommended reading, 
which give to students lists of cheap books readily 
available; sometimes books out of print but which students 
can consult in libraries (these books are not compulsory 
but only a valuable enrichment), etc. 
Broadcasting is the second medium used by the Open 
University; unfortunately it is a very expensive medium. 
	 In spite 
of T.V. accounting for around 5 per cent of the time taken when 
studying Open University courses, it takes 20 per cent of the total 
expenditure of the university (79). 
Another medium is the study centres. 
	 There are about 
300 of them (80) and they offer a varied set of facilities, for 
instance: 
(a) Here students have the opportunity to meet and learn 
from one another; 
(b) these centres proven facilities for seeing and hearing 
programmes together; 
(c) in these centres students have the opportunity for 
regular consultation with a counsellor and occasional 
encounters with a tutor. 
The Open University also runs the summer schools which give 
to students the major opportunity to meet with one another and 
with expert tutors. All students taking a foundation course have to 
attend a week's summer school. 
The summer school has two main objectives: to give students 
a chance for a real university experience, and to serve as remedial 
source. 
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In the words of W. Parry (first Vice—Chancellor of the 
Open University), 
"the summer schools still remain one of the most exhilara—
ting of all Open University experiences, both for the 
staff who are concerned with them and for the students 
themselves.... 
	
At the end of each summer there is 
nothing but enthusiasm for the continuance of summer 
schools... 	 There are many students who enjoy them not 
only for their academic content but for the social 
occasion that presents itself. 
	
They are away from the 
constraints of their homes and are free to indulge in 
both work and play to the fullest possible extent...9(31). 
But the basic help to students is given by the correspondence tutor 
and this represents a major part of the system. 
	
Tutors are supervised 
by staff tutors. 
In relation to assessment the Open University courses have 
continuous assessment based on written work submitted during the 
academic year and in order to avoid the fact that students have the 
possibility of receiving outside help, every course is completed by 
a three hours examination. 
	
These final examinations arca held in 
examination centres throughout the country in October and November. 
Some undergraduate courses require students to undertake project work (82). 
The Open University uses two kinds of assignments, computer marked 
assignments and tutor.rmarked assignments. 
The results of all this evaluation are sent to an examining 
board, which contains esternal examiners. 
In order to distribute its courses the Open University makes 
use of a network of existing systems of communication. 
Firstly, the Open University used the B.B.C. which reaches 
over 95 per cent of the population. 
Secondly, the Open University uses the Post Office which, 
in spite of the high cost of its services, delivers letters on time. 
Thirdly, the Open University (its students) use the very 
highly developed system of public libraries and the system of inter— 
library loans. 
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Fourthly, the Open University uses telephone for teaching 
purposes when tutor and student are far apart. 
Regarding the government structure of the Open University 
it is not essentially different from that of other universities. 
Power is shared betweentwo bodies: Council and Senate. 	 The 
governing body is the Council, responsible for the conduct of all 
university affairs, especially and particularly for financial matters. 
The Council consists of the university officers and is 
formed by the Chancellor, Pro—Chancellor, Vice—Chancellor and 
Treasurer, the Chairman of the Academic Advisory Committee, four 
members appointed by the Privy Council, three members appointed by 
the Committee of Vice—Chancellors and Principals, three members 
representative of Local Education Authorities and one of Education 
authorities in Scotland, one members appointed by the Royal Society, 
one member appointed by the B.B.C., the Pro—Vice—Chancellors, six 
members appointed by the Senate, two representatives of the part—time 
teaching staff and two of the students, and a few coopted members. 
The University Secretary is naturally Secretary to the Council. 
Academic matters are under the responsibility of the Senate, 
which is well represented on the Council. 
The internal working of the university is under the 
responsibility of two boards: the Academic Board (a Committee of 
Senate) and the Planning Board (a Eommittee of Council and Senate). 
To service the several parts of the university, Council 
and Senate, boards and committees there is a regular regiment of 
assistant secretaries and administrative assistants. 
There are also a number of professional associations, for 
instance, the Association of University Teachers. 
	 Students hava 
the Students Association, which has no part in the government struc— 
ture. 	 There are also Regional Counsultative Committees, and a Central 
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Constultative Committee, where it is possible to discuss and make 
suggestions to the University body in matters of interest to 
students, full—time academic staff and part—time tutorial and 
counselling staff. 	 There is also the General Assembly, which meets 
once a year and where full—time and part—time staff and students 
are represented (83). 
In sum it can be said that today the Open University is 
widely regarded as one of Britain's major success stories in recent 
years; it has gained acceptance in this country, international 
reputation and has been used as a model by many other countries (the 
university has a consultancy service to make its advice and facilities 
available on a fee—paying but non—profit—making basis to bodies 
throughout the world interested in "teaching at a distance" projects). 
The Open University teaches "at a distance"; the students 
are "independent learners" working at home. 
	
They receive teaching 
materials, and return their work by post. 
	 The specially written 
and designed texts, with television, video, radio, audio, tele—
conferencing, practical experimental work, are delivered to students 
where they live. 
Today the B.B.C. produces about 250 25 minute T.V. and 
300 20 minute sound programmes (radio and audio—casettes) per year 
in partnership with the Open University which are transmitted 
nationally on B.B.C. 1, B.B.C. 2 and V.H.F. Radio 3 and 4. 
According to K. Harry, 
"during 1981 teaching period the 88C transmitted 35 hours 
and 25 minutes weekly on TV and 19 hours 40 minutes on 
radio" (84). 
The radio transmission has recently decreased because of the increased 
use of audio cassettes for which the Open University operates a 
borrowing service. 
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The Open University has an entirely new entrance policy, 
operating on a "first come, first served" basis, and no formal 
entrance qualifications are required. 	 Any adult resident in the 
United Kingdom may apply. 	 With a small number of exceptions stu— 
dents are aged 21 or over and there is no maximum age limit; the 
median is around 30. 	 More than half are in the 25-35 age groups. 
The large majority are in full—time employment. 	 All Open University 
students are part—time. 
The Open University has an unusual timetable; the 
academic year is from January to December with final examinations 
in November. 
	
There are no terms or semesters, there are no lectures 
and no conventional timetable classes. 
The Open University offers three teaching programmes: 
for undergraduates, postgraduates and associate students. 
The first one leads to a general degree designated a 
Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) degree. 
For admission to this programme no formal educational 
qualifications are required; one only has to be 21 years of age 
and resident in the United Kingdom. 
The degree is obtained through gaining credits, six for a 
B.A. degree and eight for a B.A. Honours degree. 
	 A credit is 
obtained on completion of a one—year course and a maximum of two 
credits per year is permitted. 
Open University courses have four levels: foundation, 
second, third and fourth. 
	
All students must complete a foundation 
course (the exception is Educational Studies whose courses begin 
at second level) and after it students can make up their own pro—
gramme of study. 
Second level courses have a wide choice of subject matter 
and third and fourth level courses are more specialised. 
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In 1982 the undergraduate programme offered 134 courses 
drawn from nearly thirty disciplines to which a total of 45,882 
applications were received (the places numbered only 24,600). 
Since the Open University began over 500,000 applications have been 
received and 160,428 students have finally registered. 	 In 1981, 
59,968 students were enrolled on undergraduate courses (85). 
The second programme, the post—graduate programme leads 
to the degrees of B.Phil., M.Phil., and Ph.D. which are obtained 
on completion of a programme of research or advanced study and sub— 
mission of a dissertation or thesis. 
	
In 1981 there was a total of 
694 registered post—graduate students at the Open University. 
The third programme is the Associate Programme which has 
been designed primarily for adults who wish to extend their know—
ledge of their own career or to acquire knowledge of a new field 
without embarking on a full degree programme. 
	
Students can work 
towards a Course Certificate obtained after approval by the continuous 
assessment and examination, or a Letter of Course Completion obtained 
after approval by the continuous assessment. 
The programme offers courses in the following areas: 
Community Education course; In—Service Teacher Training course; 
Health and Social Welfare courses; Technological Updating Materials; 
Management Education; courses drawn from the undergraduate programme 
and courses in historical, cultural and political subjects. 
In 1981 this programme received 7,478 registrations 
(49 per cent resulted in the award of a Course Certificate and 
13 per cent in a Letter Course Completion). 	 The drop—out rate 
was 38 per cent, but it has been noted before that many of the stu—
dents had enrolled on these courses with no intention of completing 
the assessment (86). 
The Open University has no student campus. 	 Students never 
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come together on a permanent campus. 	 Local tuition groups, and in 
some cases weekend or one—week residential schools are backed by a 
national and regional organisation designed to support students' 
learning, wherever they may be. 
Because the Open University presents administrative pro—
blems of a scale and complexity rarely previously faced in British 
Higher education it is computer—based. 	 The computer is responsible 
for students' records in all their forms, for admissions procedure, 
for the marking of computer—marked assignments, for the evaluation 
of a student's results, for financial calculations, and much else (87). 
Currently the Open University has more than 100,000 students. 
In the past ten years some 60,000 people have earned degrees and 
another 250,000 have benefitted from taking one or more single 
courses. 
In relation to costs, the Open University is financed from 
public funds. 
	
Approximately 82 per cent of its funding comes from 
the Department of Education and Science, 16 per cent from students' 
fees and 2 per cent from sales of course materials and other sources. 
(An exception to it is The Centre for Continuuing Education which is 
required to be self—financing.) 
The economics of the Open University have been extensively 
studied and it has shown the following figures: average cost per 
student per year was about one third that of the cost in conventional 
British universities, and the cost per graduate was about one half 
that of conventional universities (88). 
Open University courses are assessed with the rigour common 
to all universities, and because of this Open University courses and 
degrees are accepted on equal terms by all other higher educational 
institutions in Britain. 
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(h) 	 Adult Education  
Adult education is generally taken to mean courses of 
post—school education outside the main areas of higher, professional 
and technical education. 	 It is provided by local education 
authorities, certain residential colleges, the adult education 
(extramural) departments of universities and various voluntary 
and statutory bodies. 
A major part of adult education is financed by local 
education authorities and provided mainly in their establishments 
including schools (used for adult evening classes). 
	 Most of the 
courses are part—time. 	 In addition, local education authorities 
maintain or aid most of the short—term residential colleges or 
centres, of which their are 45 in England and Wales, and which 
provide courses varying in length between a weekend and a fortnight. 
Many of the courses are practical, but there are wide spread oppor—
tunities for academic study. 
Long term residential colleges (six in England and Wales) 
which are grant—aided by the central government departments, provide 
courses of one or two years, some of which lead to a diploma. 
	 The 
colleges aim to provide a liberal education and do not apply academic 
entry tests. 
Some thirty universities have departments of adult 
education or "extra—mural" studies. 
	 Some courses are organised by 
the universities in close association with district councils of 
the Workers' Education Association (W.E.A.), a voluntary association 
which also employs some full—time organising tutors and a large 
number of part—time tutors (89). 	 No formal academic qualifications 
are prescribed for admission to these classes, nor do they lead to 
degrees, diplomas or certificates. 
	 Most courses are in art subjects 
or are concerned with contemporary social problems, but increasing 
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attention is given to science subjects. 
There are four types of courses: three yearr"tutorial" 
classes (with individual supervision by specially appointed teachers); 
one year "sessional" classes, long "terminal" classes (10 to 12 
meetings) and short "terminal" classes (6 meetings) of a less 
intensive character. 
	
The Universities Council for Adult Education 
(U.C.A.E.) provides the channel through which the universities 
are represented on the Council of the National Institute of Adult 
Education (England and Wsles). 
	
This Council provides a focus for 
formulation of common policy on extra—mural education (90). 
The Department of Defence, includes adult education in the 
educational services provided for members of the Navy, Army and 
Air Force. 	 It works in cooperation with other bodies all of which 
admit members of the Forces to courses open to the general public, 
or arranges special courses for them. 	 To look after members of the 
Forces who are unable to attend organised courses in person, the 
Defence Department also maintains a scheme of correspondence 
courses (91). 
There are a large number of other organisations (national 
and local) which provide many kinds of education and training. 
Several non—political bodies, such as the National Federation of 
Women's Institutes and the National Council of Young Men's Christian 
Associations, receive government grants; other are commercially 
or privately financed. 
	 Some make their facilities available to the 
public as a whole, others to a particular group, such as the disabled 
or the unemployed, or the employees or members of an organisation. 
In recent years there has been a development of community 
schools and colleges and community centres. 
	
The two first are 
secondary schools designed to serve also as cultural community 
centres, providing educational, social and cultural opportunities 
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for the whole community. 
	
Community centres have a more social 
character and, though aided financially by the local education 
authorities, are usually managed by voluntary community associations. 
The National Institute of Adult Education provides a 
national centre of information, research and publication for adult 
education, as well as a channel of co—operation and consultation 
for the many interested organisations in England and Wales. 	 It is 
mainly financed by contributions from local education authorities 
and assisted by a grant from the Department of Education and Science. 
The National Institute of Adult Education has created an 
Adult Literacy Resource Agency to administer the funds which the 
Government is making available to assist local education authorities 
and other organisations working to combat adult illiteracy. 
The Youth Service  
In the second half of the nineteenth century there began 
the provision of organised educational, social and recreative 
facilities for young people. 
	 It was made possible very largely by 
voluntary organisations which received little or no aid from public 
funds, until November 1939 where the British Government decided that 
responsibility for youth welfare was to be undertaken by the Board 
of Education. 
	
The Board set up a National Youth Committee and urged 
all the local education authorities for Higher Education to set up 
local Youth Committees. 	 This joint responsibility has been maintained. 
By the Education Act 1944 it became a part of Further Education. 
Years later the Government set up a Youth Service Develop— 
ment Council and established a National College for the Training of 
Youth Leaders. 
The central direction of the Youth Service remains with 
the Department of Education and Science, and the local adrhinistration 
with the local education authority. The main bodies providing the 
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services can be grouped as follows: 
Local Education Authorities; 
Uniformed Voluntary Institutions, for instance, the 
Scouts Association, the Girl Guides Association, the 
Boys' Brigade; Army Cadet Force Association, the Church 
Lads' Brigade; the Girls' Brigade, St. John Ambulance 
Brigade, etc. 
Nonuniformed "club" organisations providing a general 
range of facilities,for example, the National Association 
of Youth Clubs, the National Association of Boys' Clubs, 
Y.1.C.A. Boys' Work—Section, Y.M.C.A.,Welsh Association 
of Youth Clubs, etc. 
Non—uniformed organisations pursuing particular 
purposes or activities, for instance, Community Service 
Volunteers, Duke of Edinburgh's Award, International 
Voluntary Service, National Youth Theatre, National 
Federation of Youth Farmers' Clubs, Welsh League of Youth, 
Youth Hostels Association, etc. (92). 
All these and other associations are represented in England 
on the National Council for Voluntery Youth Services, a body which 
exists to promote and sustain the interest of all, and in particular 
to present their views to the Department of Education and Science; 
and the Council for Wales of Voluntary Youth Services which under—
takes a similar function for Wales. 
In October 1982 the Review Groups on the Youth Service in 
England presented a Report to the Government in which the need for 
better management and more efficient use of resources in the Youth 
Service was stressed. 	 In July 1984 the Government's response was 
announced. 
	 In it the Government proposed the establishment of 
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a national advisory body on Youth Service matters and additional 
grant aid. 
In Wales, H.M. Inspectorate carried nut a survey of the 
Welsh Youth Service and published it in February 1984. 	 In May 
1985 the Minister of State (at the Welsh Office) announced the 
setting up of the Wales Youth Partnership with the aim of providing 
an infrastructure for the coordination and development of youth 
work practice with emphasis on training and the dissemination of 
information (93). 
Permanent Education and the England and Wales  
Experience: Some Reflections  
If the English and Welsh educational system is analysed, 
it is not possible to say that it is based on the principles of 
permanent education. 	 However if one looks into the system's 
historical background it can be seen that as early as 1919 the term 
permanent education appeared in an Adult Education Report (as stated 
in Chapter Two). 	 On the other. hand the Education Act of 1944 
established that education, "is a lifelong process organised... 
(see page 144 ). 
looking at education in England and Wales today one can 
observe that considerable educational change has taken place in the 
last twenty years or so. 
These changes included, among others, the raising of the 
school leaving age to 16, the reorganisation of secondary schools 
into comprehensives which means that now over 90 per cent of students 
are in these kind of schools, and changes in the teacher training 
system. 	 There has been a substained attempt to bring more efficiency 
to the state system of schooling, reforming school curricula and 
examinations, teacher performance, and educational standards. 
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The educational system has been largely democratised and 
has been an important agency in sponsoring social mobility. This 
system shows a capacity for gradual change, a capacity for the 
assimilation of new ideas and concepts in spite of preserving 
many of its inherited characteristics. 
The climate of opinion is favourable to change in educa—
tion and many of the changes envisaged, like many of the features 
of the existing educaional scene, are along lines traced by exponents 
of permanent education, but undoubtedly the most relevant form 
of permanent education in this system is the Open University now 
recognised in Britain and worldwide as one of the most important 
educational and social developments of the century. 
	
This university 
adopted a pioneering role in offering a second chance to those who 
missed or were denied the opportunity to have a traditional 
university education, and for this reason the Open University has 
become in the major innovatory force with higher education today. 
Also important is the Further Education sub—system, which is so 
flexibly organised that a student may enter it at any level and 
progress within it so far as his capacity will carry him. 
Having already described the provision in three other 
countries, the next chapter describes that in Chile. 
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Chapter Six 
CHILE 
CHILEAN EDUCATION IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE  
Latin American countries have had a common initial history 
but the evolution of each of them has been somewhat different in 
many aspects. 
	
Educationally, the differences are greater than in 
other aspects. 	 Chile has throughout its history been at the fore— 
front of 'liberal' social thought in Latin America and the trans—
lation of that thought into policy and has been considered to have 
one of the most advanced educational systems in Latin America. 
As J.P. Farrell has pointed out, 
"while many Chileans have concerned themselves with 
trying to explain why they have not done better educa—
tionally, foreign observers more typically have tried 
to understand how they have managed to do so well" (1). 
It is important to have some perception of the fact that 
as early as 1813 the provisional government enacted a statute 
calling for the establishment of locally supported schools for boys 
and girls in all towns, with more than 50 inhabitants (2). 
	
The 
same year the Institute National was created, making the first 
major educational effort of the newly independent republic. 
"The institute was designed to provide general instruction 
for those entering civil, ecclesiastic, military and 
commercial professions" (3). 
Chile was the first Latin American nation to establish a 
system of public instruction (in 1842). 
	 By 1850 the University of 
Chile was established (4). 
	 Elementary education was declared to 
be free of cost in 1d60, and the same law (Organic Law of Primary 
Education of 1860) decreed that at least one primary school for each 
sex has to be established in all departments with more than 2,000 
inhabitants (5). 
	 The social demand for schooling was growing and 
the growth in the educational system was impressive. 
	 According to 
E.Hamuy 
	
(6) the percentage of school—age children enrolled in 
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school between 1865 and 1952 was : 
18650  10.9% 1875, 17.1% 1885, 20.4% 
1895, 27.7% 1907, 35.5% 1920, 46.2% 
1930, 60.6% 1940, 57.5% 1952, 61.6%. 
In 1877 a Presidential decree granted women equal rights 
to secondary and higher education and access to the professions and 
Chile became the first Latin American country to admit women to 
the university and to allow them to practice the liberal professions (7). 
Chile established the first Normal School in Latin 
America only two years after the first such institution appeared 
in the United States, and in 1920 enacted the first law for 
compulsory elementary education for all children under fifteen 
years of age (8). The 1920 law went into effect in March 1921 pro— 
viding all children with four years of schooling. 	 Children under 
the age of 16 were prohibited from employment unless their schooling 
has been fulfilled (9). 
In 1925 a new political constitution was drawn up. 
Article No. 10 of the new constitution guarantees freedom of 
teaching, stipulates that public education (state education) is 
one of the main concerns of the State, and makes elementary 
education compulsory (10). 
The State, by means of a Ministry of Public Education 
and the national universities, made itself the chief promoter of 
cultural development. 	 To the national university with numerous 
ctimpuses were added Catholic and private secular institutions. 
The first attempt at global reform occurred in 1928 with 
changes in administration, curriculum and teaching methods. 
	 But, 
because, as I. Nunez points out, 
"it went beyond what the existing social system would 
permit" (11), 
the reform was cancelled having lasted less than a year. 	 However, 
some of its elements came into the system. 	 As I. NOnez notes, 
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"The principles of the new pedagogy were incorporated 
into the official doctrine for the Chilean primary 
school. 	 Some elements of a modern and realistic 
secondary education came to be recognised by Decree. 
In—service teacher training and the possibility of 
experimentation within the classroom and in the 
internal organisation of the school were accepted" (12). 
After 1930 the humanities enjoyed an important revival in 
the social disciplines a noticeable development. 	 In 1939 the 
Chilean Union of Teachers elaborated a plan of educative policy as 
a contribution to the Popular Front (centre—left government) (13), 
which tried to develop the education quantitatively; increase the 
technical education, develop cultural broadcasting; and improve 
the teachers' economic situation. 
In 1945 a gradual plan of renovation of Secondary Education 
began. 
	 The main aims of this plan were: flexibility of curriculum, 
students' participation and emphasis in the professional orientation. 
To test the feasibility of these plans experimental schools were 
established in Santiago and other parts of the country. 
	
Unfortu— 
nately this modernisation effort had only limited success (14) in 
spite of wide political support as well as a North American technical 
and financial aid that this plan got (15). 	 Also in 1945, a group 
of educators started another experiment in San Carlos, a rural area 
in the centre—south of Chile, 
"The San Carlos Plan attempted to develop a local 
educational system which integrated all levels of 
schooling under a single administration.... 
	
and 
attempted to establish 	 much closer links between 
the schools and the local community — in essence 
using the school as a centre for community mobili—
sation" (16). 
In spite of this experiment's ending in 1948, it was the 
base for a number of 'consolidated schools' which were established 
over the next 20 years (thirteen consolidated schools by 1962 and 
thirty—one by 1974) (17). 
But the implementation of a major national reform pro— 
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gramme came together with the Christian Democratic regime. 	 In 1964 
the Christian Democratic Party came into power bringing with it an 
ostensibly new ideology. 	 This ideology combined the humanist 
philosophy of Vlaritain and a developmentalist economic programme. 
From both sources came a strong imperative for educational reform. 
So, the government started a programme of political, socio—economic 
and educational reforms, placed high priority upon educational 
reform. 
One of Frei's pre—election speeches demonstrates the 
critical role of education in the Christian Democratic programme: 
"The goal of our administration will be not only to 
have the economy grow faster, but also to have the 
fruits of that growth distributed more equally among 
the people. 
	 There are two ways in which this can 
be done. 	 One is to invest in the education of the 
people; if every Chilean were to have at least a 
primary education — and a secondary education would 
be better — this would increase productivity, and 
we could produce more. 
	 But it would also decrease 
the gaps between incomes caused by different levels 
of education. 	 The other road is to increase the 
use of technology. 
	 Technology also increases pro— 
ductivity, and so has effects similar to those of 
improved education" (18) 
The legislative basis for this reform was Executive 
Decree No. 27952 of December 7, 1965, which sought, 
"to modify the educational system with the objective 
of achieving a better and more harmonious develop—
ment of all aspects of the individuals' personality 
to prepare him for a productive life and to enable 
him to participate intelligently in the cultural. 
social and economic development process of the 
country" (19). 
By means of this decree the process of educational reform started, 
giving a new structure to the formal system. 
	 The new structure, 
beginning in 1966 was composed of four levels: 
Pre—school education; 
Basic education; 
Secondary or Intermediate Education, and 
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Higher education (Art.1).  
Pre—school education served children under the age of 
7 years and its fundamental objective was the integral development 
of the child's personality and his intelligent adaptation to his 
social and natural milieu (Art.2).  
Basic education provided schooling for children from 
7 to 15 years of age (and was thus extended from 6 to 8 years). 
This level was divided into two sub—cycles of four years each; 
the second four years making deeper vocational exploration. 
	
The 
purpose of this level was the integral development of the child's 
personality, his preparation for participation in society and 
guidance in his decision to continue studies, or enter to the 
labour force (Art.3). 
Secondary or Intermediate education was divided into two 
branches: humanistic — scientific and vocational — technical 
both with four years in duration. 
	
At the end of this level each 
student received a certificate of completion (Art.4). 
	
This level 
was reduced from 6 to 4 years. 	 Although it was still divided into 
the academic and the vocational branches a same legel status to 
both branches was given, so for the first time students from the 
technical—professional branch were able to apply to university. 
The reform also decreed that for the first time girls could attend 
the agricultural and industrial courses in the vocational branch. 
Higher education included Normal school training for 
elementary school teachers and advanced technical studies. 
	
Regular 
university education was offered under different auspices, independent 
of the Ministry of Education's Superintendencia. 	 These 
	 higher 
education programmes were coordinated through the national university 
system, although directly by the Ministry of Education (Art.5) (20) 
The Christian Democratic regime's reform was predicated 
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upon four principles: 
"First was the socio—cultural responsibility of education. 
That is education must promote the integral development, 
spiritual and material, of the individual, incorporate 
the individual into the life of the nation, instil demo—
cratic values, and serve the nation's economic develop— 
ment. 	 Secondly, came preparation for productive life, 
meaning that education should impart skills necessary 
for entry into the labour force. 	 Thirdly, there was the 
principle of access to education as a human right —
education should be available to all citizens as far as 
their abilities could carry them. 	 Fourthly, the reform 
embodied the concept of education as a lifelong process, 
and thus not concerned solely with formal schooling 
during childhood and adolescence" (21). 
For these goals to be achieved, education provision had to 
be expanded teaching methods and curriculum modernised and 
administrative structure reformed. 
In the first year of government 1,500 new schools were 
set up, and resources were provided to build new buildings and to 
increase the production of trained teachers. 	 By 1970 new currtu— 
lum had been designed and implemented for all eight grades. Evalua—
tion also changed, permanent assessment was used to replace examina—
tions. 
To provide support for all of these changes a Centre for 
In—service Training and Educational Experimentation was established. 
By 1970, 
"three quarters of all teachers had received at least 
one in—service training experience averaging three 
weeks in duration; 3.65 million primary school texts 
had been designed, printed and distributed (just over 
two books per enrolled student)" (22). 
In 1966 the  Instituto Nacional de Capacitacion Profesional  
(INACAP) was established to provide professional and technical 
training for industrial workers and in that year 12.942 workers 
registered (23). 
In 1967 in order to help young people who were neither in 
school nor employed, the National Aperenticeship System was created 
(Decree 9163). This programme was intended for youth from 14 to 18 
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years of age in a work—study plan which lasts 3 years and provides 
them with a basic education certificate and a technical speciality (24). 
In 1966 the Ministry of Education in order to respond to 
the educational needs of adults, established an Adult Education 
Agency which had three programmes: 
a basic education programme with evening classes, 
which after a thirty—month period provided students with 
a basic education certificate; 
a humanistic—scientific intermediate education programme 
which after 4 years of evening classes provided students 
with a secondary school certificate; and a 
community development programme which provided training 
and educational activities in such areas as mechanics, 
electricity, fishing and cooking, through community 
organisations (25). 
There were programmes of adult literacy in which the Paulo 
Freire's method of literacy training were used. 	 Coordinators were 
trained and then integrated into literacy programmes. 
	
Between 
1965-1970 there were over 3000 literacy centres throughout the 
country and the rate of illiteracy was reduced from 16.4 per cent 
in 1960 to 11.7 per cent in 1970 (26). 
Looking into the results of this reform there can be no 
doubt that a significant quantitative expansion of the educational 
system was achieved. 	 As E. Schiefelbein and J.P. Farrell have 
pointed out, 
"Between 1965 and 1970, primary enrolment doubled and 
enrolment at the secondary and university levels tripled. 
While in 19642 87 per cent of the population age 7 to 12 
were in school, by 1970 the figure was raised to 95 per 
cent and by 1972 had come close to 100 per cent. 	 By 
1970 85 per cent of those entering grade 1 were doing so 
on time (at 7 years of age) and primary repetition rates 
were drastically reduced. 
	 Roughly 0.2 million children 
who had previously been denied access to a meaningful 
basic education were accommodated in the schools, to the 
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point that by March 1970 all children who requested entrance 
to primary schools were enrolled. 	 Whereas before the 
reform only about a third of those who started grade 1 
completed their 6 year primary cycle, by 1970 half of the 
entrants completed the full 8 years of basic education. 
Whereas before the reform about a third of those who 
completed primary school did not continue on into grade 7, 
by 1970 almost all students who completed grade B enrolled 
in secondary school, and about 40 per cent of secondary 
starters completed the cycle" (27). 
Another positive point is the increase in expenditure on 
education which "rose from 2.7 per cent of G.N.P. in 1965 to 4.9 
per cent in 1968 and 4.5 per cent in 1969" (28). 
But, in spite of its achievements this reform has been 
strongly criticised. The main objections were: 
the reform failed to address the roots of Chile's 
educational ills; 
the reform served only to reinforce the existing 
capitalist structure; 
the reform tended to aggravate rather than alleviate 
Chile's educational, crisis (29). 
According to I. Nunez 	 the Frei government had attempted reform 
through expansion of the educational system, when the more serious 
problem -was one of retention, or keeping students in school. 	 High 
drop—out or wastage rates were not due to insufficient educational 
facilities, but to more basic social ills, such as poverty, mal—
nutrition, and unemployment (30). 
The critics added that the changes were too strongly 
influenced by North American thinking (the Christian Democratic 
full programme exactly reflected the Alliance for Progress goals), 
and they insisted that the reform was conceptualised and financed 
by North Americans; there were North American educational advisors 
during planning and implementation of the reform (31). 
	
Measures 
of educational policy had been studied and decided without taking 
into account the point of view of teachers and the rest of the 
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educational community (32). 
	
On the other hand immense sums were 
received as aid by Chile from the World Bank, U.S. Aid and other 
sources (33). 
It seems that the Christian Democrat Party itself under—
stood the degree of criticism against this educational reform, 
because the candidate in the 1970 Presidential Election, incorpora—
ted in his platform some proposals in order to improve and redirect 
the original educational reform. 
In 1970 the Popular Unity Government was elected. 
	
There 
was no educational policy as such in 1970. 
	
Education was not a 
priority area, nor was it the key to social change and social justice, 
it was going to be one among many elements in the struggle for 
socialism. 	 But that does not mean that this government did not have 
a position on education, or that it was not critical of the 
educational system that had been inherited. 
The new government saw the educational system as elitist, 
antidemocratic, and denationalising". 
	 It was elitist because it 
allowed access to higher education only to students from upper, and 
upper—middle class while students from working class backgrounds have 
an average of no more than 3-4 years of schooling, and vast segments 
of the population were left out of education. 	 It was anti—demo— 
cratic because of the high levels of dropout and because of the 
structure of the system which contained different levels of status, 
and the centralised and bureaucratic character of its direction. It 
was denationalising because it had imported in the past, educational 
models from Germany, France and the United States, which had not 
taken into account the actual Chilean situation, problems and 
needs (34). 
Yet, in spite of the Popular Unity Government not making 
the area of education its first policy priority, in October 1970, 
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the Superintendencia de Educacion published a report according to 
which the general objectives for the Chilean educational system were 
to be, 
"(1) guaranteeing access to school for all children of 
school age and opening the schools to adults to form a 
system of permanent education; 
(2) assuring that students would not drop out of the 
system; 
(3) achieving real participation by educational workers, 
students, parents, workers' organisations, and the people 
in general in the transformation of the educational 
system within the framework of national planning; 
(4) orienting the educational system to the interests of 
the working class rather than the interests of the bour—
geoisie; 
(5) redefining the role of the educator in terms of the 
requirements of the proposed socio—economic transformation, 
and 
(6) producing graduates who would be critical and creative, 
who would feel solidarity and who would contribute to 
the construction of a socialist society" (35). 
This same report gave specific recommendations for 
immediate measures such as: 
To increase the capacity of the system. 
To simplify the administrative process for enrolment. 
To increase the funds for school assistance, and to ensure 
that the aid was delivered to the students in need of it. 
To improve the control and supervision to private schools 
in order to ensure that private school teachers received 
the same salaries as public school teachers, that all 
private school teachers would be licensed to teach in 
Chile, that foreign texts would be used in private schools 
only with the Ministry of Education's approval. 
To train university students as literacy instructors for 
a literacy campaign. 
To increase by 100 per cent the spaces for pre—school 
education. 
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For the Popular Unity Government the entire system of education had 
to be changed and democratised, 
"with the notion of democratisation going far beyond 
a formal commitment to providing equal educational 
opportunities" (36). 
Together with democratisation came the idea of unification and the 
unity of theory and practice. 
"Education would be a continuous and lifelong process, 
free from narrow and restrictive compartmentalisation" (37). 
According to the Programra Basico (Basic Programme) of 
the Popular Unity election platform"the transformation of the 
education system must not be the work only of experts" (38). 
	 So, 
under Popular Unity the question of educational change and direction 
was opened to discussion at all levels of the system. 
At the end of 1971 the Ministry of Education initiated 
a national debate on education, calling The First National Congress, 
which involved teachers, trade unions, students, universities, 
community organisations and parents. 	 This Congress concentrated 
on the following issues: 
Equality of educational opportunity; 
Worker education; 
Reforms of teaching and the curriculum; 
The promotion of new values of human solidarity; 
The need for a unified system (this new comprehensive 
system was to be called Escuela Nacional Unificada (ENU) — 
the National Unified School); 
Restructuring and decentralisation of the administration; 
The new role of the teacher; 
Private schools (39). 
Following the National Congress, in 1972 the government 
prepared the Democratisation Decree. 	 It stated that, 
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"The central objective of educational democratisation is 
the full participation of all workers in the educational 
sector, of parents, students, community organisations, 
rural and urban workers, in the direction, administration 
and government of educational and cultural services, 
and sure access to everyone to the benefits" (40). 
This first version of the law was rejected by the 
Contraloria General de la Republica, so in March of 1973 a second 
very similar version was submitted and approved. 
In February 1973, the government publicised the most 
controversial Chilean educational issue, the Unified National 
School. 	 More than a year before, the National Congress of 
Education in its final report had recognised the need to establish 
one. 	 This report contained some proposals made earlier by UNESCO 
and other international organisations. 	 Formally speaking 
what was proposed was, 
"a two—tiered system which would allow for the merger 
of formal and extra—mural schooling. 
	
The first tier 
was pre—school education, up to six years, which 
would eventually include family education projects. 
The second tier was general and polytechnic education 
for those between 6 and 13. 
	
This would be divided into 
three stages, the first four years would be a common 
general curriculum; years 5 to 8 would begin the process 
of specialisation; and the final 4 years would consist 
of a core curriculum with a concentration on a 
'speciality'. 	 ENU units were to be based on existing 
local school units. 
	
Private schools were to conform 
to the ENU structure and curriculum" (41). 
(The Report showing the entire 
	 project of the Unified National 
School will be presented in this thesis as an appendix.) 
The plans met with bitter opposition. 
	 The idea of a 
Unified National School was never applied in the Chilean educational 
system and as a result of the increasing political and economic 
crisis in the country, it was abandoned in March of 1973. 
In summary during this period educational provision 
continued to expand. 
	 Working class and peasant children were 
encouraged to gain access to secondary and higher education. Great 
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importance was given to technical training schemes. 
	
Enrolments 
increased, 
"the effective enrolment in the schools system in 
1970 was 2,420,000 and this figure rose to 2,847,955 
in 1973... at the pre—primary level 74,800 children 
were enrolled in 1971, a 20 per cent increase over 
1970; in basic education a 3.4 per cent increase was 
achieved, in secondary education 360,800 pupils were 
enrolled, an increase of 23.2 per cent over 1970" (42). 
A great number of community educational and cultural projects were 
developed in the shanty towns and in the countryaisw, including 
literacy classes. 
	 A National Board of Pre—schools was set up in 
1970 to provide nutritional , medical and educational services 
to children under 5 years of age. 
The government was concerned with promoting popular 
Chilean culture, so cultural centres were set up throughout the 
country. 	 From mid-1971 a state sponsored publishing house 
Quimantu,_ was founded which produced a wide range of less expensive 
school materials, cultural materials cheap books, etc. 
As it has been said earlier the key project on education, 
the Unified National School was never implemented and in formal terms 
there was little change in the educational system; but looking into 
the ENU project the major educational goals of the government were 
to integrate the school into society, to break the division between 
theory and practice to finish. with internal differentiation and 
hierarchy within schools. 
With the overthrow of President S. Allende on September 11 
of 1973, Chile lost its long tradition of peaceful and democratic 
rule. 
	 The 1973 military coup, where President Allende was killed, 
was unique for Chile's history, 
"not only did it represent an instance of infrequent 
military intervention, but in the Chilean context its 
level of brutality and violence was shocking" (43). 
The military junta quashed all Popular Unity policies and 
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programmes, and the entire constitutional system; and took upon 
itself all executive and legislative powers. 	 Censorship came to 
the mass media and military control of universities and schools 
came into force. 
"a network of military authorities and representatives 
was established parallel to, or replacing the civil— 
administrative staff. 	 At the same time a rigid 
hierarchy of functions was set up and a system was 
imposed, whereby posts were filled by a closed secret 
system of appointment rather than by the former method 
of open public competition. 
	
All the participatory 
practices and such organisations as student centres 
and teachers' unions were abolished, as was the 
Consejo Nacional de Educacion (National Education Council). 
In this way, an authoritarian educational regime was 
created which persists to this day" (44). 
As a result of a diagnosis of the educational situation 
of the country, a process of transformation was initiated, 
"policies of decentralisation were formulated, and were 
implemented through the regionalisation and reorganisation 
of the country's internal governmental structure. 
Regional Ministerial Secretariats were created (through 
Decree Law No. 575, 1974) which were linked to the 
structure of regional government... " (45). 
The educational policy of the military junta have three 
basic major objectives, 
"the inculcation of moral and patriotic values; the 
depoliticisation of the educational system; the 
promotion of a competitive, meritocratic system that 
rewards those who best embody the virtues promoted 
by the state. 
	 In addition the junta has affirmed 
its belief in the extension of basic educational 
opportunities to all peoples the need for organised 
and national planning and control of the educational 
system, and the increased professionalisation of 
teachers" (46). 
During those years of military government new curricula 
for primary and secondary education were implemented and a series 
of documents regarding the restructuring of education have 
appeared. 
	 For instance, Directives Presidenciales sobm 
Educacion Nacional (Presidential Directives on National Education); 
the educational policy has been expressed in the Declaracion de  
Principios de la Junta de Gobierno (Declaration of Principles of the 
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Government Junta). 	 This Declaracion de Principios contained the 
the following statement on education, 
"It is imperative that we change the Chilean's mentality.. 
the Government of the Armed Forces intends to open a new 
phase in our national destiny, giving way to new genera—
tions of Chileans who have been shaped in a school of 
healthy civic habits". 
It later states more specifically that education is the basis of 
the solution to the deep, 
"moral and economic crises of the developed western 
world... where we see that even when material well—
being is for everyone, this is not sufficient to 
have a balanced society..." 
education must therefore, 
"promote those moral and spiritual values which belong 
to our Chilean Christian tradition which locates 
everything in its proper place according to man's 
ultimate end. 	 Our education should in this context 
respect freedom of teaching and each person's 
indidivual conscience... strengthen the knowledge 
and love of all our compatriots for Chile, its 
geography, history and its people. 	 Through such re— 
unification with the roots of our nationality, values 
and virtues to face the difficult challenge ahead 
will arise" (47). 
In relation to control over education the junta has 
used the same means in all sectors of national life, and a dual 
mechanism was established: 	 the Ministry of Education to control 
the technical and administrative aspects of education, and the 
Commando de Institutos Militares, to control ideological, disciplinary 
and security matters. 
The budget for education decreased. 
	 In 1970, 22 per cent 
of the total state budget went to education, in 1974 only 12.5 
per cent. 	 The education budget was redistributed, reallocating 
money from the university sector to the primary and pre—primary 
sector. 	 Fees have been introduced for secondary schools; primary 
education also has to be paid for (48). 
Through this document called Directives Presidenciales  
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so bre Educacic,1 Nacional (March 1979), structural changes of the 
educational system were announced. 	 Together with the document, a 
letter from the President to the Minister of Education was published. 
The letter gives the ideological content to the changes and 
specifies that the State will only provide primary education and 
maintain secondary schools that already exist. 	 Secondary education 
must be paid for. 	 The President told the Minister about his 
intention of progressively privatisating 
	
education keeping its 
rule—setting and supervisory duties. 
By Decree Law 4002 of ZYth May 1980 the orientation, 
content and organisation of the educational system in accordance 
with the Presidential Directives were fixed. 	 The Decree has 25 
articles which give to teachers detailed instructions on the 
curriculum, timetable and emphasis they should provide in their 
teaching. 
The educational changes began with the transfer of state 
schools to the municipalities, 	 (Decree Law 1-3063), and the 
government justified these changes by appealing to many arguments 
such as, 
"(a) through municipalisation the process of decentrali—
sation is deepened thereby allowing greater efficiency in 
the solution of problems; 
(b) municipalisation improves the rationalisation of 
educational administration by leaving the Ministry of 
Education with only the normative duties of supervision 
and control to fulfil; 
(c) more social participation will be made possible; 
(d) municipalisation will allow an improvement in the 
quality of education to be achieved; and 
(e) teacher's salaries will improve by virtue of the 
greater availability of resources at the disposal of 
the municipalities; 
(f) furthermore, the occupational opportunities of 
teachers will be broadened for they will be able to 
select the municipalities they will work for in 
accordance with their interest and aspirations" (49). 
This change was introduced extremely fast and in a large 
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scale during 1980-82, and because of the recession Chile entered 
and acute economic crisis and the process of municipalisation was 
stopped. 	 According to L. Egana and A. Magendzo (50) at that 
time 84 per cent of Chile's schools had been transferred to the 
municipalities. 
Other educational policy was the transference of 
technical vocational schools to the private sector and the creation 
of new private schools under the stimulus of state subventions. 
In relation to universities, until 1973 they constituted 
an entirely autonomous system, financed by the state but independent 
of the Ministry of Education. 	 There were eight universities: 
the University of Chile (the large one); the State Technical 
University, the University Austral, the Catholic University 
(private), the Catholic University of Valparaiso (private), the 
University of the North (private), the Technical University of 
Federico Santa Maria, the University of Concepcion. 
In 1967 there was a University Reform which transformed 
them: 
	
all administrative stuctures were democratised; all the 
university authorities were elected by the university community 
as a whole (students, teachers and administrators); the curriculum 
was modernised; new areas and levels of study were established; 
the universities became involved in providing educational and 
cultural services to the community and courses were set up for 
workers and other sectors, and this process continued until September 
of 1973. 
Within the first days of the coup most of the universities 
were occupied by the armed forces. 	 By Decree Law 50 (end of 
September 1973) all university Rectors were removed and military 
sectors were appointed. 
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"The task of the new military Rectors was to annul the 
universities reform. 
	
All channels of participation and 
all democratic decision—making bodies were eliminated. 
Evening courses were cancelled and workers no longer 
admitted. 	 Timetables were changed because of the curfew, 
thus preventing many students from working and studying 
at the same time. 
	
All teaching and research activity 
was supervised by the Council of Rectors — all military 
men. 	 Research centres were closed on the grounds 
that they were 'unduly conflictive' " (51). 
In 1980 a new University Law was decreed which established 
a system very different, in which tertiary education has been 
diversified: in addition to the universities there are new 
institutes, academies and technical colleges. 	 Provision has been 
made for the creation of private universities which will not receive 
any state financial support; and the state—run universities have 
to aim to be self—financing since most of them receive very limited 
subsidies. 
Students have to pay a registration fee and then monthly 
fees, 
"at rates graded according to the market value of their 
particular discipline on the professional job market" (52) 
and because of this there has been a 12 per cent drop in the number 
of students from the poorest sector, and an increase in the number 
of students from the rich sector. 
In summary, three facts are clear in the military junta's 
educational policy, 
The junta has finished with the growing democratisation 
of the education; 
the junta has increased privatisation of education 
especially at secondary level, (the state "will only pro— 
vide educational services where and when the private sector 
is unable or unwilling to do so" (53); and 
the junta has decentralised education establishing 
Regional Offices of the Ministry of Education, which in 
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practice are organs of control and supervision by 
the regime. 
Chilean Educational System  
The Chilean educational system has the following features: 
(1) 
	
Principles, Goals and Objectives of Education  
The Political Constitution of Chile (1980) grants the 
right of education, and establishes that the objective of education 
is the full development of the individual in the different stages 
of life. 	 Parents have the preferential right and the duty of 
educating their children and the concern of the State is to grant 
special protection in the exercise of this right. 
The Political Constitution also acknowledges the liberty 
of teaching, including the rights of opening, organising and 
maintenance of educational establishments, without any other 
limitation than those imposed by ethics, good habits, public order 
and national security. 
In accordance with constitutional precepts, the State 
considers that education is one of its principal responsibilities 
and devotes special attention to it, preserving their normative 
and controlling obligations. 
	
At the same time it stimulated the 
participation of the private sector in educational work. 
The general objectives of education are the following: 
To achieve the physical, intellectual and moral develop—
ment of individuals on the basis of maintaining and 
broadening the cultural patrimony of the nation. 
To promote the equality of opportunities. 
To allow the constant adaptation of the educational system 
to the needs of the country and their citizens. 
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To promote activities that facilitate the development of 
the process of permanent education. 
The specific objectives that the government intends to 
obtain through its educational policy are: 
To decrease the natgral:, illiteracy and that caused by 
knowledge loss. 
To incorporate into pre—school education the maximum 
number possible of children aged 2 to six years with 
few resources through programmes of assistance to creche 
and play schools. 
To obtain the universality of Basic education, incorpora—
tion progressively the whole population in age for this 
level that for any reason have not been incorporated into 
the system or have left it. 
To promote the development of Middle education, so that 
anyone who wishes to continue studying may receive know—
ledge, allowing them to incorporate themselves into the 
work force, to continue higher studies or combining both 
activities. 
To train professionals of higher level required for the 
economic growth and the development of cultures  
scientific research and technological improvement of the 
country. 
To guarantee equal opportunities. cf access to education 
and to cultural property, the state assuming the res—
ponsibility of financing the cost of education for those 
who do not have the means to do it, independent of the 
type of establishment the student or their tutors choose 
to obtain (54). 
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(2) 	 System of Administration  
In accordance with the decentralisation policy being 
gradually applied, the administration system is now structured at 
the following levels: 
(a) Central (or national) level  
The Ministry of Education is the responsible authority 
that, according to the directing lines given by the Supreme 
Government, defines the educational policies and culture develop—
ment, ratifies and renders official the general norms and plans 
for this sector, cautioning the appropriate administration and 
educative management. 
(b) The Sub—secretariat of Education  
This organ is in charge of interpreting the educational 
policies into precise instructions, elaborating technical disposi—
tions and functioning of educational sector in the scope of their 
competence, and finally of controlling the fulfilment of these 
norms and instructions. 
(c) The General Directorship of Education  
This organ is in charge of studying, elaborating and 
proposing the technico—pedagogical norms for the applicatior of 
educational policies, plans and programmes. 
	 Also it must super— 
vise, orient and evaluate not only public but also private education. 
(d) The Bureau of Culture  
This organ is entrusted with studying, elaborating and 
proposing the norms intended to perform the cultural development 
policy of the country and to supervise its execution. 
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(e) 	 The "Superintendencia" of Education  
(In the future to be re—named Planning and Budget Office.) 
This technical organ advises the Minister and orients the process 
of designing the educational and cultural sector, up to the level 
of the sectorial office of planning. 
Regional Level — 
Regional Secretariats of the Ministry of Education  
This organ is settled at local level in charge of ensuring 
the appropriate execution of sectorial policies in the region and 
adequate plans and programmes of study and any other technico—
pedagogical norms to the requirements of the region and also to 
administrate human material and financing resources under their 
jurisdiction. 
With respect to the curriculum administration, faculties 
have been delegated on the basis of certain general norms, with 
respect to the school calendar, the perfectioning of the teaching 
personnel and the educational supervision of public and private 
schools. 	 Parallel to this, a system of decentralised planning is 
being implemented in accordance with which the Regional Secretariats 
coordinate their activities with the Superintendency of Education 
on one hand, and on the other, with the Regional Planning and 
Coordination Secretariats which act as advisors to the highest 
respective authority, the Intendente. 	 This coordination facilitates 
the formulation of integrated projects of regional development, 
which are analysed in the first place, in the region itself, and 
later submitted for the consideration of the Government at central 
level for the assigning of financing resources in accordance with 
the national and regional priorities, and with the availability of 
public funds. 
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(g) Provincial Level  
The organisation, resources and functions of the organs 
of this level — provincial, departmental, and local educational 
headquarters — are subject to revision and will be determined 
exactly in the Reorganisation Law of the Ministry of Education. 
(h) Community Level  
In the education sector, the administrative decentralisa—
tion is intended to give greater agility and efficiqnty to educa— 
tional management. 
	
In order to achieve this, during the last years 
legislative measures have been dictated to regulate this process 
and to determine the procedure of gradual transfer of educational 
establishments of basic and middle level to municipalities. 
	
The 
transfer process was initiated at the end of 1980, to be extensively 
applied to the whole country in the shortest possible time. 
The responsibility of the administration of schools 
transferred lies with the muncipal authority. 
	
Schools are trans— 
ferred with the whole staff and with all their material resources. 
The staff ceases to belong to the Ministry of Education and instead 
comes under the disposition of the Labour code. 
(i) School Level  
Responsibility regarding administration of personnel and, 
in urban schools, a greater financing autonomy has been delegated 
to the headmasters. 
At the same time, at the pedagogic—technical level the 
flexibility of the plans and programmes of study allow the head—
masters and teachers to adapt themselves to the characteristics 
and needs of the students selecting the contents and most appro—
priate methods to achieve the objectives planned (55). 
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(3) Financing of Education  
The financial sources for the educational sector in Chile 
come from the central government (Budget of the Nation), from 
regional and community organs, from the contribution of the private 
sector, from private income of the schools, and from donations. 
During recent years an increase in the contributions of 
municipalities and private corporations is being observed as the 
administration of ba$ic and middle schools is transferred to these 
bodies. 
In 1980, 17.1 per cent of the National Budget was destined 
for education. 	 This amounted to about 3.2 per cent of G.N.P. 
	 The 
distribution between the educational levels was: 
Pre—school 5.08% 
Primary or Basic (grades 1-8) 47.77% 
Secondary or Middle (grades 9-12) 18.91% 
Primary Teaching Training 0.77% 
Higher (universities) 27.42% (56). 
(4) National System of Education —  
Organisation and Description of the Different Types 
of Education  
The fundamental components of this educational system are,: 
Pre—school education; 
Primary or Basic educatilin; 
Secondary or Middle education; 
Vocational education; 
Higher education; 
Training and improvement of teaching personnel; 
Adult education; 
Extracurricula education. 
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(a) Pre—school Education  
The main objective of this education is to cooperate with 
the family group in the integral development of the child's 
personality and its intelligent adaptation to its social and 
natural environment. 
	
A priority assistance has been given to this 
level through specific programmes designed for rural and marginal 
sectors. 
The levels of pre—school education are: 
Cr-eche: 
	 0 to 2 years; 
Nursery or pre—school: 2 to 4 years; 
Kindergarten: 4 to 5 years and 11 months. 
They are assisted by public and private organisms through creches, 
play schools or nurseries and annexe courses to primary or basic 
schools. 
In 1980, 127,219 children were enrolled in pre—school 
education (57). 
For admission to this level it is necessary to certify that 
the child has the required age for the corresponding level. 
(b) Primary or Basic Education  
This level comprises eight years of teaching (from 6 to 
13 or 14 years old). 
	 The general objective is to give the student 
the maximum possibilities of developing the skills which will 
permit him to grow in a balanced way from both the individual and 
social points of view, promoting his responsible integration into 
the family group. 
Students with deficiencies or limitations in their psycho—
motor development are attended to in special schools or differential 
groups in order to obtain in the shortest period their recovery and 
integration into normal education. 
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In 1980, 2,286,013 pupils were enrolled — a drop of 
nearly 50,000 from the 1974 figures (58). 	 This was due mainly to 
the economic depression but partly to a sharp decline in the birth 
rate during recent years. 
The curriculum for this level comprises reading and 
writing, mathematics, simple science, history, geography, social 
sciences, arts and crafts, music and physical education. 	 A 
foreign language (English or French) is introduced at the beginning 
of the seventh grade (59). 	 In private schools the foreign language 
tends to be introduced earlier. 
The promotion from one grade to another is based on the 
requirements stated in the norms and rules of evaluation and promo—
tion; marks are awarded on a scale of 7. 
Children who complete the full 8 grades of Primary or 
Basic education receive a primary school leaving certificate. 
(c) 	 Secondary or Middle Education  
Education in the middle school lasts four years and is 
open to students who have finished their basic education, and are 
not older than 16 years. 
	
It also requires the payment of a inscrip— 
tion fee, and a quota to the Centre of Parents and Tutors of the 
school. 
It is not compulsory and it is divided into two branches: 
humanistic—scientific and technico—professional. 
	
The first one 
prepares students for higher education, and the second one qualifies 
students for work in business. 
	
It is in turn sub—divided into four 
categories: industrial, agricultural, commercial and special services 
and techniques. 
	
The original intention was that those who completed 
these courses should move into industry, agriculture and commerce at 
the technician level, but in practice the majority aspire to go to 
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the university. 
	
On completing the middle school the student 
receives a school leaving certificate. 
In 1980 the secondary or middle school population 
totalled 628,757 — 430,400 on the humanistic—scientific branch, 
and 198,357 on the technico—professional branch (60). 
(d) 	 Vocational Education  
While much university and middle education is obviously 
vocational there is a parellel apprenticeship system for students 
who, having completed the eighth grade of their basic general 
education need to earn their living or do not wich to enter the 
middle school. 	 The apprenticeship system operates under the 
National Institute for Professional Training which has been largely 
funded from government sources. 
This Institute offers a wide range of practical courses 
in areas such as motor mechanics, machine mending, building 
construction, mining, different aspects of agriculture, in 28 well 
equipped regional centres. 	 Fees are modest and also modest 
academic qualifications are required. 
Courses normally last about four months but 100 per cent 
attendance is required. 
Another programme of this type is that which is operated 
under the Catholic University through its Departmento Universitario  
Ohrero Campesino with part—time courses in such subjects as 
electricity, computers, commerce, sewing, dressmaking, technical 
drawing etc. 
On a much smaller scale, similar types of courses are 
operated by university institutions, for instance the Technological 
Institute of the University of Chile in Santiago, and the Poly—
technical Institute of the Federico Santa Maria Technical University 
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in Valparaiso, with a branch in Talcalmano, (550 Km. south of 
Santiago). 
(e) 	 Higher Education  
This level of education intends to train high level 
professionals in a wide range of specialities according to the 
interest of students and the social—economic requirements of the 
Nation. 
Higher education is given by public and private universi— 
ties. 	 The universities are under military control. 	 The govern— 
ment appoints university rectors and vice—rectors. 
	
The Ministry 
of Education allocates university budgets while matters of 
university coordination are controlled by the National Council of 
Rectors. 
To go to this level it is necessary to have passed satis—
factorily all grades of secondary or middle education, and to take a 
test — the Academic Aptitude Test — which is the only examination 
taken nationally and is valid for all universities in Chile. 	 Each 
candidate is also required to take an additional Test of Specific 
Knowledge. 
	
The above mentioned data give to the candidate the 
marks that are published through the official press of universities. 
Entry into different careers is done by straight order of 
marks. 
	
The higher the candidate's score, the better the chances 
of being accepted for the university and course of his choice. 
	
The 
selected candidates must pay inscription fees in proportion to the 
family income. 
Besides the regular system described above each university 
maintains special systems of admission that are administered by the 
institution, aimed at applicants with specific characteristics, 
for instance, applicants who have finished their studies abroad; 
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worker applicants; serious physically limited applicants (blind, 
and others). 
In 1980 the universities' population totalled 119,008 
students (62). 
(f) 	 Training and Improvement of Teaching Personnel  
The training of these professionals requested by the 
educational system is carried out by the universities by means of 
their institutions. 
	
The basic criteria for teacher training are 
given by the Teacher Training National Coordination Council, 
created with representative of universities and Ministry of Education. 
To become a Pre—school teacher the course lasts 6 to 8 
semesters; Primary or Basic education teacher 4,6 to 8 semesters; 
Secondary or Middle education teachers 8 to 10 semesters (speciality 
included); 	 Special Education teachers, a post—graduate course of 
6 semesters (63). 
The universities train lecturers for Higher Education by 
means of post—graduate courses. 
In general, for careers in education, the study plan 
considers a unit of courses, some of them compulsory, and others 
optional. 
	 They are intended to general formation, both pedagogical 
and specialised and its structure varies according to the diverse 
specialities and mentions. 
	 The study plan is complemented with 
supervised teacher practice performed by the Faculty or School of 
Education. 	 To finish, teachers must present a special research 
work or an original work within their subject or specialism; in 
reference to this theme, the student must pass a degree examination. 
In relation to in—service training the University, in 
agreement with the Ministry of Education and the teachers' associa—
tion, carries out courses to help unqualified and semi—qualified 
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teachers obtain the full qualifications. 
	
The training and 
proficiency of in—service qualified teachers have been offered 
since 1966 and are carried out in the Centre for Educational 
Improvement Experiment and Pedagogical Research, through projects 
aimed to train supervisors at regional, district, and local level. 
In addition, agreements of the Ministry of Education 
with universities are carried out in the different regions of the 
country in order to fulfil regional requirements. 
In this way, the training and technico—superviser 
activity multiplies in order to qualify the educational process 
and to assist the system in a decentralised way. 
(g) Adult Education  
From 1965 Adult education was expanded greatly and received 
a new orientation. 
	
It was organised as a three—level system: 
one for the illiterate adult; one for the adult who wants to 
complete the basic general education programme; and one for the 
adult who is ready to enter the middle school. 
The general objectives of this level are: to promote the 
whole development of this student guaranteeing equal opportunities 
in the context of permanent education, and to incorporate him 
efficiently into the social—economic and cultural development of the 
nation. 
For admission at this level the student must be older than 
16 years of age and to be a worker. 
(h) Extra—curricula Education  
Some university branches maintain local radio stations 
with educational content in their programmes. 
In recent years there have been attempts to provide 
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television courses in such subjects as forest resources, economics, 
English and French. 
University extension departments, and cultural institutes 
maintained by the municipalities offer periodically courses in 
subjects such as philosophy, art, history, electricity in the home 
and handicrafts. 
Courses for learning foreign languages are offered by bi— 
national cultural institutes. 	 Centros de Madres (Mothers' Clubs) 
which are widely distributed throughout the country, offer courses 
in the areas of child care, home economics, dressmaking, and 
various handicrafts (64). 
The School Year  
According to the inner nature of the educative function, 
it is necessary to rationalise and plan school activities considering 
the specific characteristics of the different regions of the 
country. 
The school year begins in March and ends in December, 
with 36 lesson weeks, distributed into two semesters, with an 
interval of a 15 days vacations in winter. 	 It considers the 
following periods: 	 Organisation, development and evaluation of 
school activities. 
Permanent Education and The Chilean Experience:  
Some Reflections  
In order to find relations between the Chilean system of 
education and the objectives of permanent education, it is necessary 
to go back to the Christian Democratic regime educational reform of 
1965. 
	 In its principles one can find ideas about preparation for 
productive life; education seen as a human right; and the concept 
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of education as a life—lont process. 	 Paragraph iv of the 
Fundamental Principles of the Reform Policy reads as follows: 
"(iv) Education as a lifelong process — based on the 
'natural tendency of the human being to incorporate 
new knowledge and experience', a principle of education 
must be to serve the needs of all the population 
throughout its lifetime; in addition, as a corollary 
to the other fundamental principles of this policy, 
lifelong education serves changing technical needs and 
is the full realisation of the (continuing) right to 
education" (65), 
When this government implemented the reform, institutes were 
established in order to provide professional technical training 
(see page 212); a programme for study—work for youth from 14-18 
was also created; there were programmes of adult literacy using 
the Paulo Freire's methods, etc. 
In addition different types of educational provision were 
available, for instance, the area of non—formal or out—of—school 
education was reformed, and educational policy sought to extend 
services to those tho had left school prematurely. 
In order to improve living standards in disadvantaged 
areas, community—based projects were offered. 
During President Allende's government the general objectives 
of education were strongly based on the principles of permament 
education (see page 216 ). 
	
The ideas of 'democratisation' and 
'unification' of education, and the unity of theory and practice were 
the relevant features of the model of education which cannot be 
implemented because of the events of September 11th of 1973 (see 
page 217). 
With today's government which has been in charge from 
September 1973, all these policies were changed (see page 221). 
The growing democratisation of education was halted; privatisation 
of education increased dramatically, and decentralisation of 
education has been used as a form of control by the regime (see 
page 222), and in spite of the fact that one of the general 
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objectives of education makes reference to the development of the 
principle of permanent education, it really does not work properly. 
Some isolated actions, which could be considered as forms of 
permanent education have been performed, for instance: special 
educational plans for minority cultural groups and populations 
living in isolated rural areas; a programme of distance education, 
and apprenticeship parallel system which offers a range of pratical 
courses. 
In spite of the fact that some improvement is being made, 
the present situation in Chile obliges one to look at the future 
with some apprehension. 
After reviewing the systems of education in four countries 
an analysis will be made in the next chapter to show how in each 
of them attempts have been made to eradicate weaknesses in the 
systems. 
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Chapter Seven 
HOW THE FOUR SYSTEMS SHOWN HAVE ATTEMPTED TO  
ERADICATE THE INADEQUACIES OF PRESENT DAY  
EDUCATION. A BRIEF COMPARISON  
Before going into a comparison between the four systems 
shown in this study in relation to how they have attempted to 
eradicate the inadequacies of present day education, it could be 
useful here to briefly compare the four countries themselves. 
It should be clear that this study takes four countries 
of different cultural, ideological and developmental backgrounds 
and attempt is made here to discover similarities and differences 
between them. 
In the external context one can find, for instance: 
Cuba and Chile have cultural similarities, both of them 
share the Iberian heritage (language, religion, values). 
However, ideologically there is an enormous difference, 
one being a Marxist country, the other capatilist; from 
the point of view of development both are developing 
countries. 
Cuba and the German Democratic Republic have similar 
ideologies, both of them are Marxist countries, however, 
from the point of view of development, one is a developing 
country, the other a developed country. 
Cuba and England and Wales have no point of comparison 
either cultural, ideological or developmental. 
	 One has 
the Iberian heritage and the other the Anglo—Saxon 
heritage; one is a Marxist country the other a capitalist 
country; one is a developing country, the other is a 
developed country. 
The German Democratic Republic and England and Wales have 
cultural and developmental similarities: both have a 
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West European culture, and both are developed countries. 
There are no points of comparison between the German 
Democratic Republic and Chile. 	 One has a West European 
culture, the other the Iberian heritage; one is a Marxist 
country, the other capitalist; one is a developed country, 
the other a developing country. 	 However, in the past 
century, there was in Chile a German influence, especially 
in the educational field, (German models of education were 
implemented in Chile and German professors and teachers 
were appointed in Chile). 	 Today all this is covered by 
major ideological differences. 
England and Wales and Chile have ideological similarities, 
both are capitalist countries (differing on types of 
government, one being a democratic regime, the other 
a dictatorship); from the point of view of development, 
one is a developed country, the other is a developing 
country. 	 Regarding cultural similarities, there were 
some in the past century, when British financial influence 
was very strong in Chile, and English private schools were 
established. 
Looking into the educational systems themselves one can 
find: 
A centralised system of education in Cuba and the German 
Democratic Republic; a decentralised system of education 
in England and Wales and Chile. 
State public education in Cuba and the German Democratic 
Republic with a total absence of private education; and 
State public education 	 and private education in England 
and Wales and Chile. 
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Comprehensive education in Cuba and the German Democratic 
Republic; selective and comprehensive education in 
England and Wales and Chile. 
Regarding educational provision there exists between the 
four countries a huge diversity in relation to the amount and type 
of education offered. 	 All of them have, in some degree, formal, 
non—formal and informal education. 
	
All of them have attempted to 
implement some forms of permanent education. 
	
However, according 
to the facts shown in this study, the two socialist countries are 
ahead 	 in this field. 
If a comparison is now made between the four countries in 
relation to how they have attempted to eradicate inadequacies, it is 
possible to observe that all of them through forms of permanent 
education have addressed their problems. 	 For instance: 
Education in the German Democratic Republic is oriented 
towards the future demands of the scientific and technological 
revolution, the growing demand for specialist knowledge, and over 
expanding cultural and intellectual needs. 
In Cuba it is possible to observe that the objective 
behind improving education has been to bring education into line with 
the society they are building there. 	 This has meant deep—rooted 
changes in education so as to offer new generations the grounding 
they need in all aspects — ideological, political, intellectual, 
scientific—technological, physical, moral, aesthetic — while at the 
same time providing them with sound professional training. 
	 In 
this way the country will have the skilled workers, technicians and 
professionals it needs for economic and social development. 
In Chile, education is orientated to facilitate the develop—
ment of the individual's personality according to his capacity and 
interests, and contribute to accelerating the process of cultural, 
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social, and economic development within the country (1). 
Pre—school education in the German Democratic Republic has 
been extensively developed, placing this country in the forefront 
of European countries in the supply of pre—school facilities for 
children (2) working mothers are, in this sense, better off than 
any of their Eastern or Western neighbours. 	 Three—quarters of 
all pre—school children have places in creches or kindergartens (3) 
which offer the best guarantees for the children's development in 
the pre—school years. 
In England and Wales the growth of pre—school education 
started in the 1960s. 	 The Pre—school Play Groups Association 
(P.P.A.) has developed play—groups up and down the country and has 
also stressed the importance of parental involvement in the 
education of their children, and in 1972 the long—term goals were 
set out, which will provide pre—school education mainly on a part—
time basis, for all children of 3 or 4 years of age (4). 
In Chile pre—school education is given by public and private 
organs through creches, nurseries and annexe courses to primary or 
basic schools, and the government has put into practice an orienting 
instrument of pedagogical action for pre—school teachers (5). 
Cuba's pre—school education was created in 1961 to meet 
two essential needs: to take care of children from a very early 
age, and to facilitate the access of women to work (6). 
According to Berube, M.R., on one of his visits to a care 
centre he observed that, 
"The facilities were relatively new, bright and well 
kept and the children happy and relaxed.... 
	
The center's 
main goal was play. 	 However, educational activities 
were interwoven in the fabric of life there, and social 
development was emphasised. 
	 Music, art and mathematics 
were also part of the programme.... 
	
The day care center 
was substantially integrated. 	 Many black children played 
with the white children amiably and cooperatively... The 
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day care center had some of the characteristics of the 
regular school. 	 One room contained a patriotic corner 
where children brought cutonts of revolutionary heroes. 
The older children maintained a garden. 	 The center also 
had a Parents' Council with regular assemblies... this 
center was free of charge and all materials and food 
were also without cost to the families" (7). 
This level of education is in a state of constant develop—
ment according to the possibilities of the resources available. In 
these institutions there is also a programme of education for 
parents. 
In the German Democratic Republic and Cuba, primary and 
secondary education are included in the General Polytechnical 
school. 	 The German Democratic Republic has ensured by legal 
provisions that the principle of integration runs through education 
at all levels, and this means that there are uniform curricula, 
certificates, teaching programmes and text books. 	 Learning con— 
ditions are uniform throughout the country. 
An essential characteristic of the general school in both 
cauntries is its polytechnical nature which is reflected in the 
relation between school and community; in the contact between 
pupils and workers in the enterprises and in the learning programmes 
which provide the essential groundwork for an understanding of modern 
technology and production. 
"Polytechnical instruction has its roots both in the 
ideas of Marx and Engels and... in the discussions of 
educationalists, on how to equip the young for life in 
the new industrial age" (8). 
Both countries emphasise the educational value of work. 
Steele, J., referring to German Democratic Republic' education 
and quoting one East German Publication, points out that, 
"In the G.D.R. work is brought into the educational 
process as part of the contemporary technical, economic, 
and social complex... Through direct participation in 
productive work the pupil becomes conscious of reality 
and of the value of what he has learned and what he has 
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still to learn. 
	
He then finds that school and work as 
an occupation are no longer separate categories or areas 
of life that simply follow one another in time but that 
the relationship between them makes learning an authentic 
task in life from the very beginning. 	 He does not 
suddently 'end' school and enter something beyond and 
outside school called 'life'. 
	
If the pupil has taken 
concrete responsibility in the work process — no matter 
how simple at the outset — and has had the opportunity to 
perfect himself in it, he grows into the future more 
gradually and without a break, and with, full sense of 
responsibility as a co—owner of his plant and co—ruler 
of his state" (9). 
In England and Wales new methods of teaching, and learning 
have increasingly been used particularly in modern languages, mathe— 
matics and science. 
	
Informal techniques designed to awaken children's 
curiosity and interest have been introduced, specially in primary 
schools. 
Over—sized classrooms have dis—appeared„ pupil—teacher 
ratio has seen a big improvement; in 1964 the number of pupils 
per teacher was 28.7 and during the period 1970-82 the ratio was 
22.3 (10). 
Secondary education has been extensively re—organised into 
comprehensive schools which dispense with selection procedures for 
entry at 11—plus and provide a wide range of studies for children of 
all abilities. 
In the German Democratic Republic the right and the duty 
for all young people to qualify in a trade or profession is estab— 
lished in the Constitution. 	 For this reason about 85 per cent of 
pupils go on to vocational training centres in this country after 
finishing school, which means that no one enters his or her working 
life without having received training (11). 	 Generally this training 
lasts two years, but some training lasts three years, standards are 
high. 	 Both kinds of training produce students who go on to become 
skilled workers. 
	
The first entitles students to enrol at a 
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technical school, and the second at a university or college. 
Curricula for these courses are drawn up by a team of people with 
large experience in their subjects, which includes workers, farmers, 
supervisors, engineers, scientists, educationists, trade unionists, 
and leading members of the Free German Youth (12). 
In Cuba students who finished the ninth grade can go on 
to technical and vocational education. 
	
They can go on to two types 
of courses for skilled workers or for mid—level technicians (13). 
In England and Wales, from the age of 16 onwards, children 
can go to technical and further education. 	 The establishments are 
of various types and levels, and the majority are maintained by 
Local Education Authorities. 
Further education has strong links with industry and 
commerce, and the government hopes to strengthen these links which 
could facilitate the transfer of technological innovations from the 
laboratory to the market place (14). 
In Chile there is a parallel apprenticeship system for 
students who have completed the eighth grade of basic education. 
The system offers a wide range of practical courses in different 
areas (15). 
Studies of Higher Education in the German Democratic 
Republic are based on the principle of unity of learning and research, 
and of theory and practice. 	 The University promotes comprehensive 
learning and prevents early specialisation (16). 
	
Education at 
this level can be full—time, extramural, by correspondence and 
evening classes. 
	
In 1976 about 20 per cent of the university 
students were external students (17). 
Every person already in employment has the chance to take 
a course, without interrupting his normal work. 
	
Full time study at 
university is free of charge (18). 
	
Every graduate of a higher 
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educational institution has to take a refresher course within a 
period of five—years (19). 
In Cuba students go on to higher education after com—
pleting 12 grades of polytechnical education or via the parellel 
system of adult education, or teacher training or vocational educa— 
tion. 	 They have day courses on a full—time basis, or workers' 
courses with two modalities: day or evening courses. 	 Fifty per 
cent of students in universities are workers (20). 
Admission to universities in England and Wales is by 
examination and selection. 	 Facilities have been expanded. 	 An 
important role has been played by the Open University which has 
initiated a real break —through by opening up higher education in 
the very full sense of offering degree—granting programmes to a 
new section of the population even though many of its students have 
had a more advanced educational background or higher socio—profes—
sional status than originally intended. 
In terms of access by adults to higher education the Open 
University is a unique institution. 	 It was designed especially to 
cater for the adult population and incorporates many of the features 
which research has shown are of particular benefit to mature students 
(open admission, no formal entry requirements, part—time study by 
correspondence with tutorial support, credit—based system, etc.) (21). 
Teacher training in the German Democratic Republic and 
Cuba is offered in teacher training colleges or teacher training 
schools for primary teachers and in higher education institutions for 
secondary teachers. 	 In both countries there are many in—service 
training schemes for teachers. 	 In Cuba this is carried out through 
the Institute of Educational Improvement and its many branches. 
	
In 
the German Democratic Republic through universities and technical 
colleges; in—service training is seen from the point of view of 
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permanent education, so, teachers attempt to improve their qualifi—
cations according to their capabilities, which become them in 
life—long learners. 
	
In this country training is also given to the 
administrators and headmasters, and future occupiers of such posts (22). 
In England and Wales a new scheme of teacher education and 
training started in 1972 after the 'James' Report was published; 
and in 1983-84 an in—service teacher training grants scheme was 
introduced (23). 
In Chile the training of teachers is carried out by the 
universities and in—service training is offered in the Centre for 
Educational Improvement, Experiment and Pedagogical Research (24). 
In the German Democratic Republic Adult Education is based 
on the central position of man in socialist society, the further 
development of the characteristic traits, talents, abilities and 
moral qualities of mankind. 	 In this country further training for 
adults is offered in many shapes and forms, from those offered in 
adult education centres, industries, cooperatives, colleges, 
universities, to the educational programmes broadcast on T.V. 
According to Gottfried Schneider, in 1977, 
"every fourth worker participates in a planned and 
systematic qualification course in compliance with 
the present and future needs of his profession and of 
society as a whole" (25). 
So, today over 80 per cent of the working population holds qualifi— 
cations (26). 
	 Equality of women for access to education is a reality, 
over 84 per cent of all women and girls of working age carry out 
a trade (27). 	 In this way adult education contributes to over— 
coming the historically conditioned, and in some sectors still visible 
backwardness of women in the field of qualifications. 
In Cuba adult education has the special features required 
for the different types of student, and its main aim is to make it 
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possible for all workers to have access to culture and make of 
them the qualified labour force that the country needs. 	 A symbol 
of this commitment was the designation of a Vice—Minister of Adult 
Education as one of the key leaders in educational administration, 
with a major investment budget and resources (28). 
In England and Wales adult education is provided by 
L.E.A.'s, Adult Education Departments, in universities and 
voluntary bodies. 	 British institutes of higher education have a 
long tradition of adult education programmes. 	 While these may not 
be fully integrated with regular higher education, they do offer a 
great many adults the opportunity to pursue post secondary studies, 
most of which are organised in extra mural departments..  
For instance, the University of Liverpool, Department of 
Continuing Education, with the Workers Educational Association 
jointly sponsors a programme called Second Chance to Learn.  
The course focuses on the part played by 'ordinary' 
people in shaping events past and present and the social, political 
and economic forces which have influenced Merseyside's growth and 
decline. 	 The course aims to encourage and equip its students to 
play a more active part in their communities and workplaces. 
In recent years there has also been a development of 
community centres. 
In Chile adult education was expanded and reorganised in 
1965, as a three—level system, according to the needs of adults (29) 
To reinforce the role played by the school and to facilitate 
the proper use of the student's leisure time as well as to contribute 
to his development there exists in Cuba and the German Democratic 
Republic the extracurricula education, which has played an onprece— 
dent 	 role in the shift towards technology and science. 
	 Its 
activities are developed in educational centres and local institutions. 
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In Cuba it includes scientific—technical interest circles, 
school contests and the monitor's movement, sport and recreation 
activities, camping and summer camps, amateur art movement, etc. 
Also very important have been the interest circles. in primary 
and secondary schools, intended to discover and elicit technical 
vocation. 	 These are very popular. 	 Fidel Castro, while visiting 
a national exhibition of interest circle projects said of them, 
"I've seldom seen anything more impressive (because) it 
shows what can be done in education, what can be 
achieved with the development of children's and youth's 
capacities, because it shows the need for a type of 
teaching different from the teaching we all knew" (30). 
In the German Democratic Republic it includes children's 
libraries, children's theatres, centres for nature research and 
young scientists, hobby groups and interest circles, sports, contests 
and competitions, children and youth organisations, etc. 
In Chile extracurricula education is offered by some 
university branches which maintain local radio stations with educa—
tion programmes, and some extension departments which offer courses 
in different subjects. 
	
Also contributing to this is the work of 
some bi—national institutes. 
In sum basic changes have taken place in the education 
system of the German Democratic Republic, Cuba and England and Wales, 
since 1973, not in that of Chile (see p.239 ). 	 In different degrees 
in these three countries the context of education and training has 
been altered consistently, and the education of children, young and 
old people has been fashioned in a new spirit. 	 The character and 
function of schools have been determined by the interests of the 
whale of the people and therefore all children, irrespective of their 
financial or'social background, have been offered comprehensive 
educational opportunities by an integrated and organic school system. 
The structure of education systems makes it possible for 
all, both the young and older ones, to choose from a variety of 
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opportunities leading to qualifications. 
The improvement of the national education system repre—
sents a whole driving force of new ideas that have, of necessity, 
come up against traditional ideas. 	 There have been difficulties 
of an objective nature as well as difficulties of a subjective 
nature. But this is all to be expected in a process of change. 
The quality of education is historically conditioned 
depending on the possibilities of the moment. 	 A great deal 
still remains to be done, but education has taken new directions 
and these countries are making a big effort to educate their 
people towards becoming integrated members of a technical society. 
CONCLUSIONS  
It has been said that scientific and technical knowledge 
increases and renews itself so fast that the foundations provided 
by school prove insufficient and inadequate. 	 Many individuals, 
if not all, will have to change professions frequently during 
their working life. 
	 Over the years to come the world will 
experience more deep changes in all senses, especially as a result 
of the rapid spread of existing and new technologies. 
	 The idea 
that a period of compulsory schooling is sufficient 'preparation 
for life' is no longer in use, and if the needs of society in the 
1990's and next century are to be adequately met, education must 
be regarded as a lifelong process. 	 Within the present educational 
systems there is a complex of inertia, custom, values that prevents 
change, and the impulse to change may only come from outside, 
little by little until it is able to supersede the old systems and 
progressively give rise to new ones in the spirit and according to 
the principles of permanent education. 
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But the changes needed to put into practice a model of 
permanent education cannot be brought about independently of other 
far—reaching social changes. 
	
It is not possible to change education 
without making radical changes in the entire social structure. 
The foregoing discussion and analysis of permanent educa—
tion has conformed to the kinds of definitions and connotations of 
the thesis. 
	
Thus, it has been shown that although no country has 
a fully developed system of permanent education many of the 
features of such a system appear in the countries under consideration. 
The main features of permanent education would seem to be: totality, 
integration, flexibility, democratisation and self—fulfilment. 
Totality because permanent education covers the entire 
lifespan of the individual, includes all levels of education and 
encompasses all forms of education. 
	
Integration because all 
educative agencies: home, community, work place, schools, etc. are 
seen as inter—related and inter—connected. 	 Flexibility because 
permanent education would allow adaptation of learning materials 
to changing needs, alternative patterns of education, diversity in 
content, in learning tools, in techniques of learning etc. 
Democratisation because permanent education takes people of differing 
patterns of intellectual development, interests and motivation; 
permanent education would permit education to have a connective 
function, permanent education is seen as something for everybody, 
with relevance to the lives of all people in a society. 	 Self— 
fulfilment because permanent education would improve each individual's 
quality of life (31). 
Certain critical issues have surrounded the debate over 
permanent education. 
	
These include the capacity of educational 
systems to respond to the challenge presented by the concept of 
permanent education. 	 In addition, there is the question of the 
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political will to commit resources to such an educational enterprise. 
There are many powers and influences both within and outside the 
educational system which continue to remain uncommitted to permanent 
education largely out of fear that their own particular interests 
will somehow be threatened. 	 Such resistance will come from the 
spheres of the economics and politics. 
	
From the economic system, 
because of the integration of education and work; from the 
political sphere because of the idea of democratic community parti—
cipation in the control of education. 
Within an education system itself there may be many 
areas of resistance. 
	
The concept of professionalism can be a 
barrier to co—operation between the organised education systems and 
other agencies of the community. 
	 Teachers may not recognise the 
educative roles of people whom they do not regard as professionally 
competent as teachers. 
On the other hand, administrators may be reluctant to allow 
the individual educational establishments enough freedom to adapt 
their programmes to the needs of their communities, and may not 
welcome the participation of the community in the control of educa—
tion. 
Other sectors of society too could offer resistance, trade 
unions, for instance, may be apprehensive about the effect on wages 
and working conditions of an expansion of the labour force by 
student workers entering the enterprises on a part—time basis; 
privately supported organisations may fear a lessening of their 
independence if they co—operate closely with public institutions. 
In summary, for many reasons, it is inevitable that there 
will be some forces opposing the educational changes that are called 
for by the social changes of our times. 
Nevertheless, there are many pressures within modern 
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societies which are favourable to permanent education, which means 
that the struggle between those resisting change and those promo—
ting the idea of permanent education will perhaps intensify in 
many countries. 
Many of these factors became evident in the examination 
of the country case studies. 
	
In the case of Cuba it was shown 
how the massive expansion of education after 1959 coincided with 
not only the popularisation of the idea of permanent education, 
but also the requirements of the new regime's mobilisational 
approach. 	 Considerable innovation and experimentation have been 
evident in Cuba, generally with the large—scale support of the 
population. 
In the case of the German Democratic Republic, a more 
developed socialist regime, one can see the elaboration of a well—
structured educational system which expresses many of the features 
of permanent education within an industrialised society. 
	
The most 
outstanding feature of the German Democratic Republic system is the 
considerable provision of pre—school education, which is widely 
accepted as being the most developed provision in Europe (32). 
	 In 
addition the provision of General and Polytechnical schooling 
guarantees a solid foundation upon which later studies and training 
can be built. 
	 Adult education is another of the main features of 
education in this country. 
	 Under the system of adult education 
everybody who already pursues his profession, every working person 
is given the opportunity to improve his knowledge and reach a higher 
degree of qualification, be it on the job or in his spare time. 
The system, of course, does not set any age limit: anyone can 
benefit according to his own interest and in a way which benefits 
him/her and society most (33). 
In the case of England and Wales the sheer diversity of 
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provision is an outstanding feature of this educational system, 
although the imminent reforms may well modify this pattern. 
	
The 
system of England and Wales is highly developed and diverse, with 
sound coverage of the different levels and types of provision. 
Some forms of education however, have attracted world—wide attention, 
not least the innovative Open University which has been imitated 
in several other countries. As might be expected a country of the 
level of economic development of England and Wales can afford to 
build and sustain a rich assortment of educational services. 
However, problems certainly exist in the provision of schooling, 
for example, in the inner cities, and considerable expansion of 
availability of post—compulsory education is possible. 
	 Also, 
adult education called by some people 'the cinderella' of the 
education service, due to reasons such as the minimal proportion 
of the educational budget that this level of education receives 
("while 73 per cent of the national education budget is spent on 
schools, adult education gets only 0.66 per cent") (34). 
	
In 
addition the fact that most workers receive absolutely no paid 
release for education being women, black people and unskilled 
people the least likely ever to have had any opportunity for paid 
release, etc. 
Finally, in the case of Chile, one can perceive that 
permanent education has limited prospects in a country whose 
direction is being shaped by political and economic forces which 
see no particular validity in the permanent education concept. 
In many ways the military government has sought to reduce educational 
expectations and demands while the liberatisation of the economy 
has brought about the growth of unskilled labour opportunities which 
make no great demand on the educational system. 
	
The tendency 
for much popular and adult education in Latin America to be 
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heavily politicised has also meant that the military regime has 
clamped down on many adult/nonformal educational ventures. 
Comparisons between the four countries under review have 
revealed a number of similarities and differences. 
	
With the 
exception of Chile all of the countries seem to be well on the way 
towards implementing the idea of permanent education, though in 
different styles and degrees. 
	
It has been shown that considerable 
similarities exist between Cuba and the German Democratic Republic 
despite the different levels ,of socio—economic development; this 
suggests that ideological and political factors can to some degree 
overshadow other areas of dissimilarity. 	 However, when one compares 
Cuba with England and Wales one can see immediately that permanent 
education is being pursued quite differently in these countries. 
Indeed, in England and Wales, the concerted pursuit of permanent 
education is difficult to envisage, probably due to the decentralised 
and disparate character of educational provision. 
	
Thus dissimilarity 
also exists between England and Wales and the German Democratic 
Republic for similar reasons. 
Despite many differences (in economic system, in political 
structure and style, and in ideology), it is possible to detect some 
similarities between Cuba and Chile owing to the shared Iberian 
heritage. 
	
This is reflected in the actual content of education to 
some extent and in teaching styles, for example, the rather old—
fashioned teacher—centred classroom style, the emphasis on intellec—
tualism, memorisation, and verbalism, despite some of the efforts 
in both countries to overcome these deficiencies/weaknesses. 
Regarding people who are introducing changes it might be 
useful to suggest that it is important not to forget that they will 
have to consider carefully strategies of change that are appropriate 
to the particular circumstances of their own countries without 
forgetting that the success or failure of an. educational change 
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depends very much on the national circumstances into which it is 
introduced. 
Putting a system of permanent education into practice 
will mean that responsibilities will have to be shared out between 
government, educational institutions and the political and cultural 
bodies of the whole nation. 
On the other hand the need is not to overturn the 
existing education system, but to build on it. 	 Extensive and 
even radical reforms in the education systems could be brought 
about with minimum disruption if a sufficient number of teachers 
and policy—makers in all fields of education were made aware of 
those new contexts for their work which are implicit in the 
permanent education concept. 
	
These contexts include new kinds of 
schooling, new approaches to post—school education, and new professional 
activities. 
Future society will be a 'learning society'. 
	 The 
function of education has been redefined as one of the most out—
standing services to public welfare and society as a whole should 
work towards that end. 
Permanent education is a response to a world undergoing 
constant modification. 	 The idea of a once—and—for—all education 
during a limited period of formal schooling has limited and 
declining relevance to societies in which change has become a 
dominant feature, whether it be due to economic processes, techno—
logical development or cultural diversification. 
Finally, whatever the future of permanent education may 
be, the fact remains that it expresses an aspiration that is wide—
spread at the present time, and such a body of opinion may well 
come to exercise an influence which results in institutional 
changes. 
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APPENDIX  
(A) 	 A CHILEAN MODEL OF PERMANENT EDUCATION:  
THE UNIFIED NATIONAL SCHOOL (1) 
(1) 	 A General View 
The long—range perspective that enlightens the new 
educational policy presupposes the construction of a humanistic 
society, based on the development of the productive powers, the 
overcoming of economic, technological and cultural dependence, in 
the establishment of new property relations and, in an authentic 
democracy, social justice supported by the exercise of power for 
the people. 
To this conception of national development corresponds 
an educational system quantitatively and qualitatively different, 
one which embraces the population as a whole and not only the new 
generations. 
	
In other words, a national system that makes a 
reality of the individual's educational attention from nativity 
until old age, because in all stages of an individual 's development 
there are needs that can be and must be attended to through education. 
That is 'permanent education'. 
Permanent education is the unique answer to the request 
of a society that goes very quickly towards the twenty—first 
century where scientific knowledge and technology, economic 
relations and social forms are renewed so quickly that formal 
education is soon obsolete. 
With these objectives the national system of education 
will be supported in the most modern cultural, scientific and 
technological attainments for planning in integration with the 
global planning of the society according to the criteria of unity, 
diversification and democratisation. 
The building of the National System of Education will 
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take as a start the legacy from traditional education. 	 So it will 
be necessary to transform the present levels, such as, nursery, 
basic and middle education in the Regular Education Area and, 
build the Extra—school Education Area to look after the educational 
needs of that sector of the population which has been left 
unattended to by the formal education. 
The Regular Education Area has as its aims the provision 
of general polytechnical and professional formation according to 
students psychological development. 
The Extra—school Education Area would be built through 
the coordination of the work carried out by the Adult Education 
Services of Ministry of Education, the Universities, INACAP*, 
Councils, Trade Unions, community, cultural, political and religious 
organisations, mass media and productive enterprises. 
The planning of this area would be very flexible. 	 In 
the first place it will take into account the people not attended 
to by education; illiterates; the wastage of regular education; 
the workers that need cultural and technological improvement; the 
physically and socially handicapped, etc. 
All this without forgetting the needs of the people that 
had a more or less complete regular education. 
The division into two areas is intended as a transitory 
characteristic the intention is to build only one system as a 
whole. 
The universities will be higher research centres, creative 
and teaching centres where entrance will be possible through the 
regular system of education and from the world of work after 
attaining the necessary academic level. 
* I.N.A.C.A.P. = National Institute for Professional Training 
The Unified National School will be inserted in the 
Regular Education Area of the National System and will offer integral 
educative attention to new generations of children and adolescents 
from the nursery until they enter the world of work to superior 
studies or towards a combination of both. 
(2) 	 Foundations  
The Unified National School is built to solve in a positive 
way the deep structural crisis of the education, which has lasted 
for a long time and is expressed in: 
The contradiction between the socialisation process of 
the economic, social and political relations and the 
incapacity of the educational system to give answer to 
this process. 
The contradiction between the ever increasing popular 
pressure to participate in the national processes and 
an authoritative, competitive and traditional educational 
system. 
The contradiction between the permanent desire of the 
people to obtain a more just social order and an educational 
system which is discriminatory and unjust. 
The contradiction between the ever increasing requirements 
of science and technology and, the incapacity of scientific 
and technical evolution of the present educational system. 
The contradiction between a society that wants to base 
its culture upon the work ethic and the national wealth 
and, an education that despises work and admires consump—
tion as a sign of social prestige and dignity. 
The contradiction between the necessity of people's 
occupational qualifications as a basic requirement to 
improve the economic system's productivity and an educa— 
tional system that despises productive work and does not 
give the population a capacity to practice this. 
The contradiction between the needs of planning, organisa—
tion and administration of a democratic society and the 
centralised and authoritative administration of the 
present educational system. 
The contradiction between the necessity of a scientific 
and technical acelerated development and the absorption 
of the University in the task of allotting to everybody 
a profession because the educational system does not 
prepare people for a working life. 
(3) 	 Characterisation  
The Unified National School will be: 
National because it is born from the intellectual, social 
and material efforts of the Chilean community and because it will 
contribute to support our identity and sovereignty. 
Unified because it will unite the processes of psycho—
logical and social development of the human being, it will develop 
a culture based between theory and practice and between education 
and life, and will be building in and from the community. 
Diversified because it will attend the different needs 
of national and individual development in a harmonious manner. 
Democratic because its development will be based in the 
community's participation, and, because it will oppose any discri—
mination. 
Pluralistic because no political or religious doctrine 
will be imposed. 
Productive because it will give value to socially useful 
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work and will develop in the students a productive mentality and the 
idea of solidarity. 
Integrated to the community because it will contribute 
to the development of the community giving birth to a new culture, 
and the educative process of its people. 
Scientific and technological because it will give primary 
importance to the natural and social sciences, and technology in 
the school curriculum, as a means of improving the education. 
Humanistic because it will support a united conception 
of culture and will try to form the new Chilean generations in an 
integral and harmonious way. 
Planned because it will be built according to the general 
framework of the national development, planning, making good use 
of the society's resources to fulfil its objectives. 
(4) 	 Objectives 
General Objectives  
To set up the Unified National School the government 
intends to fulfil the following objectives: 
To contribute to supporting the new social system and to 
promote the real participation of the majority in the 
construction of a new society, making each Chilean aware 
of the social changes taking place. 
To develop the scientific and technological capacity of 
the people to make the participation society a reality. 
To make sure that the access and enjoyment of the culture 
and education is open to everybody, making the right to 
education a reality for every Chilean. 
To give the educational system the necessary flexibility 
and capacity that allows a permanent activity of planning 
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and evaluation of the different aspects of the educational 
process. 
To orientate the educational process in the principles of 
unity, theory and practice and the study and productive 
work which would allow people to overcome under—development, 
and create an authentic Chilean culture. 
To make possible in the Universities the development of 
science and technology at higher levels. 	 The entrance 
to the universities will have to be supported by the 
objective measurement of people's capacity from the creation 
of real conditions of equality in the context of a 
democracy. 
Specific Objectives  
From the pedagogic point of view the Unified National School 
aims to establish a harmonious personality development in Chilean 
children and adolescents, to make of them active builders of society. 
So, the Unified National School will guarantee intellectual, 
physical, moral, aesthetic and technological development by an 
adequate combination of general and polytechnical education which 
will prepare the students for a working activity. 
To develop in the students' abilities, concepts, habits, 
opinions, attitudes and values favourable to collective 
work, democratic living together and, social compromise. 
To aim at the creation of adequate health conditions for 
all the population and especially students through sporting 
activities, sanitary education, seminars, etc. 
To direct attention to work values as an active element 
in the new society creating in young people a sense of 
respect for physical work leaving aside the idea of physical 
work as an inferior level activity. 
To create a national consciousness free and sovereign to 
seek with Latin American countries and all the world good 
relations of international life—sharing. 
To accentuate the sense of nationality through the 
cultivation of values, and elements of the universal 
culture and to allow the people's participation in art, 
literature, sciences, technology, and the mass media. 
To develop in young people a scientific conception of 
society, man and nature, that ensures an effective 
participation in social development. 
To contribute to harmonious personality development in 
the values of humanism. 
To give a general and polytechnical education according 
to the needs of national and regional planning, making 
possible an active participation of young people in 
working life. 
To contribute to changing the consumer's mentality, into 
a human solidarity's spirit. 
To attend to the needs of regional and local growth as a 
way of rooting young people in their own region. 
( 5 ) 	 Structure  
It will be the duty of correspondingly the Unified 
National School to attend to nursery and general and polytechnical 
_education. 
Nursery education  
Children from birth up to the age of six will be attended 
to in nurseries and infant gardens. 
	
These institutions will depend 
on the Ministry of Education in everything regarding educational 
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activities; professional's efficiency and quality, and in general 
the scientific guidance of the process of development in children 
in the most important period of their lives. 
The content of this educational level will have to 
constitute the fundamental base of an integral individual's forma— 
tion. 
	
There will have to be the maximum relationship between this 
level and general and polytechnical education. 
The action of nursery education will be extended to 
parents, family and the community through integrated and permanent 
programmes of familiar education. 
General and Polytechnical Education  
General and Polytechnical education will create the 
conditions so that students, teachers and the community are able to 
participate in the collective creation of cultural goods that our 
society needs. 
This educational level will help to acquire the scientific 
principles of the most important branches of production of goods; 
the theory and practice of technology and knowledge; and the ways 
of solving the social problems that the country faces. 
	
To achieve 
this a relationship will be necessary between school and life; 
education and production; and theory and practice. 
This educational level will serve students from six to 
18 years of age. 	 It will last for 12 years and will be a continuous 
process with a proper curricular organisation. 
To facilitate the curriculum and to permit better 
planning this educational level will be structured in four age 
spans: 
(1) 
	
From first to fourth years, where the curricula content 
will be organised in an integrated manner (Unities). 
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(2) From fifth to sixth years the integrated system will 
have the organisation of content for disciplines and 
subjects. 
(3) From seventh to eighth years the curriculum will be 
organised for subjects and disciplines. 	 Here the 
guidance process will be emphasised. 
(4) From ninth to twelfth years the curriculum will be 
structured in three branches: common, elective and, 
specialised, giving great importance to technological 
formation. 
These organisation models will be present throughout the 
educational process. 	 In each span one or two of these will have 
special relevance according to the characteristics of students' 
psychobiological and social development. 
The division into one year courses is not definitive, 
other forms of curricula organisation will be sought, for example, 
half year; groups of years, levels,etc. 
The following are some specific curricula characteristics 
at this educational level: 
The curriculum, the organisation and the administration 
of the Unified National School will allow the students 
in the first eight years to choose her/his activities. 
That is, to develop aptitudes, abilities and special 
interests and to facilitate recuperations. 
The general formation and the experiences obtained from 
the study—work process and voluntary work in the community 
will enable the student to continue studies or to start 
the familiar democratic and productive life of the community. 
The technological formation will not come only from school 
laboratories and workrooms, but also from industries and 
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community services. 
From the first year the guidance activities will be 
emphasised to favour the knowledge of all technological 
areas and so to observe and to record the experiences 
and priorities of each student. 
The guidance process will reach its height in the 
ninth year when the students will know all the specialities 
that the Chilean occupational field offers. 
The aims of the three branches from the ninth to the 
twelfth year are the following: 
(a) The common branch will ensure a minimum cultural base 
that allows students to continue studying, or incorpora—
tion into familiar and community life. 
(b) The elective branch has as its objectives to allow the 
students to choose curricula contents according to 
aptitudes, interests and abilities. 
(c) The specialised branch will take the professional subjects 
and the corresponding practical activities. 
In the tenth year, each student will decrease his techno— 
logical activity to only one area plus common and elective branches. 
So, as the theoretical knowledge of the area increases so will 
the supervised practices in the different specialities that the area 
embraces. 
During the eleventh and twenlfth year the student, besides 
common and elective branches, will concentrate on the technology 
of only one speciality. 
Evaluations and later studies will allow educational 
authorities to decide if a speciality is to be advanced or post—
poned, or whether there is a need to create a thirteenth year for 
the more complex specialities. 
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From nursery education it will be necessary to have an 
evaluation process whose results will be kept on record. 
For students that leave the regular education system 
before finishing it there will be special courses that will allow 
him/her to obtain a qualification. 
The students that for any reason must abandon school 
will be able to re—enter at the appropriate level according to 
development obtained out of school. 
When the process is finished the students will receive 
the title of sub—technician or medium level technician according 
to the case, and a certificate that proves her/his attainment and 
a general view about the different aspects of his/her personality. 
(6) 	 Unified National School's Organic Structure  
The general organic form of the Unified National School 
will be 'Educational Complexes' whose jurisdiction, in general, 
will coincide with the Local Education Councils. 
All state schools of an Educational Complex will have a 
unified directive with autonomy of development planning. 
	 In 
practice the present schools will be considered as different 
buildings of a great unified school. 
The first complex will be set up in some communities 
according to geographic, economic and social differences of our 
country. 
When the process starts, the 'complexes' will be inte—
grated by basic and middle state schools and will have to include 
activities from extra—regular area and nursery level. 
The Unified National School might also take the form of 
a complete 'Educational Unit' which will work in some building. 
These 'Units' will be set up primarily in rural or industrial 
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towns or areas in which the economic, social and educational 
structure presents adequate conditions. 
The present 'Consolidated Schools' will have to be 
organised as a complete 'Educational Unit' and/or to be integrated 
into 'Educational Complexes'. 
In the curricula planning of Complexes and complete 
'Educational Units' the educational possibilities and opportunities 
offered by community and production activities will be considered. 
Because of the unequal economic development and unequal 
occupational market for some professions Regional or National 
Unified Centres will be created which together with common and 
elective plans, will have special plans corresponding to complex 
specialities or whose production field is very concentrated geo—
graphically speaking. 
These kinds of centres will be incorporated into an 
Educational Complex for administration and everybody will have entry 
to it. 
The educational authorities, at regional level, will study 
the procedures to associate the Educational Complex or Complete 
Educational Unit to a University which will guarantee the research, 
and the in—service teaching training. 
The performance of Educational Complexes and Complete 
Educational Units will be planned, organised and evaluated for 
technical committees composed of teachers, community organisations, 
productive centres and the associated University. 
	 These committees 
will be supervised by the Local Education Council. 
The badic schools that will be integrated into the Educa—
tional Complex ought to have, in three years time at least, the six 
first years of general and polytechnical education. 
The Unified National School will be co—eduational. 
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The private education recognised by the State will 
maintain its present administrative organisation and all its duties, 
but will have to adopt the contents and curricula structure of 
Unified National School. 	 To favour the new curricula forms' 
implementation the State will offer private education the same 
resources and facilities as the state education, as for example, 
in—service teacher training, technical help, free school—books, 
use of installations and personnel of social area or public services, 
etc. 
It will also be possible to have agreements between the 
State and private schools for the common use of educational resources. 
The private schools will be able to be incorporated freely into the 
Educational Complexes without losing their status as private 
schools. 
(7) 
	
Action and Requirement to set up the Unified  
National School  
Universal and Progressive Educational Attendance  
When the Unified National School is established the educa—
tional opportunities offered to the community will be increased. 
A systematic programme oriented to the universalisation of educational 
attention will have to be developed. 
	 Besides measures adopted in 
the extra—regular education area it will be necessary to adopt 
other measures, for example: because of the government's social 
policy an increase,almost an explosion of school demand is expected, 
especially in the lower school levels and to answer these natural 
increases of school demands it will be necessary for the Unified 
National School to be suitably prepared. 
In spite of statistics showing that in the first school 
levels the indexes are nearly up to 100 per cent, reality shows 
that there are a great number of children without school attendance. 
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The government has taken as an objective that in Chile no children 
will remain without schooling. 
Constitution of Unified National School Process  
First stage  
During the first year the following steps are considered 
in the Unified National School constitution process: 
Curricula innovations in four courses of system: The 
students that start the First Middle year will take on in April and 
May those studies corresponding to the scientific—humanistic 
branch or the general plan of the technical—professional branch. 
On the 1st of June the First Middle Unified year will 
start. 
	
Its definitive curriculum will depend on parents', students', 
mass organisations' and teachers' contributions and the final evalua—
tion corresponding to this academic year. 
From the second half of the year the work at national level 
will be started with the amended courses of 1st, 5th and 7th levels, 
the first courses on each stage which the Unified National School 
will be structured on. 
Generalised exercises of incorporation to productive work  
and community life: The incorporation of productive work with the 
school curriculum, and school life with community life are new 
elements and its setting up requires an experimentation phase. 
Unified National School's new curriculum elaborations:  
During the first year the plan of studies for the whole 
system, and the programmes for the courses being set up in this 
first and second years will be elaborated. 	 The elaboration process 
will have to take into account teachers', parents', students', and 
mass organisations' contributions which will allow community interests 
and teachers' experience to be reflected in the curriculum. 
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Local Exercises of Educational Complexes and a New 
Structure for Consolidated Schools — The integration of different 
schools into an Educational Complex presents organisational and 
administration problems whose solution is by no means easy. 	 To 
counter these, a systematic and planned experimental period is 
required. 	 The selection of the places where these exercises could 
be set up, should take into account the following criteria. 	 The 
provision of, 
(a) At least one in each Regional Coordination, 
(b) Places where there are social area enterprises interested 
in actions of educational transformation,and 
(c) Areas that traditionally have been forgotten. 
The Consolidated Schools, on the other hand, present conditions that 
favour their constitution as Complete Educational Units. 	 Some of 
them can be useful as bases for exercises mentioned above. 
Evaluation of Amended Courses (1st — 5th; 7th and 9th)  
These courses working in real conditions will give valuable 
information for the following process steps. 
	 For this it is 
necessary to make an efficient evaluation of the most relevant aspects. 
Exercises of Liaison between Unified National School and 
Nursery Education — Some Unified National Schools will include 
nurseries and Infant Gardens with the object of setting up the total 
educational process and the possibility of its evaluation. 	 This 
also would apply to complete Educational Units and Educational 
Complexes. 
Second Stage (next academic year). 
Setting up of courses 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th 
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and 10th which incorporates into the new system the courses from 
1st to 10th. 
Constitution of Local Complexes in all of the Country's 
Councils. 
Third Stage (next academic year) 
Setting up of the 11th year. 
Evaluation of school amended courses. 
Fourth Stage (next academic year) 
Setting up of the 12th year. 
General evaluation and replanning of it. 
Support Measures  
Setting up of the Democratisation Decree. 
	
The Democrati— 
sation Decree is one of the most important means to push forward the 
setting up of the Unified National School, because its dispositions 
facilitate the different councils' actions which will work in 
different levels of educational planning. 
The two most relevant Unified National School's features 
will be its community contact and the incorporation of productive 
work into education; where the organised community is present the 
councils will be the natural link to establish relationships with 
labour and community sectors. 
Study, discussion and diffusion of Unified National School  
among teachers, parents, students and community. 	 Consequent,to the 
principle that education is not a problem concerning only technicians, 
the necessary means to obtain the permanent contribution of the 
community bases will be established. 
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Teacher T raining and In—service Teacher training. 	 It 
is logical to think that to obtain a real new school it is necessary 
that teachers, the main actors in this process, get a clear view 
of changes; for that they need improvement as professionals; 
so the teacher training and in—service teacher training will have 
unity and integration. 
(a) Unified Training of New Teachers  
If one believes that in the future the school will be only 
one, it is also logical to think that teacher training will be only 
one, without odious categories and its unevenness in pay and status. 
(b) Directive Personnel and/or Administrators  
The Unified National School will request a new structure 
of the school administrative system, which will also mean preparing 
a new type of professional and changing the present sense of 
schools direction and administration. 
(c) Training of Polytechnical and Technological Education  
Teachers  
It is very important to take care of the training of this 
kind of teacher, traditionally not enough, and very improvised. 
(d) Administrative Personnel  
It is possible that this kind of personnel will not be too 
different from today's personnel but it will be necessary that they, 
like all education workers are conscious of theirresponsibility to 
face the new school. 
	
To obtain this it will be necessary to prepare 
them as public servants, to prepare selection rules and in—service 
training courses. 
(1) 
(4) 
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(e) 
	
Personnel of Future Educational Sections on Industry  
and Services that Help in the Educational Task  
The professionals, technicians or workers in charge of 
this work will have to be adequately trained to attain the best 
results in this important task. 
In—Service Training of Present School Directive Personnel 
Because of its importance this task will pursue at least 
the following objectives: 
To ensure that all teachers get enough information about 
the Unified National School to understand the importance 
of the reform process. 
To involve this professional sector in the process because 
it is the one which moves the whole of the school process. 
To make sure that each teacher feels himself to be an 
actor of this process, so that every teacher gives his 
contribution to the new school. 
To ensure that the teacher is and feels himself to be an 
active element of the new school. 
Juridical — Administrative and Economic Personnel Status:  
It will be essential to regularise the appointment system 
and the working day of school personnel (teachers, head masters, 
inspectors, etc.) to obtain the full—time appointment with a 
common base salary and the corresponding complementary benefits. 
Administration Measures. 
	 The Unified National School 
demands a new type of educational administration that guarantees 
the unity of the system, and helps the administrative decentrali—
sation. 
An organic Law of Education will have to 
	 establish 
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the new structure of the National System of Education, reorganise 
the services' administration, create the teacher's career and regulate 
the professional status according to the Unified National School's 
characteristics. 
At the beginning, the Unified National School's implementa— 
tion process will demand the adoption of the following measures: 
Constitution of a National Coordinator Commission with 
broad power from the Ministry of Education to set up the 
Unified National School's process. 
To maintain a permanent evaluation process in charge of 
Councils with the collaboration of technical organisations 
of the Ministry of Education. 
To give Regional Coordinations the necessary power to 
participate in the orientation and building of Unified 
National School's process. 
Issuing of the following decrees: 
Decree to modify the Educational System and create the 
Unified National School. 
Decree to approve the new plan of studies for the First 
Unified Middle course. 
Decree to approve the new plan of studies for the First, 
Fifth and Seventh course of Basic Education, to make them 
part of the Unified National School's courses. 
Decree to approve the new programme of studies for the 
courses above mentioned. 
Decree to declare "experimental areas" at the convenient 
jurisdiction to test the Educational Complexes' structure. 
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(B) 
	
SOME FEATURES OF THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS SHOWN IN  
THIS STUDY WHICH COULD BE ADDED TO THE 1970 CHILEAN  
MODEL OF PERMANENT EDUCATION IN ORDER TO IMPROVE IT  
Although every country is different, and an educational 
system must be built in each country in accordance with the concrete 
social and economic conditions of that country, it is useful to 
take into account that, 
"comparative educationists have always realised that 
by studying other countries' systems of education 
they would gain greater insight into their own" (2). 
So looking into educational systems shown in this study and into 
the 1970 Chilean model for permanent education, some features could 
be added in order to improve the Chilean model. 
For instance if attention is paid to the 'structure' of 
the Unified National School it could be useful to take into account 
that at the pre—school level, Cuban teachers work at a ratio of 
eight children per teacher (3). 
	 Another important point is the 
existence of Schools of Parents which prepare the family for a more 
effective relationship With the school and a better participation 
in the integral formation of the children (4). 
In the German Democratic Republic every working woman gets 
official time to come in to attend to the physical needs of her 
baby (5). 
In England and Wales volutary organisations and groups 
of parents have played an important role in the organisation of 
play groups. 
At primary level Cuba's system has day boarding schools 
for children of working mothers or with social problems, and inter—
mediate education boarding schools are for all students, but those 
who pass the 6th grade and do not have a high school near where 
they live are given priority (6). 
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In order to help children with a physical or mental dis—
ability in all provinces there exist Diagnosis and Orientation 
Centres in charge of carrying out the analysis and diagnosis of 
the children and youth that need to go to Special Schools (7). 
In the German Democratic Republic part of the General 
Polytechnical school system is made up by special schools with 
extra lessons in selected subjects at a higher level. 	 In this way 
specially talented pupils in any particular subject are given 
additional help and encouragement (8). 
In this country too, the majority of students who finish 
school go on to vocational training centres which means in practice 
that no one starts his working life without having received training. 
Some 100,000 authorised skilled workers are involved in 
the practical side of vocational training (9). 
In order to match the personal wishes and talents of 
students, and the needs of society, career counselling and in—depth 
information to children is offered. 
	
It begins very low down in the 
schools and permits children to learn about a great variety of job 
oppOrtunities. This service is extended to parents as well. 
Organisation of Cuban higher education permits methods 
of entry from the national system of education (day courses and 
full—time basis), and through the parallel system of Adult Education, 
or teacher training schools or mid—level centres of technical and 
vocational education (day or eyeing courses which allows students to 
study without leaving their work) (10). 
The training provided by Cuba's higher and further educa—
tion system to students from other countries of the Third World, is 
a concrete expression of the country's international outlook. 
	
The 
young people's study programme in Cuba is geared to the specific 
conditions and needs in their countries. 
	
Special attention is paid 
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to development needs, and the kind of expertise these countries 
require (11). 
In the German Democratic Republic there are laws by which 
university qualifications have been awardable after extramural 
correspondence and evening courses. 	 It permits people already in 
employment the chance to take a course without interrupting their 
normal work and getting paid free time for study and paid leave 
for the completion of their coursework (12). 
In England, A2niversities' Departments of Extramural Studies 
offer courses to the general public. 	 They offer a wide variety of 
courses including one day and residential courses. 
	
They are open 
to everyone who wishes to take a short course of study under the 
guidance of a university appointed tutor and, unless indicated, 
no background knowledge is assumed. 
Courses meet on a weekly basis for approximately two hours 
a meeting. 	 They are held in village halls, schools, colleges and 
pubs as well as in the university and adult education centres. 
At the University of Birmingham, for instance, it is now 
possible to take the courses and examinations of the first year of 
a degree course in some subjects, by evening study in Birmingham 
and then to pass into full—time education for the 2nd year at the 
University. 
	
No qualifications are required (13). 
But, if a feature of English education could be introduced 
into a system of permanent education, it is indeed the Open University. 
This is an agency for distance learning in the grand manner, with a 
multi—media instructional system which is second to none, and academic 
standards which are at least on a par with those of conventional 
universities (14). 
This university understood that the responsibility of any 
institution of higher education cannot end at graduation and was 
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aware of the inadequacy of initial qualifications in a technological 
society. 	 The pressing need for their updating has taken care of 
the problems of retraining in its post—experience courses. 
In Cuba there is a national plan of post—graduate refresher 
courses and studies programmes. 	 Post—graduate studies programmes 
are aimed at specialising or reorienting general knowledge (15). 
Many features of the educational system shown in this 
study have been highlighted here as ways of improving the 1970 
Chilean model of permanent education, but the core of the educational 
system of the two countries which have implemented the principle of 
permanent education most extensively, i.e. polytechnical education, 
and which could produce positive benefits in Chile, seems to involve 
many difficulties. 
It is interesting to remember that, the introduction of a 
technological element into general education for adolescents is 
something which has received serious consideration in many schools 
in non—socialist countries, and also that the acquisition of practical 
skills, through handwork in wood and metal has for a long time been 
established as part of general education in English schools; in 
Chile this idea could encounter a lukewarm reception. 
The success in practice of the relationship between work 
and schooling would depend in large measure on the willingness of 
the middle class to support programmes which would involve their 
children working in manual occupations while attending secondary 
school and the first years of university. 
	
It could be very difficult 
to implement such a programme appealing to the middle class. 
On the other hand the implementation of this principle is 
expensive: 
	
schools require new laboratories and workshops, teaching 
aids of all kinds must be designed and produced, a new kind of 
teacher is needed, and the whole concept of teacher—training has 
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to be re—examined. 	 Many of the older teachers will need to be 
pursuaded of the educational desirability of the new approach. 
Teachers will also need to be convinced that time spent in a 
factory or on a farm is not time that could be better spent in formal 
academic work, and that academic standards need not drop (16). 
Another interesting example shown in this study, and one 
which could be useful in Chile is the Cuban literacy campaign. 
Again, it is unlikely that the upper and middle class would permit 
the enormous investment of resources and time to reach poor 
illiterate peasants and teach them for nine months. 
	
Although many 
young leftists and Christian Democrats went into the Chilean 
countryside during the Frei regime to work with peasants, they 
did so mostly only during the university holidays. 	 They were 
motivated politically and not primarily to teach people how to 
read and write (17). 
Perhaps the school in the countryside concept could find 
more acceptance in Chile, because it is interesting for both kinds 
of planner, in a capitalist country because such a school helps 
to finance schooling for marginal urban and rural children; for a 
socialist planner the concept is important not only for its 
self—financing aspects, but also because it helps to diminish the 
rural—urban gap and moves urban children into the countryside 
where labour shortages may be acute. 
However, it is important to take into account that a 
nations decisions on educational policy result from .a variety of 
external and internal pressures. 
	
If one observes major contemporary 
issues, one can see that all countries, be they from east or west, 
north or south, use their educational system to preserve and further 
certain aspects of national character and heritage. 
Finally it could be useful to take into account that when 
a reform is being prepared and generally applied, steps must be 
taken to ensure that there is a free flow of information between 
all sectors concerned by education and continuous appraisal of the 
results obtained and the obstacles still to be overcome; and to 
bear in mind that an education system must operate as a whole 
system, incorporating both the compulsory education of the young 
and the educational rights of the old. An education system must 
itself be a learning system able to respond flexibly to individual 
and social needs and therefore able to change itself from within. 
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